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Abstract 
GOMA is a two- and three-dimensional finite element program which excels in analyses of man- 
ufacturing processes, particularly those involving free or moving interfaces. Specifically, the full- 
Newton-coupled heat, mass, momentum, and pseudo-solid mesh motion algorithm makes GOMA 
ideally suited for simulating processes in which the bulk fluid transport is closely coupled to the 
interfacial physics. Examples include, but are not limited to, coating and polymer processing 
flows, soldering, crystal growth, and solid-network or solution film drying. The code is based on 
the premise that any boundary can be (1) moving or free, with an apriori unknown position dic- 
tated by the distinguishing physics, (2) fixed, according to a global analytical representation, or 
(3) moving in time and space under user-prescribed kinematics. The goal is to enable the user to 
predict boundary position or motion simultaneously with the physics of the problem being ana- 
lyzed and to pursue geometrical design studies and fluid-structure interaction problems. 

The moving mesh algorithm treats the entire domain as a computational Lagrangian solid that 
deforms subject to the physical principles which dictate boundary position. As an added benefit, 
the same Lagrangian solid mechanics can be exploited to solve multi-field problems for which the 
solid motion and stresses interact with other transport phenomena, either within the same material 
phase (e.g. shrinking coating) or in neighboring material phases (e.g. flexible blade coating). 
Thus, analyses of many fluid-structure interaction problems and deformable porous media prob- 
lems are accessible. 

This document serves as a user's guide and reference for GOMA and provides a brief overview of 
GOMA's capabilities, theoretical background, and classes of problems for which it is targeted. 
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Nomenclature 

heat capacity 

concentration of species i 

inertial coefficient 

strain-rate tensor 

binary diffusion coefficient 

defined distance between current position and dynamic contact line 

displacement vector 

Young’s modulus 

unit base vector 

shear modulus 

momentum source term vector 

volumetric energy source 

mean curvature 

heat transfer or mass transfer coefficient 

identity tensor 

unit vectors representing right-hand orthogonal basis 

mass flux vector, species i 

bulk modulus 

permeability 

normal vector to surface 

normal vector to solid wall surface 

heat flux vector 

component i volumetric source 

i-th component of the Galerkin weighted residual vector 

temperature 

fluid stress tensor 

solid stress tensor 

tangential vector to surface 

velocity vector 

mesh velocity vector 

mesh velocity 

coordinates for Cartesian coordinate system 
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volume fraction of species i 
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1 Introduction 

“GOMA”, which means rubber, gum, or elastic in Spanish, is a two- or three-dimensional finite 
element program currently being advanced and specialized for the analysis of manufacturing 
flows and related processes that involve one or more transport fields, i.e., any combination of 
heat, mass, momentum (solid and fluid) and species transport fields. Specifically, the processes for 
which GOMA is suited are those which contain free or moving boundaries between dissimilar 
materials or phases; Whether it is an interface or point whose position or motion is a priori un- 
known governed by boundary physics, or a boundary whose position or motion is prescribed by 
the user according to specified geometry or kinematics, the mdtiphysics approach on which 
GOMA is based allows for rapid convergence to the solution. Unique features which make this 
possible include: (1) a Lagrangian-Eulerian solid mechanics module for mesh motion, (2) energy 
and chemical species undergoing convection, diffusion and reaction, and fluid momentum trans- 
port modules that are fully and mutually coupled, particularly with the mesh motion module 
through an analytical Jacobian matrix, (3) a full-Newton based solution algorithm which exploits 
that Jacobian matrix, and (4) a structure which allows for different physical descriptions of differ- 
ent materials in the same problem, i.e., conjugate problems. The scope of potentially accessible 
problems is defined by the interaction and close coupling of the individual field equation sets, as 
shown in Figure 1. Moreover, the analytical Jacobian matrix which provides that coupling facili- 
tates a range of computer-aided nonlinear analyses such as parametric sensitivity (stability), de- 
sign, and optimization as it provides the building blocks (through chain-rule differentiation) for 
evaluating sensitivities of process variables to processing conditions. 

GOMA originated from an early version of SALSA (Shadid and Moffat 1995), a finite element 
program designed to simulate chemically reacting flows in massively-parallel computing environ- 
ments, and was originally extended and adapted to free and moving boundary problems in fluid’ 
mechanics, heat transfer, and mass transfer. However, by virtue of a mesh motion algorithm 
which fills the computational domain with an artificial Lagrangian solid, many multiphysics prob- 
lems which include the deformation of real solid materials in combination with other transport 
phenomena are now accessible with GOMA. The detailed algorithm and underlying physical 
principles together with several advanced examples from capillary hydrodynamics, melting and 
solidification, and polymer processing may be found elsewhere (Sackinger et al. 1995, Cairncross 
et al. 1995, Chen et al. 1995). The purpose of this report is to provide a practical introduction and 
reference to GOMA: to introduce the user to the range of options available in GOMA; to show 
how easily the code may be adapted to investigate novel situations; and to provide several simple 
illustrative examples as a tutorial and as a demonstration of the overall utility of the program. 

Chapter 2 of this manual provides some background on the physics and numerical methods em- 
ployed in GOMA. Ancillary issues addressed in Chapter 2 include code portability between com- 
puting platforms, necessary software libraries, and other miscellaneous subjects which pertain to 
obtaining a license to GOMA. Chapter 3 discusses briefly the structure of the programs as well as 
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Figure 1 Main physics modules of GOMA together with the scope of potential applica- 

the input required and the output generated. Chapters 4 and 5 serve as a guide and reference for 
the main problem description input and for the auxiliary material property data file formats. Chap- 
ter 6 gives a brief overview of the differential equations and some theoretical development all per- 
taining to the capabilities of GOMA. Finally, Chapter 7 provides a demonstration of the 
capabilities of GOMA as well as provide a brief tutorial on the use of the software package. This 
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chapter is designed to demonstrate usage by providing step-by-step instructions on generating a 
solution to a simple coating flow example. Appendix A describes several start-up strategies which 
are helpful in attaining a solution to free boundary problems. Developing these strategies requires 
some experience and intuition, given the nonlinear nature of most processing flows. The usual 
nonlinearities contributed by the advective terms of the conservation equations are compounded 
by the geometric nonlinearities associated with solving a free boundary problem. 
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Figure 2 Pictoral representation of the global Jacobian matrix which provides full cou- 
pling between all physics modules of GOMA, annotated with Jacobian elements activat- 
ed by application area. Each row and column includes both bulk and boundary terms. 
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2 Background Information 

2.1 Prognam Features. 
GOMA is a general purpose program designed for the solution of both steady and transient, two- 
and three-dimensional problems involving heat, mass, and momentum (solid and fluid) transport. 
The program has a unique feature that all boundaries and interfaces are treated asfree (position 
unknown) or moving (position unknown or prescribed, but variable). If the material domain of 
interest is a solid, a Lagrangian formulation &e., the computational mesh follows the motion of 
material) of the momentum equations naturally leads to mass conservation and a natural parame- 
terization of the boundaries and interfaces as material surfaces. If the material domain of interest 
is a fluid, then an Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation allows the boundaries to 
respond to constraint equations, hereafter referred to as distinguishing conditions. These condi- 
tions are responsible for the determining the location of all boundaries and interfaces, providing 
the necessary mathematical closure of the system of equations governing the free boundary prob- 
lem. Distinguishing conditions available to the user fall into two classes, as described below (see 
also Appendix A). 

The fully-implicit, pseudo-solid, unstructured mesh deformation algorithm sets GOMA apart 
from other finite element programs. All surfaces, internal and external, together with other geo- 
metric features such as comers and junction points, are permitted to move as part of the algorithm. 
The movement of boundaries, interfaces, and geometric features is dictated by a weighted resid- 
ual statement of the distinguishing conditions, whether based on specific physical constraints or 
arbitrary conditions described by the analyst. The internal mesh deforms as if it were embedded in 
a deforming elastic solid continuum; with the mechanics of the solid governed by either infinites- 
imal (linear) or finite (nonlinear) deformation theory. Through Newton’s method, the deformation 
of the mesh is determined simultaneously with all of the other physics of the problem. . 

The key connection between the mesh deformation and the physics of interest is accomplished 
through a library of distinguishing conditions. Currently, those conditions include (a) kinematic 
(material surface of a fluid), (b) isotherm (phase transition temperature, such as melting), (c) iso- 
concentration (d) geometric (either smooth plane curves or fixed point specifications.) As part of 
the required input for GOMA, the analyst specifies the associations between the particular distin- 
guishing conditions and corresponding sets of material points of the initial pseudo-solid used to 
embody the mesh. Chapter 4 describes this process in more detail. Essentially, the algorithm 
causes smooth boundaries of the pseudo-solid to slide tangentially in a “fictionless” fashion. Fur- 
ther details of this algorithm and the corresponding equations can be found in (Sackinger, Schunk, 
and Rao 1995). 

The class of problems treated by GOMA are those described by any one or a combination of the 
incompressible form of the momentum conservation equation for generalized Newtonian fluids, 
the energy conservation equation, the equations of quasi-static equilibrium of an elastic solid, and 
any number of additional or auxiliary species convection-diffusion-reaction equations. Currently, 
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GOMA has been tested with the following types of flow and heat transfer problems: (a) mixed 
convection with mesh parameterization of an isotherm, (b) melting, with aparameterization of the 
liquidus and solidus isotherms, (c) coating and related flows (slide coating, curtain coating, etc.), 
(d) polymer processing flows (e.g. fountain flow, planar and axisymmetric extrusion, simple mold 
filling), and (e) drying and shrinking of deformable porous media. 

Coordinate systems accessible through this version of GOMA include two-dimensional Cartesian 
and cylindrical coordinates. Three-dimensional analysis is also available but has only been tested 
for Cartesian coordinate systems. A limited framework has been built within GOMA to use arbi- 
trary orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems, but this has not yet been extensively tested. Cer- 
tain complicated boundary and interface expressions, as well as various solid mechanics strain 
expressions have not been implemented in this version. 

Themophysical properties in the bulk for all equations may be taken as constant or variable, with 
dependencies on any of the dependent and independent variables of the problem. General prop- 
erty variation models of this sort can be implemented with a user-defined subroutine capability. 
Moreover, a growing number of often-used standard models are supported within the core rou- 
tines. These include a Carreau-Yasuda model for the generalized Newtonian viscosity and a 
Boussinesq source term for the fluid momentum equation that provides means for simulating 
flows with thermal and solutal buoyancy. Several other constitutive models are currently being 
installed. For purposes of maintaining customized, low-level control on the theoretical equations 
and as an aid to developing and debugging new models, there are also individual “equation term 
multipliers” which can be used to selectively activate or de-activate whole terms in the governing 
equations, or to provide a rough mechanism for quickly changing the relative scalings of equa- 
tions and terms, or, in some cases, the coefficients for physical properties. 

To enhance the capability for modeling problems in capillary hydrodynamics, e.g., coating flows, - 
a boundary condition expressing the normal stress balance for two-dimensional Cartesian and axi- 
symmetric problems has been implemented and tested. When capillary forces are activated, a 
pressure jump term (proportional to the mean curvature) is added to the normal component of the 
momentum flux balance at specified fluid material interfaces in a natural fashion. At three-phase 
boundaries (points in two dimensions) a contact angle condition and a surface tangent force con- 
dition may be applied. The former is used in place of a specified position on the mesh motion 
equations, and is best used to set static and dynamic contact angles, and the latter is an additional 
endpoint force which is added to the momentum balance, necessitated because the curvature term 
is integrated by parts. The current version of GOMA also includes the ability to model tangential 
shear forces along capillary surfaces, i.e., those originating from surface tension gradients caused, 
for example, by variations in temperature or species concentration. To access this capability 
requires a constitutive equation for the surface tension. A powerful low-level capability has been 
implemented which allows the user to select which degree of freedom, or variable, is associated 
with a particular boundary condition. Such a capability is useful at dynamic contact lines, where it 
is often desirable to replace the liquid-phase momentum equations with auxiliary constraint con- 
ditions. 
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Recently the solid mechanics module of GOMA, which was originally installed as a part of the 
pseudo-solid ALE mesh motion algorithm, has been exploited to solve problems in transport in 
deformable porous media and other outstanding problems of elastohydrodynamics. For modeling 
flow in non-deformable porous media, the Brinkman terms in the fluid momentum equations (cf. 
Gartling et al. 1995) may be activated. Alternatively, the generalized convection diffusion equa- 
tions may be transformed into Darcy transport equations, which can be used for simulations of 
deformable porous media. For incompressible but deformable solids a pressure term was added to 
the solid momentum balance (e.g. rubber). In continuous shrinking or swelling solids, the dilation 
is proportional to changes in solvent concentration. In deformable porous media the solid defor- 
mation is coupled to the pressure in the fluid-filled interstices of the porous matrix. Several 
boundary conditions exist to apply normal tractions (i.e. compressive, tensile, or shear boundary 
forces) to solid surfaces. To effectively simulate coupled fluid/solid interaction problems, bound- 
ary conditions which balance the surface tractions exerted by the liquid and solid phases at the 
common interface have been incorporated. 

2.2 Numerical Methods. 
GOMA is based primarily upon the Galerkin/finite element method. The element library currently 
includes 4- and 9-node isoparametric quadrilaterals (Le., Q1 and Q2 interpolations) (in two dimen- 
sions) with available interpolations for linear discontinuous (PI) or piecewise constant (Po) vari- 
ables, and 8-node isoparametric hexahedral elements (three dimensions), also with available 
piecewise constant interpolations. The overall solution algorithm centers around a fully-coupled 
Newton-Raphson iterative scheme for solving the nonlinear algebraic equations which results 
from the finite element discretization. That is, all active equations and boundary conditions are 
solved simultaneously in a single matrix system at the same time plane and during the same New-- 
ton iteration. The sparse matrix system is stored in a compressed row format (cf, Hutchinson et al 
1995, Schunk and Shadid 1992), implying that the nonzero matrix elements are stored in a single 
linear array together with column pointers in an associated auxiliary array. If the matrix system is 
not too poorly conditioned, then iterative solvers of the generalized preconditioned conjugate gra- 
dient-type can be used to solve the system (see Hutchinson et d. 1995, Schunk and Shadid 1992). 
When the Galerkin formulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is activated, an ill- 
conditioned matrix system is obtained, and the only robust option available is a general LU 
decomposition (Gaussian elimination), which “self-optimizes” by setting up a linked list of 
matrix elements during the first iteration based on equation ordering (cf. Kundert and Sangio- 
vanni-Vincentelli 1988). Note, too, that certain distinguishing conditions applied as part of the 
solution of free and moving boundary problems can result in poorly-conditioned matrix systems. 

The overall differential-algebraic system of equations may be advanced in time with implicit 
time-integration techniques (simple backward Euler and Adams-Bashforth predictor, trapezoidal 
corrector algorithms). Time marching offers an alternative, albeit indirect, route to attaining solu- 
tions to steady equations (see Appendix A), as well as providing the capability of simulating pro- 
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cess transients directly. Automatic time step control based on current truncation error is also 
available. 

Perhaps the most complicated part of the algorithm is the construction of the Jacobian sensitivity 
matrix. Because the mesh point positions are actually unknowns in a free or moving boundary 
problem, that matrix must include sensitivities of each weighted residual equations with respect to 
each of the mesh variables unknowns that can affect the value of the residual. Unfortunately, 
almost every term of the bulk equations and many boundary conditions contribute to this sensitiv- 
ity, mainly through gradient operators and surface normal and tangent vectors (see Kistler and 
Scriven 1983), as well as through dependencies on mesh position of the determinant of the ele- 
mental Jacobian transformation matrix that maps between a fixed unit element and any element in 
the computational domain. Great care has been taken to include analytical expressions for all of 
these mesh sensitivities. However, some of this task inevitably falls to the user when implement- 
ing user-defined boundary conditions, material property models, and constitutive equations, par- 
ticularly when any of these quantities depends directly on spatial position, or depends on spatial 
gradients of other variables. In order to maintain the strong convergence properties of Newton’s 
method, these sensitivities must be specified in those user-defined routines. Examples that show 
how this is done in practice are given in Chapter 7. To aid in this task, a debugging option is avail- 
able which computes a numerical finite-difference approximation of the global Jacobian matrix 
and compares it with its analytical counterpart. This tool enables users and developers to check 
the consistency of newly-created equations (whether bulk or boundary constraints) with their cor- 
responding analytic Jacobian contributions. 

2.3 Portability, Software Library Infrastructure, and Code Accessb- 
bility. 

GOMA is written in the C programming language (specifically K&R C with some ANSI exten- 
sions; Kernighan and Ritchie 1988), and has been ported to a number of UNIX platforms, includ- 
ing SunOS 4.1.3, Solaris 2.3, HP-UX 9.05, AIX 3.2, LRIX 5.2, and UNICOS 7.0.6, with the 
Solaris version being the most actively maintained. Many of the machine dependencies in the pro- 
gram have been isolated using C preprocessor directives. Some of the machine dependencies that 
occur in the UO routines are insulated from the user by software libraries. Building GOMA 
requires EXODUS II v2.02 (Schoof and Yarberry 1994), SPARSE 1.3 (cf. Kundert and Sangio- 
vanni-Vincentelli 1988) and NetCDF v2.3.2 (Rew et al. 1993) libraries. The first of these is part of 
the SEACAS system at Sandia National Laboratories (Sjaardema 1993); the latter two libraries 
are available publicly. Generally, pre- and post-processing is performed outside of GOMA, 
although some post-processing of results is available within the program. This separation of the 
functionality permits the use of alternative solid-modeling and mesh-generation software, and 
visualization packages of choice, insofar as they may be interfaced with the EXODUS II finite 
element data model. 
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Re-processing options include mesh generation via a FASTQ (Blacker 1988), CUBIT (Blacker et 
al. 1994), or PATRAN (PDA Engineering 1990). These mesh generators currently support and 
will output a finite element database in the EXODUS 11 format, the last through the PATEXO 
translator. 

Post-processing options include BLOT (Gilkey and Glick 1989) and AVS. The latter visualization 
package, particularly AVSExpress, may be conveniently accessed using MUSTAFA (Glass 1995) 
or FEAVR (Schoof 1995). 

Since GOMA is built around the EXODUS 11 finite element data model, there are numerous 
options available for communication with other analysis codes that also exchange data via the 
same EXODUS 11 data model. Recent modifications to GOMA permit not only the initialization 
of unknown values from an EXODUS 11 file, but also the ability to incorporate field variables into 
the analysis that are not unknowns. For example, the quasi-static electromagnetic program TOR0 
11 has been used to compute electric fields and current fluxes on a specified finite element mesh 
that are input to GOMA through the EXTERNAL FIELD data card for the input problem descrip- 
tion. 
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3 Code Structure and L/O 

3.1 General Code Structure 
The files which comprise the source code for GOMA have been organized into six main catego- 
ries, with a file naming convention based upon different prefixes. While largely historical, the cat- 
egories are listed here. 

rf -- Stands for “reacting flow? Basically these routines are slowly being 
;grated to other categories as major changes are made to them. These routines 
originated in the original SALSA code of early 1993 (cf. Shadid and Moffat 1995), 
but have undergone substantial revision since that time. 
mm- -- Stands for “moving mesh”. These routines are comprised largely of those 
which were written to support a general ALE environment, although some are just 
standard infrastructure routines written after the original branch from SALSA. 
el -- Stands for “element”. These routines are responsible for all element library 
definitions, element database input, and other related functions. 
md -- Stands for “machine dependent”. Most of the machine dependent functions 
are pulled into these routines. 
bc -- Stands for “boundary conditions”. These routines are responsible for direct- 
inithe application of all boundary conditions and actually applying those condi- 
tions. There are, however, some boundary condition activities being performed in 
mm- routines. 
user - -- Denotes “user-defined subroutines”. 
SI- -- Denotes “solver”. These routines are all associated with the linear equations 
solvers used to solve the resulting mamx system. 

Although these categories are not strictly adhered to, they are useful for general guidance when 
studying the source code. 

* 

3.2 Files for Data Input 
The file VO structure is diagrammed in Figure 3. Input to the program is divided into five catego- 
ries: (1) command-line, (2) problem description file, (3) material files, (4) ASCII restart/continua- 
tion file, and (5) EXODUS 11 database file. GOMA is basically set up to run in batch mode, i.e., 
no input is required on the command line or after the run command is issued. There are, however, 
several command-line switches which can be used to redirect VO, control the level of VO, and 
activate debugging options. 

the problem-description file is by default called “input” but can be renamed with the -i switch on 
the command line. This file contains the general description of the problem and directions to 
GOMA on how to solve it (see Chapter 4). The file is split into seven sections: (1) File Specifica- 
tions (Section 4.1) which directs VO, (2) General Specifications (Section 4.2), (3) Time Integra- 
tion Specifications (Section 4.3), (4) Solver Specifications (Section 4.4), (5) Boundary Conditions 
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(command line options) roblem Descriptio 
Default “input” I 

t 

DUS II Databas 
GOMA *.ex011 

mn.mat 

DUS II Databas 
*.ex0 I I 

ontinuation/restart fil CI1 Continuation/restart fil 

Figure 3 I/O structure for GOMA. Dashed lines 
indicate that the files are not required. 

Specifications (Section 4 3 ,  (6) Problem Description (Section 4.6), and (7) Post Processing Spec- 
ifications (Section 4.7). The file format is described in detail in Chapter 4. Incidentally, the struc- 
ture of the data input routines is divided roughly along the same lines as the input data file itself. 

The material descriptionfiles (of the format “[material name].mat”, see 4.6.2) contain all material 
property data and material property model and constitutive model specification. The names of 
these files are specified in the problem description file. The format and options available in these 
files are described in Chapter 5. 

I 

The ASCII restartlcontinuationfiles (may have any name, see 4.1.3 and 4.1.4) contain an ASCII 
list of the solution vector (values of field variables at nodes), which can be used as an initial guess 
for successive runs of GOMA. The names of these files are specified in the problem description 
file, but may be changed with the -c (for input) or -s (for output) command-line options. These 
restart files are “recyclable”, in the sense that output from one GOMA simulation may be used as 
input to another GOMA simulation under certain restrictions. 

The EXODUS II databasefizes (of the format “[any name].exoII”, see 4.1.1 and 4.1.2) contain a 
description of the finite-element structure for the current problem. These files define the mesh, 
material blocks, and boundary sets. The output EXODUS 11 database file also contains the nodal 
values of all the field variables and post-processing variables, in addition to containing a clone of 
the input EXODUS II mesh information. The names of these files are specified in the problem 
description file, but may be changed with the -ix (for input) or -ox (for output) command-line 
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options. The only EXODUS 11 file required when running GOMA is the one containing the cur? 
rent problem mesh. All others are either output for postprocessing or used to supply auxiliary 
external fields (e.g. magnetic fields). . 

3.3 Command-line Arguments 
GOMA can be run using only the input files (all four listed above) to describe the problem and to 
direct the input and.output; in this case GOMA is run using the command “goma” without any 
arguments. However, command-line arguments offer additional flexibility for redirecting input or 
output and for adjusting c o k o n  run-time parameters. The general command line for running 
GOMA is: 

goma [-nd] [-sefiz] [-sofn] [-ifn] [-cfn] [-sfn] [-ixfn] [-oxfn] [-d int] 

Herefn denotes “file name”, int denotes “integer”, dbl denotes “float or double” and args denotes 
multiple sub-options or file names. The input line is parsed into options, which are preceded by a 
single hyphen (-) and arguments, which normally are fn, int, or dbl not preceded by a hyphen. The 
default, if no options are specified, is the -input option (e.g. “goma input . alt” is the same as 
goma -i input . a1 t). The following is a list of the command-line options and their descrip- 

tions (there are two ways to specify each option in abbreviated or verbose form). 
-a args -aprepro args 

[-r dblJ [-a args] 

6 6  

Preprocess input files thru the APREPRO preprocessor [w/ args as 
arguments to APREPRO] before reading into goma. With this option, 
GOMA performs a UNIX system() call to run APREPRO’which will 
preprocess the input file and the material data files. The input file is 
preprocessed from “input” or the filename specified by the -input 
option and written to “tmp.input”. Likewise, the material data files 
are preprocessed fiom “[material name].mat” to “tmp.[material 
name].mat”. After the “-a” on the command line, options for APE- 
PRO are preceded by two hyphens (--). For example, “goma -i 
input.pre -a CONSTANT1=0.2 --vd” will preprocess input.pre and 
the material data files specified in inputpre using APREPRO, and 
will pass the arguments -vd (prints version number and values of all 
variables to screen) and CONSTANT=O.2 (sets CONSTANT equal to 
0.2 for preprocessing) to APREPRO; the preprocessed files will be 
“tmp.input” and “tmp. [material name] .mat”.) 
Change the name of the ASCII input file (specified in problem- 
description file) tofn. (e.g. “goma -c 01d.soln.dat” uses the file 
“old.soln.dat” as the ASCII input file) Note that this option has no 
effect if the initial guess is not read from the ASCII file, i.e. unless 
“Initial Guess = read” is specified in the input file (cf. Chapter 4). 
Change the debug flag to int. This option is convenient when debug- 
ging and the user wants to see more output from GOMA. (e.g. “goma 
-d -2” will run GOMA with the DebugJlag set to -2). Higher values 

-c fn -continfn 

-d int -debug int 
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-h 

-i f n  

-ix f n  

-nd 

-ox fn 

-r dbl 

-sfit 

-se f n  

-sofa 

-help 

-input f n  

-inexoII f n  

-nodisplay 

-outexon fn 

-relax dbl 

-soh fn 

-stderr f n  

-stdout f n  

generally produce more output. 
Prints a helpful message with brief descriptions of these command 
line options. 
Redirect GOMA to read the problem description file from fn. The 
normal default option is to read from a file named “input”. 
Redirect GOMA to read the input EXODUSII database file (often 
called “in.exoII”) tiomfa. 
Do not display the run-time information on the screen. With this 
option, GOMA sends the stdout and stderr output to temporary files 
that are removed at the end of the run. This command takes no argu- 
ments. 
Redirect GOMA to write the output EXODUSII file (often called 
“out.exoII”) tofn. 
Change the value of the Newton relaxation parameter to dbl. This is 
convenient if a few Newton steps with relaxation are desired before 
using full Newton. (e.g. “goma -r 0.1’’ will use Newton’s method with 
updates one-tenth of the normal value, as described in Section 4.4). 
Redirect GOMA to write the output ASCII file (normally called 
“sohdat”) to fn. 
Redirect the standard error from GOMA to fn. This output is com- 
prised of more urgent diagnostic error and timing messages. 
Redirect the standard output from GOMA tofn. This output is com- 
prised of less urgent informational messages. 

The primary purpose of the command-line options is to allow the user an easy way to redirect the 
input and output of GOMA or to quickly change problem specifications. Most of the options are- 
overrides of information in the problem description file, so that in some cases it may be easier to 
edit the problem description file than to use command-line arguments. 
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4 Data Input-- Problem Description File 

The input file for GOMA contains the overall description of the problem to be solved together 
with instructions on solution strategy. The file is split into seven sections: (1) File Specifications 
(Section 4.1) which directs YO, (2) General Specifications (Section 4.2), (3) Time Integration 
Specifications (Section 4.3), (4) Solver Specifications (Section 4.4), (5) Boundary Conditions 
Specifications (Section 4.5), (6) Problem Description (Section 4.6), and (7) Post Processing Spec- 
ifications (Section 4.7). 

The format of each section below indicates, for each part of the input file specification, the data 
cards that may be used, followed by the options available for each card and.the necessary input 
data. All input data are specified in a free field format with successive variables separated by 
blanks or commas. Bold/underlined type denotes a unique string which GOMA looks for in the 
input deck. The “0” symbol denotes a single blank space. When such single spaces are specified 
they are significant; otherwise, the user is free to use white space on a command line. Note, too, 
that the input parser is case sensitive! The identifying string for a particular specification is fol- 
lowed by an “=” character. In the command descriptions that appear below, the bold/italic type 
following the “=” denotes text that the analyst must choose. Required input and possible options 
for each command card are described in this chapter. 

Because of the nature of the input parser, the user is free to comment the input deck in any way, so 
long as the character strings in the comments do not contain the exact strings described in this sec- 
tion, at the beginning on the same line. Simply for the sake of uniformity, it is recommended that 
a comment card convention of placing some delimiting symbol at the beginning of each comment- 
line be adopted, e.g., $, #, \ etc. Moreover, employing some the basic text processing capabilities 
provided in the ACCESS system (Sjaardema 1993) makes it possible to connect both the model 
generation input file, e.g., FASTQ or CUBIT, with the input deck for GOMA; for example, the 
“include” statement in APREPRO (Sjaardema 1992) makes it convenient to include geometrical 
information from a FASTQ input file in the GOMA input file for use with commands like PLANE 
and SPLINE (see 4.5.2 below) that make use of global problem geometry. APREPRO also en- 
ables one to generate customized model parameterizations with the algebraic preprocessing capa- 
bility (see Appendix A). Finally, use of a text preprocessor like APREPRO enables the analyst to 
give more meaningful names to entities such as side sets, node sets and element blocks than the 
internal names, which are simple integer identifiers. 

The order of the input cards is significant; omitting a required card often will result in an error 
message from GOMA. A good strategy to avoid such errors is to copy a current version of a 
working input file and then make changes to it. However, as noted below, some cards are optional. 
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Some sections such as boundary condition specification and equation specification are not order 
dependent, but only the number of boundary conditions or equations which are specified by the 
“Number of BC” and “Number of EQ’ cards will be read (regardless of the number of cards in the 
file). That is, after the specified number of individual equation or boundary condition cards is 
read, any remaining cards are ignored. 

Figure 4 shows an example problem description input deck, indicating which cards (lines) are op- 
tional and which are required. The remainder of this chapter describes each card in detail. 

4.1 File Specifications 

4.1.1 FEMOfile 

INPUT: = exollfle-name 

mII9Ze  name: The permissible values are any EXODUS II file name The recommended 
form of the file name is “prefix.exoII”, where “prefix” can be used as a problem type descrip- 
tor, because the pre- and post-processors (like AVS) might require the “.exon” suffix. The 
length of this filename variable currently limits filenames to 85 total characters. 

4.1.2 OutputOEXODUSOIIOi?le 

INPUT: = exollfile-name 

exuIIjZe-name: The permissible values are any EXODUS IJ file name in the form “pre- 
fix.exolI”, where “prefix” can be used as a output file descriptor. This file replicates the input- 
mesh and boundary condition information exactly as it was provided in 4.1.1, but appends the 
solution field information appropriate to the problem type. If the name of the output EXODUS 
11 file is identical with the name of the input EXODUS 11 file, then no replication of the input 
mesh data is performed and any results are simply appended to this single file. 

4.1.3 GuESSOfile 

INPUT =file_name (input)” 

This file provides the initial guess for continuation or time integration. Its current format is 
just a list of unformated floating point numbers in the order of the unknown map. The file is 
ASCII and has the same format as the file described in 4.1.4.jile-name is any file name and is 
read only if the keyword in 4.2.4 is set to read. A solution file from a previous simulation may 
be used. 

4.1.4 SOLNOfile 

INPUT: =jile-name (output)” 
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--- 
.pL(. Pilo Spacifications --- 

?pEl f i l a  I IEI.UOII 
OUtpUt =ODDS I1 f i h  
mss f i l a  I conth.dat  
sou? fil.’ t woln.dat 
W r i t .  intormmdiato r r s u l t s  I no 

Oenoral Spacificationa 

I o u t . u o I I  

--- 
--- 

m r  Of pZOCOBBOrB I 1 
Output L.V.1 I O  
m u g  I O  
Initid a 0 . B  I x.ZO 

Bxtoraal Piold I 3-PIKLD Q2 f .oxo11 
I a i t i a l i x o  = VpLOCITYl 0 0 .  

Tinv  Intogration !Specifications 

Tima intagration I wteady 

1’ --- 
--- 

dolta-t I 6.0-03 
l h X h  numkr Of t b  Bt.98 I 100  
maximum timr 
ahinimum t h  step 
T h  stop parrmrter 
T i m  stop orror  
Printing Propuoncy 

Solver Specifications 

Solution Algorithm- l u  
Prrconditionar I poly 
Polynomial t LS,l 
Size of W l o v  wubwpaca I 64 
O*bOgOMliZ8tiOn t clawwical 
Msxfmum Linmar Solva f tua t ionw I 1 0 0 0  
Nuatbor of Nmvton I torat ions t 5 
Nawton uorraction f a a t o r  I 1 
Noormalirmd Rawidu8l Toloranca I 1.00-11 
Rowidual Ratio Tolerance I 1.00-3 

Boundary Condition Specifications 

I 1.o-9 
I 0 .  
I 1 1 0 5  I 1  0.001 I 

--- 
--- 

I- 
--- 
--- 

Nuatbor of BC I 2 
BC I VNS 4 0 .  
BC I Y NS 7 1 1. 

XND 01 Bc 
PrrBBUro D a t u  0 0 

---- 
Problrm Doscription --- 
Nuatbor of Jtatuialw I 1 

~ T 1 8 ~ 1 0  1 
C o O r d i P a t 0  Sy.tun I CARTESIAN 
PI-t XaPRfIZg I fWOpar8DWtdC 
Mowb Motion I AWITRARY - of bulk w p r c i r .  I 1 

& m b u  of EO I 5  
PQ = -tuml Q2 U 1  92 1. 1. 1. 
PQ = momentum2 Q2 UZ 92 1. 1. 1. 

EQ = meshl, 92 D l  Q2 0. 0. 0. 
EQ I -ah2 92 D2 92 0. 0. 0. 
PQ I onorgy 92 T Q2 0. 0. 0. 
PQ I B p o c i o s  92 Y 1  Q2 0. 0. 0. 

END OP BQ 

EQ = ContiPuityPl P P1 1. 

KND OP ldAT 

Post Procossing Spocifications 

Strram Function I yes 
S t r e a m i s o  nonnal s t ross  = no 
Prrnsuro contours I yo8 
F i r s =  Invariant of Strain I yos 
Second Invariant of Strain I yos 
Third Invariant of Strain I yos 
Mash Dilatation I no 
Navior Stokes Residuals I yo. 
Moving &ah Rosiduals I no 
Mass Diffusion Voctors I no 
Y ~ B B  Plurlinms I no 
Pnorgy Conduction Vectors I no 
Pnorgy Plurlinos I no 
T h  Dorivativos I no 
Mash 6ttr.S Tonsor I no 
Mesh S t t a b  Tonsor = Yes 

1. 
1. 

CARDS IGNORED 

Porous Saturation = yo. 
Bulk donsity of apocios in porous media I yes 
Gas concontration of rpecios in porous zmdia = yon 
Liquid concontration of spocios in porous nvdia I yo. 
Oas phase conwction w c t o r s  in porous zmdia = yms 
Liquid phaso convoction vectors in porous &a I y e s  
Porosity in dmformablo porous media I yo. 
Capillary prrssuro in porous mdia P yos 
Lagrangian Convection I no 
Usor-Doffnod Post ProCoBBing I no 

Figure 4 Problem description input deck. Italic type denotes required data cards (lines) and 
plain type denotes optional cards or cards that in number correspond to the designation 
above them; e.g., “Number of BC” or “Number of EQ’. (a) These cards are optional if the 
“steady” option is chosen on the Time Integration card. (b) These cards are optional if the 
“lu” solver is chosen on the Solution Algorithm card. (c) This group of cards is repeated for 
each different material block in the EXODUS II database file. (d) These cards are all option- 
al and can appear in any order in the input file. 
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This file provides the initial guess for continuation or time integration. Its format is just a list 
of unformated floating point numbers in the order of the unknown map that includes every de- 
gree of freedom in the problem. The file is ASCII and is written into the file name described in 
4.1.3.file-name is any file name and is to be copied into the file name in 4.1.3 for continua- 
tion. Beyond the first column of numbers in this file may appear other information that is 
sometimes useful in determining the name and location of the corresponding degree-of-free- 
dom. 

4.1.6 WriteOIntermediateOResults 
INPUT: =keyword 

The permissible values here are yes or no. If yes, the code will output the latest iteration in a 
file named tmp.i.d, where i is the Newton iteration number. The format will be similar to the 
ASCII results data described in the previous two sections. This is useful to guard against ma- 
chine crashes or accidental job kills, particularly for very large problems. Also, the output EX- 
ODUS II database (see Section 4.1.2) accumulates the intermediate iterations as time planes 
of the solution. This can be a useful debugging tool, giving the user the ability to use highly 
relaxed Newton iterations to see how a free boundary problem diverges. If no, only the last it- 
eration is written to SOLNOfile name in Section 4.1.4 and only the final converged iteration 
is output to the EXODUS II file. 

4.2 General Specifications 

4.2.1 NumberiJofUprocessors 

INPUT = integer-const 

Specifies the number of processors to myroc:  Permissible values are 1 for the present revi- 
sion of GOMA. No provisions for multiple processors at this time. This card is optional. The 
default is no-proc = 1. 

4.2.2 OutputOlevel  

INPUT: = integer-const 

Specifies the level of information output to standard out. integer-const: The permissible val- 
ues are 1 through 4, depending on the level of informational (debugging) output desired; high- 
er values of the output level will produce more output on the standard output and standard 
error output channels. This card is optional and the default output level is 1. 
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4.2.3 Debug 

INPUT = integer-const 

Specifies the level of information output to standard out. integer-const: The permissible val- 
ues are -2 through 4 depending on the level of informational (debugging) output desired. A 
value of -1 or -2 triggers a comparison of the analytical Jacobian and the numerical Jacobian, 
which can be used to check the compatibility of the analytical residual equations and Jacobi- 
an. A value of -1 triggers a comparison of the Jacobians in un-scaled form, and a value of -2 
triggers a comparison of the jacobians scaled by the sum of each row of the analytical jacobi- 
an (this helps suppress small errors in large jacobian entries). This card is optional and the de- 
fault value is 0. 

4.2.4 InitialOGuess 

INPUT: = character-string 

Directs how the entire unknown vector is initialized. Three mechanisms are provided to set 
the entire solution field to a constant value based on values of character-string. Correspond- 
ing permissible specifications are: zero, for an initial guess of zeroes in all elements of the un- 
known vector; one, for an initial guess of ones; and random, for a random-number generated 
guess. A second class of mechanisms exists to read the initial guess from a data file. Permissi- 
ble values are: read, to obtain the initial guess from the initial guess file described in 4.1.3 and 
4.1.4 above; and read exon, to obtain the initial guess from the exodus II file output in 4.l.2 
above. This card is osonal,  and the default value is zero. Note that if the read mechanisms 
for initialization are activated, that GOMA will attempt to read in an initial guess value for ev- 
ery active variable in the input deck; extraneous variables in the “.exoII” file are ignored. 

4.2.5 Initialize 

INPUT: = character-string, integer_const,Jloafingqoint_const 

Provides a mechanism to set one of the field variables to a constant value across the whole do- 
main. The variable name is specified by character-string: The permissible values are 
VELOCrrYl, . vELOCITY2, vELOCITY3, MESH DISPLACEMENT1, 
MESH DISPLACEMENT2, MESH DISPLACEMENT3, MASSIFiRACTION, TEM- 
PERA’kJRE, and PRESSURE. The-species number to be initialized is specified by 
integer-const if the character-string is MASS-FRACTION otherwise the integer const 
should be set to zero. Thefloatingjoint const is the value to which the variable should be 
initialized. This card is optional, and multiple applications of this card are valid; GOMA auto- 
matically counts the number of Initialize cards. The variables are initialized by this card after 
reading the initial guess from a file, so it can be used to override the value in an input file. 
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4.2.6 ExternalC3Field 

INPUT: = character-stringl, character-sbing2, exollfilt-name 

This card provides a mechanism to read in field variables that are nodal variables from an EX- 
ODUS II file. That field variable can then be accessed in any user-defined subroutine, as is de- 
scribed below. character-string1 is the name of the nodal field to be read, and should 
correspond to a name of a nodal variable in the EXODUS II file. If character string1 is VX, 
VY, or VZ, then the fields are automatically loaded up in the appropriate veloc& component, 
so they can be used in an advection-diffusion analysis, Le., VX, VY, VZ are reserved names 
for character-string]. The value of character-string2 pertains to the interpolation of the nod- 
al variable. It can be either Q1 or Q2, corresponding to linear or quadratic interpolation in two 
or three dimensions. exoII2Ze name is the name of the EXODUS 11 file from which the field 
is to be read. The following examples shows how this is used: 

These cards would direct GOMA to read two fields, “VX” and “VY”, from the file named 
“velocity. exoII”. These fields are then automatically accessed when the advection term 
is left on in the energy or species equations (see Section 4.6). In other words, without solving 
the momentum equations, one can access an external velocity field for advection diffusion 
problems. Another example: 

PIternal Field I JX-FIELU Q2 fielda.rroI1 
W e m i l  lield I JYJIELD Q2 firlda.exo11 
Wemcil Field m BTEETAJIKLD Q2 fi~ldr.~XdI 

These three cards can be used to read in two components of a current density field 
(JX-FIELD, and JY-FIELD), and the azimuthal component of a magnetic field 
(BTHETA-FIELD) from the file “fields . exoII”, which was generated by some other 
analysis code. These fields are then accessed in the user-defined subroutines as 

fv->external-field[O],fv->external-field[l], andfv->external-field[21, 

respectively, as an interpolated value at an integration point. 

4.3 Time Integration Specifications 

4.3.1 TimeOintegration 

INPUT = character-string 

Used to specify transient or steady state calculation. character-string: The permissible values 
are STEADY, for a solution to the steady (time-derivative free) equations, and TRANSIENT, 
the transient simulations. If option STEADY is chosen then cards 4.3.2 through 4.3.8 are not 
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needed. 

4.3.2 delta-t I: 

INPUT: =Jloafingqoint-const 

Sets value of time step for TRANSIENT simulations. jloatinggoint-const: Any floating 
point number to indicate in the appropriate units the time step. If a constant time step size is 
desired, set delta-t to be a negative number, e.g. -1.0e-6, and the code will use a constant (pos- 
itive) time step. In this case, the size of the time increment will only be changed if conver- 
gence problems occur, in which case delta-t will be reduced by half until convergence is 
achieved. 

4.3.3 MaximumOnumberClofOtimeOsteps 
INPUT: = integer-const 

Sets the maximum number of time steps. integer const: Permissible value is any integer con- 
stant to set limit on the number of time steps taken. 

4.3.4 MaKimumOtime 

INPUT: =$oatingqoint-const 

Sets value of maximum time achieved, in the same units as delta-t in 4.3.2. 

jloatinggoint - const: Any floating point number to indicate the maximum time allowed. 

4.3.5 MinimumOtimeOstep 

INPUT = jloatingqoint-const 

Sets value of minimum allowable time step, in the same units as delta-t in 4.3.2. 
jloatinggoint - const: Any floating point number to indicate the minimum time step allowed. 

4.3.6 TimeOstepOparameter 

INPUT =$oatingqoint-const 

This parameter allows the user to vary the time integration scheme from backward-Euler, to 
Crank-Nicholson or forward-Euler. Note, the purely explicit forward-Euler integration 
scheme will not work for problems with algebraic constraints in time, e.g. no time derivatives 
in the equation, such as the mesh equations or the continuity equation. 

jloatinggoint-const: 1. = Forward-Euler, 0.5 = Crank-Nicholson, 0. = Backward-Euler 
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4.3.7 TimeClstepOerror 

INPUT: =Jloatingqoint-const, S(integer-const) 

The time step error controls the adjustable time step size based on the solution norm. The 5 in- 
teger constants allow the user to choose which variable to use in the error norm calculations. 
The first integer constant is a flag for mesh, the second is for velocities, the third is for temper- 
ature, the fourth is for concentration and the fifth is for pressure. 0 means do not include and 1 
means include. Note, currently pressure is not included in the norm. 

floatinggoint-const: Any floating point number to indicate the maximum time allowed. 
integer coltst 1: 1 = include mesh variables in norm calculations, 0 = don’t include mesh 
integerIconrt 2: 1 = include velocity variables in norm calculations, 0 = don’t include velocity 
integer-const 3: 1 = include temperature variables in norm calculations, 0 = don’t include T 
integer-const 4: 1 = include concentration variables in norm calculations, 0 = don’t include C 
infeger - const 5: 1 = include pressure variables in norm calculations, 0 = don’t include pres- 
sure 

4.3.8 PrintingOFrequency 

INPUT: = integer-const 

This sets the printing frequency. For example, if this is set to 5, GOMA will only print the so- 
lution to the exodus or soln.dat file every 5 times steps. 

integer-const: Any integer number, other than 0, to indicate the desired printing frequency. 

4.4 Solver Specifications 

4.4.1 SolutionDAlgorithm 

INPUT: = character-string 

Directs the solution of Ax=b matrix system of equations using the KRYSOLVE iterative solv- 
er package (Schunk and Shadid 1991). character-string : Permissible values are cg, conjugant 
gradient, gmres, generalized minimum residual, cgs, conjugate gradient squared, qmrs, 
smooth conjugant gradient squared, cgstab, stabilized conjugant gradient, and lu, LU decom- 
position (Gaussian elimination). If lu is chosen, cards 4.4.2 through 4.4.6 are not required. 

4.4.2 Preconditioner 

INPUT: = character-string 

For all values of the SolutionOAlgorithm keyword except lu, this provides the selection of the 
preconditioner for iterative solutions. For character-string, the permissible values are none, 
for no preconditioning, jacobi, for Jacobi (diagonal scaling) preconditioning, sgs, for sym- 
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metric Gauss-Seidel preconditioning, poly, for polynomial preconditioning, ilu, for incom- 
plete LU decomposition preconditioning (nonsymmetric systems only), and icc, incomplete 
Cholesky precondition (symmetric systems). 

4.4.3 Polynomial 

INPUT: = character-string, integer-const 

Allows selection of type and order of the polynomial preconditioning. The information on this 
card is not used if the preconditioning type ‘is not “poly” (see Section 4.4.2). The value of 
character string can be LS, for least-squares polynomials or NS for Nuemann series polynomi- 
als. The v&e of integer - cunst can be 1,3,5, and 7, indicating the order of the polynomial. 

4.4.4 SizeOofUKrylovOsubspace 
INPUT = integer-const 

Specifies the number of orthogonalization directions for the gmres option in 4.4.1 above. 
integer cunrt: Permissible values are any positive integer constant less than or equal to the or- 
der of the matrix. 

4.4.6 Orthogonalization 

INPUT = character-sb+ng 

character string : Permissible values are classical, for classical orthogonalization and modi- 
fied, for modified orthogonalization. 

4.4.6 MaximumOLinearOSolveOIterations 
INPUT: = integer-const 

integer-cunst: The number of iterations allowed to reach a tolerable solution error to the 
Ax=b system of equations. 

4.4.7 NumberOofONewtonl3Iterations 
INPUT: = in feger-constl, integer-const2 

integer-cunstl: number of Newton iterations allowed for the non-linear iteration loop. For un- 
relaxed Newton iteration with a good initial guess, five or six iterations should be sufficient to 
achieve convergence for most problems. One iteration will suffice for problems that are linear; 
two can be specified, the second iteration verifying that the residual norms are small. More it- 
erations may be required for relaxed Newton iteration schemes using the correction factor de- 
scribed in Section 4.4.8. integer cunrt2 is the reformation stride for the Jacobian matrix and 
can be used to invoke a modifiedNewton iteration. integer-cunst2 is not required on the card 
and, if missing, the stride is set to unity. This capability enables the user to save on assembly 
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time when near a solution, particularly when doing transient simulations. (N.B. as of 11/28/95 
this modified Newton feature is not functional). 

4.4.8 NewtonOcorrectionOfactor 
INPUT =Jloatingqt-const 

Indicates the damping (or relaxation) factor for the Newton updates. floatinggt-cons?: Per- 
missible values .are any floating point constant between and including 0 (no update) and 1 (full 
Newton iteration update). This parameter can also be controlled from the command line ( see 
-r option in Section 3.3). 

4.4.9 NormalizedOResiduaKlTolerance 
INPUT: =Jloating-pt-const 

floatinggt-const: Value indicates the maximum L2 norm of the weighted residual vector al- 
lowed for declaration of "converged" in the Newton iteration loop. 

4.4.10 ResidualClRatioOTolerance 
INPUT =_floatingqt-const 

This card is used to set the stopping criterion for the iterative solution options of 4.4.1 
floatinggt-const: Value of epsilon E for stopping criterion 

IlRll This condition must be satisfied together with -. Here A is the mamx, x is the solution vec-- 
tor and b is the right hand side vector. IlRoll 

4.5 Boundary Condition Specifications 

4.5.1 NumberDofUBC 

INPUT = integer-const 

integer-const: Value indicates the number of boundary conditions (number of boundary con- 
dition, BC, cards) to follow. If there are more BC cards than specified, GOMA ignores the ex- 
tras (Le. only the first NumberOofUBC cards are read). If this integer-const is set to -1, 
GOMA will automatically count the number of BC cards between the NumberDofClBC card 
and the ENDOOFUBC card (see 4.5.7). This latter usage is generally preferable if a large 
number of boundary conditions are to be specified. 

If more than one boundary condition on the same variable is given, only the last one is ap- 
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plied. If the number of boundary conditions is less than the amount specified, GOMA will 
stop with an error. 

floating-pt- 
const2 

Ifpresent and 
not -1.0, condi- 
tion is applied 
as residual 
equation 

The remaining card types allowable for this section are described in sections 4.5.2 through 
4.5.6. Each section contains a table of allowable boundary conditions and the format for input. 
Some of these boundary conditions are redundant or misnamed, but have been retained for 
historical reasons. This section may undergo substantial revision in the future as the formal- 
ism for boundary condition application undergoes re-evaluation. 

floating-p t- 
const3 

N/A 

4.5.2 BC (boundary conditions requiring 4 floating-point consts) 

INPUT = bc-name, bc-type, bc-id, jloatingqt-constl, 
jloatingqt-cons t2... 

These cards are used to provide all boundary condition information. The current allowable 
values for bc-name, bc-type, bc-id, and jloatinggt-comtl, etc. are given here in tabular 
form. In Table 4.1 below NS indicates a node set bc type (NODEBC or POINBC in EXO- 
DUS II) and SS indicates side set bc-ope (ELEMBC ifi EXODUS a). bc id is an integer con- 
stant identifying the boundary condition (set in EXODUS II). All Dgchlet node-set type 
boundary conditions (Le. T, U, V, W, DX, DY, DZ, Y) can be applied as a “hard set” condi- 
tion, or with a residual equation, depending on whether a second floating point number is 
present. The following table indicates the allowable values of the character string bc name 
and corresponding meaning of the floating point constants. 

- 

le 4.1 Boundary Con- with Floatin? Point Constants . .  

bc-name/ brief 
bc-type description 

T/ NS Set constant 
temperature - 
Dirichlet 

QSIDE/ SS Constant heat 
flux specifica- 
tion 

QUSER/SS User-defined 
heat transfer 
model 

floating-pt- 
constl 

Value of tem- 
perature 

~ floating_pt- 
1 const4 

N/A 

Value of heat 
flux 

Can have an 
arbitrary num- 
ber of floating 
point numbers, 
which can be 
accessed in 
userdefined 
routine. 
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4.1 B0-C- . .  

floatingpt- 
const2 

floatincpt- 
const3 

floatingpt- 
const4 

Convective 
heat transfer 
flux h(T-TO) 

Heat transfer 
coefficient 

Sink Tempera- 
ture 

QRADI SS* 
QCONVI ss 

Constant dis- 
placement - 
Dirichlet 

X-displacement 
Ydisplacement 
Z-displacement 

If present and 
not -1.0. condi- 
tion is applied 
as residual 
equation 

DW SS. DX/NSp 
DY/SS. DY/NS 
D U  SS, DZ/NS 

PLANEx/SS* 
PLANEY/sS* 
PLANEZ/SS* 

Surface (solid) 
boundary 
description 
(penalty on X. 
Y, or Z mesh 
equation) 

“a” in function 
f(x,y,z)=ax + 
by+ cz + d = 0 

“b” in function 
f(x,y,z)=ax + 
by+ cz + d = 0 

“c” in function 
f(x,y,z)=ax + 
by+ cz + d = 0 

“d” in function 
f(x,y.z)=ax + 
by+ cz + d = 0 

Surface (solid) 
boundary 
description - 
Rotated 

.I 1, . a mfunction 
f(x,y,z)=ax + 
by+ cz + d = 0 

“d” in function 
f(x,y,z)=ax * 
by+ cz + d = 0 

‘1 9, . c in function 
f(x,y,z)=ax + 
by+ cz + d = 0 

PLANEISS “b” in function 

by+ cz + d = 0 
f(x,y,z)=ax + 

Constant to 
parameterize 
any f(x,y,zW 
Function input 
in user defined 
routine fnc. 

SPLINEx/SS* 
SPLINEY/SS* 
SPLINu/SS* 

General surface 
(solid) bound- 
ary description 
(penalty on X. 
Y, or 2 mesh 
equation) 

Constant to 
parameterize 
any f(x,y,zkO 
Function input 
in user defined 
routine fnc. 

Constant to 
parameterize 
any f(&Y,Z)=O 
Function input 
in user defined 
routine fnc. 

Constant to 
parameterize 
any f(x.y.zk0 
Function mput 
in user defined 
routine fnc. 

SPLINEISS General surface 
(solid) bound- 
ary description, 
Rotated. 

Constant to 
parameterize 

Function input 
in user defined 
routine fnc. 

any f(X,Y,Z)=O 

Constant to 
parameterize 

Function input 
in user defined 
routine fnc. 

any f(X,Y,ZbO 

Constant to 
parameterize 

Function input 
in user defined 

any f(X,Y,Z&O 

Constant to 
parameterize 

Function input 
in user defined 
routine fnc. 

any f(x.y.z)=O 

routine fnc. 

~ 

DXDISTNG/SS* 
DYDISTNGIS S* 
DZDISTNG/SS* 

Distinguishing 
condition (pen- 
alty on X, Y, or 
Z mesh equa- 
tion) 
(T - Tmp)=O 

I Distinguishing 
condition - 
Rotated 
(T - Tmp)=O 

DISTNG/SS* 
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brief 
description 

floating-p t- 
constl 

floating-p t- 
const2 

floatingp t- 
const3 

floating-p t- 
const4 

NIA Constant vel- 
ity in X, Y, or Z 
direction - 
Dirichlet 

Value of veloc- 
ity component 

Ifpresent and 
not -1.0. condi- 
tion is applied 
as residual 
equation 

NIA 

UVARYISS 
WARYISS 
WVARYISS 

~~ ~ 

Set variation in 
velocity in X, 
Y, orZ-direction 
through user 
subroutine in 
“user_bc.c” 

Set constant 
velocity compo- 
nent in dkeo  
tion normal to 
surface 

floating point 
input number to 
help parameter- 
ize the profile 

floating point 
input number to 
help parameter- 
ize the profile 

NIA NIA 

VELO-NORh4AL I 
SSb 

Value of normal 
velocity compo- 
nent (N.B. nor- 
mal vector 
always faces 
out of element) 

NIA NIA NIA 

VELO-SLIP /SSc Allow slip in 
tangential 
velocity propor- 
tional to shear 
stress 

Slip Coefli- 
cient, 

xcomponent of 
surface tangent 
vector . 

ycomponent of 
surface tangent 
vector 

zcomponent of 
surface tangent 
vector 

Distinguishing 
condition -kine- 
matic (ne? = 0) 
on mesh equa- 
tions. 

mass-loss or 
mass-gain 
velocity at the 
free boundary 

NIA KINEMATIC/SS NIA NIA 

cApILLmyt  ss Adds capillary 
stress at free 
surface to the 
momentum 
equation 

surface tension applied pressure coefficient on 
the surface 
repulsion term 

NIA 

CANS* Applies contact 
angle condition 
to pointbc node 
set 

angle sub- 
tended by wall 
normal and free 
surface normal 

xcomponent of 
solid surface 
normal vector 

ycomponent of 
solid surface 
normal vector 

zcomponent of 
solid surface 
normal vector 

SURFl’ANGNSe 
~ ~~~~~ 

xcomponent of 
surface tangent 
vector at end 
point 

ycomponent of 
surface tangent 
vector at end 
point 

zcomponent of 
surface tangent 
vector at end 
point 

equilibrium sur- 
face tension 

Adds surface 
tangent stresses 
to momentum 
equation at the 
endpoint of a 
free surface 
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bc-name/ 
bc-type 

SURFMNG-SCAL, 
AR/NS‘ 

brief floating-pt- 
description constl 

SLOPEISS 

floating-pt- 
const2 

FORCE/SS 

floating-pt- floating-pt- 
const3 const4 

Same as SUR- 
FTANG, but 
does not require 
specifying nor- 
mal direction 

Applies slope at 
boundary equal 
to vector: 
n*nv& = 0 

ycomponent of 
force 

tangentialam- 
ponent of force 

Applies force on 
mesh at bound- 
ary equal to vec- 
tor 

zcomponent of N/A 
force 

2nd tangential- N/A 
component of 
force (in 3-D) 

Applies force on 
mesh at bound- 
ary equal to v e o  
tor 

equilibrium sur- 
face tension 

xcomponent of 
surface tangent 
vector 

xcomponent of 
force 

normal-compo- 
nent of force 

vector vector 

&The DWSS option will be discontinued, eventually. The DX/NS combination will be retained be- 
cause it offers one way of pinning a node to a specific location. Ditto for DY/NS and DZ/NS. 
b.These conditions cannot currently be used on connecting surfaces. 
c.These conditions cannot currently be used on connecting surfaces. 
d.The contact angle should be input in radians. The corresponding condition which is solved is 

e.This condition need only be applied at he intersection of outflow or inflow surfaces and the free sur- 
face. The sign on the tangent vector depends on whether the computed tangent vector is facing inward 
oroutward.Thiscanbefiguredby t = 5 x 6 .  
f.This condition need only be applied at he intersection of outflow or inflow surfaces and the free sur- 
face. The sign on the tangent vector depends on whether the computed tangent vector is facing inward 
oroutward.Thiscanbefiguredbyt = n x h .  

?l, = cose. 

The cards SPLINE, SPLINEX, SPLINEY, SPLINEZ, WARY, VVARY, and W A R Y  require 
user defined subroutines. Templates for these routines are currently located in the routine 
“userbc . c”. For SPLINE-type cards, both a function routine, fnc, for function evalua- 
tion and a corresponding routines df ncdl, df ncd2, and df ncd3 for the derivative of the 
function with respect to global coordinates, are required. Likewise for, WARY, etc. but the 
routines are named velo-vary-fnc and dvelo-vary-fnc-dl, etc. 

4.5.3 BC (boundary conditions requiring 2 integer and 2 floating pts) 

IN PUT: = bc-name, bc-ope bc-id, integer-constl, 
JZoatingqt-constl, Jloatingqt-const2... 
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Set mass flux to 
a constant value. 

Value of mass NIA 
flux 

masstransfer I ciesn+l) ~ 

Mass transfer 
coefficient for 
bulk fluid (spe- 

phase 

Driving force 
concentration 
in external 
phase 

These cards are used to provide boundary condition information. The current allowable values 
for bc name, bc-type, bc-id, integer-constl, and jloatinggt constl, etc. are given here in 
tabulgform. In Table 4.2 below NS indicates a node set bc&pe and SS indicates side set 
bc type. bc-id is an integer constant identifying the boundary condition (set in EXODUS n). 
The following table indicates the allowable values of the character string bc - name and cone- 
sponding meaning of the floating point constants. 

Table 4.2 Boundarv C onditions with Integer and Floatine Point Constants 

floating-pt- 
constl 

Integer- 
constl 

brief 
description 

Set constant 
concentration - 
Dirichlet 

floating-pt- 
const2 

If present and 
not -1.0, condi- 
tion is applied 
as residual 
equation 

Driving force 
concentration 
in external 
phase 

Integer- 
const2 

NIA Y/ NS Value of con- 
centration 

species number 
of concentration 

YFLWSS Set mass flux to 
transfer coeffi- 
cient times driv- 
ing force 

Value of mass 
transfer coeffi- 
cient 

species number 
of concentration 

N/Aa Used by 
GOMA as 
pointer to other 
YFLUX condi- 
tions on this 
boundary 

YFLUX-CONSTI 
ss 

species number 
of concentration 

NIA 

POROUS-FLUX/ 
ss 

Setmassfluxto I Valueofmass I Drivingforce species number 
of tranported 
species 

N/Ab Used by 
GOMA as 
pointer to other 
POROUS-FLU 
X conditions on 
this boundary 

transfer coeffi- 
cient times driv- 
ing force for 
porous media 

transfer coeffi- I concentration 

KIN-LEAWSS Distinguishing 
condition -kine- 
matic with 

NIA N/AcUsed by 
GOMA as 
pointer to 
YFLUX condi- 
tions on mesh equa- 

tions 

VNOFW-LEAK/ 
ss 

Normal veloo 
ity boundary 
condition with 

N/Ab Used by 
GoMAas 
pointer to 
YFLUX condi- 
tions 

NIA 

mass transfer 
on momentum 
equations 

cies n+l) 

a.For KIN-LEAK and V-NORM-LEAK, the information fiom YFLUX boundary conditions corre- 
sponding to each species is needed. Goma automatically searches for these boundary conditions and 
uses Integer-const2 to record the boundary condition number of the next YFLUX condition in a linked 
list (when Integer_const2=-1 there are no more YFLUX conditions at this boundary). 
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b.For KIN-LEAK and V-NORM-LEAK, the information from YFLUX boundary conditions cone- 
sponding to each species is needed. Goma automatically searches for these boundary conditions and 
uses Integer-consf2 to record the boundary condition number of the next YFLUX condition in a linked 
list (when Integer_consf2=-1 there are no more YFLUX conditions at this boundary). 
c.Goma uses the second integer constant in KIN-LEAK and WOFUvl-LEAK to point to boundary 
condition number of a YFLUX condition at this boundary (see foomote a). 

4.3 Boun&wy C-d 3 F- . .  

brief 
description 

Set constant 
velocity com- 
ponent in 
direction tan- 
gent to surface 

Integer- 
constl 

NS for 
dynamic con- 
tact line loca- 
tion 

floatingpt 
- constl 

Value of tan- 
gent velocity 
component 
(N.B. tangent 
vector defined 
a~ nxk) 

f4, coefficient 
for slip veloc- 
ity 

-const2 I 
a. scaling for 
the position 
dependent slip 

Name of vari- 
able to be hed 

&This card can simply set a velocity in the tangent direction, or be used to apply slip at solid 
boundaries. The slip condition is of the following form: t ( u  - p i e d d )  = 0 
defined as the distance between the current position and the dynamic contact line. 

where d is 

species number 
of concentration 
or zero if vari- 
able is not con- 
centration 

4.6.4 BC (boundary conditions requiring variable name and const) 
IN PUT = bc-name,bc-type, bc-id, variable-name, integer-const2 

This card is used to fix the value of a variable at the value read in from the input file. The cur- 
rent allowable values for bc name, bc type, bc id, and Jloatinggt-constl, etc. are given here 
in tabular form. In Table 4.4 below Ns indicates a node set bc-type. bc-id is an integer con- 
stant identifying the boundary condition (set in EXODUS II). variable-name is a string de- 
scribing the variable which should be fixed, which can be VELOCITY1, VELOCITY2,, 
VELOCITY3, MESH-DISPLACEMENTl, MESH-DISPLACEMENT2, 
MESH-DISPLACEMENT3, MASS-FRACTION, TEMPERATURE, or PRESSURE (pres- 
sure will have no effect unless Q1 or 4 2  basis functions are being used). The following table 
indicates the allowable values of the character string bc-name and corresponding meaning of 
the integer constants. 

4.4 Bo- C-er C- . .  

variable- Integer- 
const.2 

,m'Ns 1 Set value of 
variable at the 
value in the 
input file (either 
contin.dat of 
exodus II) 
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The following is an example of use of the FIX boundary condition card: 
BC= FIX NS . 4 MESH-DISPLACEMENT1 0 
BC= FIX NS 4 MESH-DISPLACEMENT2,O 

In this example, several continuation steps were taken to deform part of an elastic block of 
material, then the displacements on boundary 4 were maintained while moving another 
boundary (because the current displacements were not known, FIX was a convenient tool). 

4.6.6 BC (generalized boundary conditions) 

INPUT: = bc-name, bc-ope, bc-id, equation-name, integer-const2, 
variable-name, integer-const4, floating$-constl, 
floating$-cons t2... 

These cards are used to provide all boundary condition information for a generalized dirichlet 
boundary condition. The generalized dirichlet condition is applied as a pointwise collocation 
along a given node set; this boundary condition can be applied multiple times to the same side 
set and equation to build up a general multiparameter condition. The current allowable values 
for bc name, bc type, bc id, and jloatinggt constl, etc. are given here in tabular form. In 
Table4.4 below-SS indicates side set bc type. bc-id is an integer constant identifying the 
boundary condition (set in EXODUS II). e<mtion-mme is a string describing the equation to 
which this boundary condition is applied, which can be R-MOMENTUM1, 
R-MOMENTUM2, R-MOMENTUM3, R-MESH1, R-MESH2, RMESH3, RMASS, 
R-ENERGY, R-CONTINUITY (continuity will have no effect if not using Q1 or 4 2  basis 
functions), R-MESH-NORMAL (rotate mesh equations and apply this condition to normal 
component), R-MESH-TANG 1, R-MESH-TANG2, R-MOM-NORMAL (rotate momen- 
tum equations and apply this condition to normal component), R-MOM-TANG1, 
RMOM-TANG2. variabZe name is a string describing the variable which should be fixed,- 
which can be VELOCITY-1, VELOCITY2, VELOCITY3, MESH-DISPLACEMENT1 , 
MESH-DISPLACEMENT2, MESH-DISPLACEMENT3, MESH-POSITIONl, 
MESH-POSITION2, MESH-POSITION3, MASS-FRACTION, TEMPERATURE, or 
PRESSURE (pressure will have no effect if not using Q1 or 4 2  basis functions). 
integer const2 and integer-const4 are the species number of the mass transport equation and 
concenFation variable, respectively, or are zero for other equation and variable types. Current- 
ly these conditions assume that the variable is defined at all the nodes at which the equation is 
defined (no sub-parametric mapping). The following table indicates the allowable values of 
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the character string bc-name and corresponding meaning of the floating point constants. 

GD-CONSTISS 

GD_LINEAR/SS 

GD-PARAB/SS 

GD-CIRC/SS 

brief 
description 

Impose con- 
stant value for 
variable: 
x - C l = O  

Impose linear 
dependence on 
variable: 
c1 + c 2 x = o  

Impose para- 
bolic depen- 
dence on 
variable: 
c 1 +  c2x  + 
c3x2= 0 

Impose para- 
bolic depen- 
dence on 
variable (conve- 
nient for cir- 
cles): 
c1 + C3(x - 
c2y= 0 

floating-pt- 
constl 

Value of vari- 
able, C1 

Intacepf c1 

Intercept. C1 

Radius, C1 
Should only 
appear in one 
GD-CIRC con- 
dition on each 
boundary 

floating-pt- 
const2 

Slope, c2 

Slope, C2 

origin, c 2  

floatingpt- 
const3 

NIA 

NIA 

Acceleration, 
c 3  

Ellipticity, C3 

The following are several examples of uses of the generalized dirichlet conditions: 
rn For a circular boundary (with radius 1, center at (0,O) : x2 + 9 = 1): 

BC = GD-PARAB SS 1 R-MESH2 0 MESH-POSITION2 0 -1. 0. 1. 
BC = GD-PARAB SS 1 R-MESH2 0 MESH-POSITION1 0 -0. 0. 1. 

rn For a planar boundary (2x + y = 1) 
BC = GD-LINEAR SS 1 R-MESH1 0 MESH-POSITION1 0 -1. 2. 
BC = GD-LINEAR SS 1 R-MESH1 0 MESH-POSITION2 0 0. 1. 
For a parabolic %ow velocity profile (v = 1 - 2y - 3~’): 
BC = GD-LINEAR SS 4 R-MOMENTUM1 0 VELOCITY1 0 0. -1. 

For a distinguishing condition where the mesh is an iso-concentration surface (C = 0.2 with mesh equa- 
tions rotated): 

rn 

BC = GD-PARAB SS 4 R-MOMENTUM1 0 MESH-POSITION2 0 1. -2. -3. 
rn 

BC = GD-CONST SS 2 R-MESH-NORMAL 0 MASS-FRACTION 0 0.2 

. 

Note that in the first three examples, two cards are combined to make one boundary condition 
that is a function of two variables. Thus, with a little creativity, the generalized dirichlet condi- 
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tions can replace many of the other boundary condition types. 

4.5.6 BC (fluid-solid boundaries) 

INPUT = be-name, be-type, bc-id, integer-constl, 
integer-const2 

These cards invoke special boundary conditions which apply across the interface between a 
liquid phase and a solid phase. 

The FLUID-SOLID condition equates the normal traction in adjacent fluid and solid materi- 
als. This is only to be used if fluid mechanics is being solved for in one phase and solid me- 
chanics in an adjacent phase (e.g. flexible blade coating). With this boundary condition, the 
local residual and jacobian contributions from the solid-mechanics momentum equations (on 
the solid side of the boundary) are added into the residual and jacobian entries for the fluid 
mechanics equations (on the fluid side of the boundary). This works because the normal trac- 
tions on both sides of the interface should be equal (and the weak form of the momentum 
equations is being used). integer-constl and integer consf2 refer to the material block identi- 
fication numbers from the EXODUS II database. integer constl is the block ID for the solid 
phase and integer const2 is the block ID for the fluid phase. The following line is an example 
of the syntax of this boundary condition 

BC = FLUID-SOLID SS 5 2 1 

In this example, side set 5 is a boundary between a rubber blade and a liquid; material 2 is the 
rubber blade-and material 1 is the fluid: 

- 

4.6 Boun&uv Con- with two i m e r  c- 
. .  

bc-name/ 

FLUID-SOLD/ ss 

SOLID-FLUID 

brief 
description 

Equate solid and 
fluid tractions 
across this 

to fluid momen- 
tum equations 

boundary - add 

Equate solid and 
fluid tractions 
across this 
boundary - add 
to solid momen- 
tum equations 

Integer- 
constl 

Material Num- 
ber (block ID) 
of Solid phase 

Material Num- 
ber (block ID) 
of Solid phase 

Integer- 
const2 

Material num- 
ber (block ID) 
of Liquid phase 

Material num- 
ber (block ID) 
of Liquid phase 

' +  
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4.6 B o d n  C-th two in- . .  

I bc-name/ brief 
k t y p e  description 

Integer- Integer- 
constl const2 

NO-SLIP 

The SOLID-FLUID condition performs the same task as the FLuID_SOLID condition ex- 
cept that the results are applied to the solid-mechanics equations. This requires adding the lo- 
cal residual and jacobian entries from the fluid momentum equations to the local residual and 
jacobian entries from the solid momentum equations (on the solid side) while decrementing 
the local residual and jacobian entries from the pseudo-solid momentum equations (on the flu- 
id side). 

Impose no-slip Material Num- Material num- 
between a ber (block ID) ber (block ID) 
Lagrangian of Solid phase of Liquid phase 
Solid and a Vis- 
cousFluid . 

The NO-SLIP condition requires the velocity of the liquid at the interface to be equal to the 
velocity in the solid at the interface. The solid phase must be treated as a Lagrangian solid and 
may be in a convected frame of reference - then the fluid velocity is equal to the velocity of 
the stress free state mapped into the deformed state (for steady-state problems). 

4.5.7 ENDOOFOBC 

This card specifies the end of the list of boundary conditions, and is only used when automatic 
boundary condition counting is used (see 4.5.1). If NumberOofUBC is set to -1 all BC cards 
below ENDCIOFOBC card are ignored, and GOMA counts the number of BC cards between 
NumberOofClBC and ENDOOFOBC. 

4.5.8 PRESSURIEODATUM 
INPUT: = integer-const,fIoatingqf 

This card is used to set a pressure datum on fluid mechanics problems which contain no im- 
plicit or explicit boundary conditions on stress or pressure. integer-const is the element num- 
ber on which the datum is set andjloatinggt is the value of the datum. The element number 
should correspond to that shown when viewing the mesh less one, as the numbering conven- 
tion in the C language starts at zero. Noteworthy is that this card is optional and if used is 
placed outside the BC section and just below it. 

4.6 Problem Description 

4.6.1 NumberOofUMaterials 
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INPUT: = integer-const 

integer cunst: Value indicates the number of materials to follow. Each material will require 
the car& described here, Le., each material will have its own problem description (Cards 4.6.2 
through 4.6.9). If there are more MAT cards (Le. material sections) than specified by 
integer cunst, GOMA ignores the extras (Le. only the first NumberOofUMaterials material 
sectionsare read). If this integer-const is set to -1, GOMA will automatically count the num- 
ber of MAT cards between the NumberOofUMaterials card and the ENDOOFOMAT card 
(see 4.6.10). ' 

4.6.2 

INPUT = character-string, integer-constl 

character string corresponds to the prefix of the material file with which all material proper- 
ties for -the current material will be read from. The material file's name is 
chara ct er-s tr ing . ma t , and if the file is not present in the current working directory, 
all properties and source terms are set to unity and term scaling control is transferred to the 
equation cards (see Section 4.6.8). The value of integer consfl corresponds to the block iden- 
tification number specified in the EXODUS II database. 

4.6.3 CoordinateOSystem 

INPUT = character-string 

Used to specify formulation of the equations to be solved. The permissible values are CAR- 
TESIAN, for a two or three dimensional Cartesian formulation, CYLINDRICAL, for an axi- 
symmetric formulation, or SWIRLING, for a two-dimensional formulation with a swirling 
velocity component that is independent of azimuthal coordinate. The SWIRLING option is 
not activated yet. 

4.6.4 ElementOMapping 

INPUT =keyword 

keyword The permissible values are isoparametric, which means the standard isoparametric 
mapping is used for the Gaussian quadrature. Future releases will allow subparametric, for a 
mapping which is one order less than that used to represent all of the dependent variables, ex- 
cept the mesh location. In any case, for moving mesh problems, the interpolation of space is 
determined by the mesh equation interpolation specified in the equation section (see Section 
4.6.7). 

4.6.5 MeshOMotion 

INPUT = character-shkg 
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Used to specify the method for describing the movement of the nodes within the mesh. ARBI- 
TRARY triggers the implicit pseudo-solid domain-mapping technique using the constitutive 
equation designated in the corresponding f i 1 e . m a t  (see Chapter 5); with this technique, the 
'boundaries of the domain are controlled by distinguishing conditions coupled with the prob- 
lem physics, and the interior nodes move independently of the problem physics. 
LAGRANGIAN triggers coupling the motion of nodes on the interior of the domain to the 
deformation of an elastic solid. If the solid is incompressible, this technique uses a pressure 
(lagrange multiplier) to couple the solid deformation and the local solvent concentration. 

4.6.6 NumberOofDbulkOspecies 

INPUT = integeryonstant 

Used to specify the number of species-bulk equations to be solved. This is equal to one less 
than the total number of components in the solution (because solving an equation for each 
component would be a linear combination of the continuity equation). If this number is zero, 
then no species-bulk equations are solved (and should not be specified as an equations), and if 
this number is 1 then the fluid is a binary solution. 

4.6.7 NumberOofOEQ 

INPUT = integer-const 

integer-const: Value indications the number of evolution equations (number of equation 
cards) to follow, including the mesh motion equations. This number of equations corresponds 
only to the current material. If there are more EQ cards than specified by integer-const, 
GOMA ignores the extras (i.e. only the first NumberOoflJEQ equations are read). If this 
integer comt is set to -1, GOMA will automatically count the number of EQ cards between 
the NumberClofUEQ card and the ENDOOFOEQ card (see 4.6.9). 

4.6.8 EQ 

INPUT = eq-name, Galerkin-wt, variable-nam e, 
interpolationjba, jloatingqt-constl, jloatingqt-const2, ..., 
jloafingqt-const7 

These cards are used to provide all information required for each differential equation to be 
solved. The current allowable values for eq-name, etc. are given here in tabular form. 
eq-name is the name of the equation to be solved. Galerkin wt is the weighting function type 
for this equation. variable name is the name of the variable associated with this equation. 
interpolation fcn is the interpolation function used to represent the variable of type 
variable-name. Joatinggt comtl throughJoatinggt const7 define the constant multipliers 
in fiont of each type of term in this equation. If a multiilier is zero, the section of code which 
evaluates the corresponding term will be skipped. These multipliers are intended to provide a 
means of activating or deactivating terms of an equation, and hence should be set to zero or 
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one. However, one can use these multipliers as a way of adjusting the scaling of individual 
terms. Exercise caution in using these factors as expedients for transport coefficients; the 
equation term multiplier for the momentum diffusion term affects both the isotropic stress 
term (pressure) and the deviatoric stress. 

Q10rQ2a 

. .  e 4.7 Eau-ns and E a r n o n  Term MultiDhers, 

D1 Q1 or 4 2  

%Name 

Q l o r Q 2  

Q l o r Q 2  

Q l o r Q 2  

mesh1 

D2 Q1 or 42  

D3 Q1 or Q2 

U1 Q1 or Q2 

mesh2 

diff 

diff 

mesh3 

source porous 

source porous 

momentum1 

Q l o r Q 2  momentum2 U2 

mom en tu m 3 Q l o r Q 2  

tion-fnc 

U3 Q l o r Q 2  mass adv 

continuity POorP1 P I POorP1 I div I sourcei I NA 

mass 

diff 

diff 

NA 

mass I adv 

source NA 

source NA 

NA NA 

I advg 

energy 

yecies-bulk 
J 

QlorQ2 T Q l o r Q 2  mass adv bndry 

Q1 orQ2 Y Q l o r Q 2  mass adv bndry 

species-surf 
k 

floating 
9t 
const3 

Nothing S Q l o r Q 2  NA NA NA 

tested 

bndryd 

floating floating floating 

const4 const5 const6 

SOurcef 

NA I NA I NA 

c.Multiplier on advective term for inertia in moving solids (normally neglected). 
d.Multiplier on boundary term (n.flux). 
e.Multiplier on diffusion term. 
f.Multiplier on source term. 
g.Multiplier on advective term. 
h.Multiplier on porous term (linear source). 
i.The source multiplier is equal to the initial volume hction of solvents for Lagrangian mesh motion with 
swelling. 
j.This equation type should only be listed once regardless of the number of species (the card for “Number of 
bulk species” specifies the number of species-bulk equations to be solved. Differences in diffusion coeffi- 
cients between species should be accounted for in materials properties section of GOMA. 
kEquation is not active. 
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4.6.9 ENDOOFDEQ 

This card specifies the end of the list of equations for this material, and is only used when au- 
tomatic equation counting is used (see 4.6.7). If NumberOofUEQ is set to -1 all EQ cards be- 
low this card are ignored, and GOMA counts the number of EQ cards between 
NumberOofUEQ and ENDOOFOEQ. Note that this card should appear in every material that 
is using automatic equation counting. 

4.6.10 ENDOOFOMAT 

This card specifies the end of the list of materials, and is only used when automatic material 
counting is used (see 4.6.1). If NumberClofUMaterials is set to -1 all MAT cards below this 
card are ignored, and GOMA counts the number of MAT cards between NumberOofUMateri- 
als and ENDOOFUMAT. 

4.7 Post Processing Specifications 

This section lists the post-processing options that are accessible within GOMA. Each card be- 
low can trigger calculation of the nodal values of a given function, which is then written to the 
EXODUS ll output file. Normally these values are smoothed before printing them to the out- 
put file. For all these cards, a keyword is the only input; if the keyword is yes, the post-pro- 
cessing variable is calculated and written to the file, if the keyword is no, no output is 
generated for that variable. All of these cards are optional and can appear in any order. 

The sections below list the post-processing options and a brief description of each. For large, 
time-dependent runs, the output of many post-processing variables may lead to excessively 
large EXODUS II output files. 

4.7.1 StresmOFunction 

Ifrequested, the stream function is output to the EXODUS II file described in 4.1.2. It is im- 
portant to construct a mesh whose elements are contiguously ordered in such a *ay that there 
are no isolated clusters as the elements are swept, i.e., element n+l must be in contact with 
one of the previous n elements. This can be assured by issuing the Optimize command to the 
FASTQ meshing module (cf. Blacker 1988). Otherwise, your regions must be constructed in 
an analogous fashion. This variable is called STREAM in the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.2 StreamwiseOnormalDstress 

The stream-wise normal strain rate, D,, is defined as tt:D, where t is the unit tangent vector to 
the streamlines, and D is the strain-rate tensor, D = [Vv + (Vv) T associated with the Navier- 
Stokes equations. This variable is called SNS in the output EXODUS II file. The streamwise 
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normal stress is equal to D,, times the viscosity. 

4.7.3 MeanDshearOrate 

The mean shear rate is defined as 4 P D ,  where IID is the second invariant of D, the strain- 
rate tensor, D = [VY +- (VY) 'I associated with the Navier Stokes equations. This variable is 
called SHEAR in the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.4 PressureOcontours 

The hydrodynamic pressure is normally a field variable within GOMA; however, it is usually 
approximated by discontinuous basis functions. This option enables interpolating and smooth- 
ing the hydrodynamic pressure to nodal values. This variable is called PRESSURE in the out- 
put EXODUS 11 file 

4.7.6 FirstOInvariantOof Strain 

The strain tensor is associated with the deformation of the mesh. Its first invariant is its trace 
and represents the volume change in the small strain limit. This variable is called IE in the 
output EXODUS II file 

4.7.6 Secondf7InvariantOofStrain 

The strain tensor is associated with the deformation of the mesh. Its second invariant indicates 
the level of shear strain of the mesh. This variable is called IIE in the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.7 ThirdOInvariantOofOStrain 

The strain tensor is associated with the deformation of the mesh. Its third invariant indicates 
the volume change from the stress-free-state (IIIE = 1 indicates no volume change). This van- 
able is called IIIE in the output EXODUS 11 file. 

4.7.8 NavierOStokesOResiduals 

These nodal variables are constructed from the corresponding velocity weighting function for 
a Galerkin finite element formulation. They are named RMX, RMY, and RMZ in the output 
EXODUS II file, corresponding to each of the independent components of the fluid momen- . 
tum balance. 

4.7.9 MoVingDMesMResiduals 

These nodal variables are constructed from the corresponding displacement weighting func- 
tions for a Galerkin finite element formulation. They are called RDX, RDY, and RDZ in the 
output EXODUS 11 file, corresponding to each of the independent components of the solid 
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(pseudo or real) momentum balance. 

4.7.10 MassODiffusioOectors 

This variable is called YOditU (diffusion of first species in x direction), YOdifl (diffusion of 
first species in y direction), YOdif'2 (diffusion of first species in z direction), YldifO (diffusion 
of second species in x direction), Y2difl (diffusion of second species in y direction), . . . in the 
output EXODUS II file 

4.7.11 MassOFluxlines 

This variable is called YFLUXO, YFLUX1, . . .(by species number) in the output EXODUS II 
file; it is analogous to the stream function so that contours of the flux function represent path- 
lines for each species in solution. 

4.7.12 EnergyOConductionOVectors 

This variable is called TcondO (conduction in x direction), Tcondl (conduction in y direction) 
Tcondf2 (conduction in z direction) in the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.13 EnergyUFluxlines 

The energy flux function is analogous to the stream function, such that contours of the flux 
function represent paths of energy flow through the domain. This variable is called TFLUX in 
the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.14 TimeODerivatives 

This option enables writing the time derivative of all the field variables to a file. Currently this 
routine uses the values in the global vector xdot to report this data. During the first time step, 
all the xdot values are zero; by the second time step, these data should be realistic. These vari- 
ables are labeled XDOTO (mesh velocity in x direction), XDOTl (mesh velocity in y direc- 
tion), D O T 2  (mesh velocity in z direction), VDOTO (fluid acceleration in x direction), 
VDOTl (fluid acceleration in y direction), VDOT2 (fluid acceleration in z direction), TDOT 
(rate of temperature change), YODOT (rate of 1st species concentration change), YlDOT (rate 
of second species concentration change), . . . in the EXODUS II file. 

4.7.15 MeshOStressOTensor 

The mesh stress tensor is associated with the equations of elasticity. The stress tensor has six 
enmes (in 3-D, symmetric) called TU, T22, T33, T U ,  T13, and T23 in the output EXODUS 
II file. 

4.7.16 MeshOStrainOTensor 
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The mesh strain tensor is associated with the equations of elasticity. The strain tensor has six 
entries (in 3-D, symmetric) called El l ,  E22, E33, E12, E13, and E23 in the output EXODUS 
II file. 

4.7.17 PorousOSaturation 

In partially saturated porous media, the saturation represents the volume fraction of the pore 
space that is filled with liquid. This variable is called SAT in the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.18 BulkOdensityOofUspeciesOinOporousOmedia 

In partially saturated porous media, bulk density is the mass of a species (e.g. water or air) per 
unit volume of the porous medium. This is a quantity that can be calculated from the porosity 
and the pressures in the liquid and gas phases. This variable is called BULKO, BULKl, ... in 
the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.19 GasOconcentrationOofUspeciesOinOporous media 

In partially saturated porous media, the gas phase concentration of each species is derivable 
from the porosity and pressures in liquid and gas phases. This variable is called GASO, GAS1, . . . in the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.20 LiquidOconcentrationCloA7speciesOinOporousOmedia 

In partially saturated porous media, the liquid phase concentration of each species is derivable 
from the porosity and pressures in liquid and gas phases. This variable is called LIQO, LIQ1, . . . in the output EXODUS 11 file. 

4.7.21 GasOphaseOconvectionOvectors3inOporousOmedia 

In partially saturated porous media, the convection is calculated by Darcy’s Law. This vari- 
able is called VGASO, VGAS1, VGAS2 in the output EXODUS 11 file. 

4.7.22 LiquidOphaseOconvectionOvectorsOinOporousOmedia 

In partially saturated porous media, the convection is calculated by Darcy’s Law. This vari- 
able is called VLIQO, VLIQ1, VLIQ2 in the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.23 PorosityOhOdeformableOporousOmedia 

This variable serves as a check on the porosity in porous media by calculating it by two inde- 
pendent means. This variable is called PORED, POREM in the output EXODUS 11 file. 

4.7.24 CapillaryOpressureOhOporousOmedia 
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In partially saturated porous media, the capillary pressure is the difference between the gas 
and liquid pressures. This variable is called PC in the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.25 LagrangidConvection 

In deformable solids with a Lagrangian mesh, convection in the stress-free-state can be 
mapped to the deformed configuration; this variable stores the velocity vectors of this solid 
motion. This variable is called VL1, VL2, VL3 in the output EXODUS II file. 

4.7.26 User-DefinedOPostCIProcessing 
INPUT: = keyword,floatingqoint_const_list 

This option enables user-defined post-processing in GOMA. An arbitrary number of floating 
point constants can be loaded in to use in the user-defined subroutine (user-p0st.c). This vari- 
able is called USER in the output EXODUS II file. 
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5 Data Input- Material Files 

The format below indicates the data cards currently required in each material (“mat”) file, fol- 
lowed by the options available for each card and the necessary input data. All input data are spec- 
ified in a free field format with successive variables separated by blanks or commas. It is 
important to note that there is no limit to the number of floating point data allowed on each prop- 
erty or constitutive equation card. For standard models, all extraneous data on each line is ig- 
nored. For user-defined options, the user may parameterize a model with as many data as needed. 
Like in Chapter 4, boldunderlined type denotes a unique string which GOMA looks for in the in- 
put deck. The “O” symbol denotes a blank space. The input parser is case sensitive! The bold/ital- 
ic type following the underlined, unique string denotes places where input is required. 

All of the other features and restrictions associated with the problem-description file (see Chapter 
4) apply. In all sections of this chapter, model-name is a character smng and 
floatinggoint_const_list is a list of floating point numbers of arbitrary length separated by a com- 
ma or one or more white spaces. Figure 5 illustrates a typical material file. The remainder of this 
chapter covers each card (line) of the material-description file in detail. 

All property models will eventually have a USER and a USER-GEN option. When the former is 
selected, the user must add the user model to the appropriate routine in the file user-mp . c. This 
file contains a template to simplify the implementation of a model in a full Newton context, but 
has the restriction that all models cannot contain a dependence on gradients of variables. For more 
complex models, which contain such dependencies, the user must resort to the more sophisticated 
mechanism that comprise the routines in user-mp-gen . c. 

5.1 Physical Properties 

6.1.1 Density 

IN PUT: = model-name, ~ o a  tingqoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for density. The permissible value for model name is CON- 
STANT. At this time no variable density models are allowed. Boussinesq models, however, 
can be selected through the Navier-Stokes Source card in Section 5.6.1. The first entry in the 
floatingjoint const list is the value of the density. Entries subsequent to the first are ignored 
for the CONS?”ANTmodel of density. 
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---Physical Properties 
D U l d t y  I C O N S T W  1000. 

---Mechanical Properties and Constitutive Equati 
Solid Con8titUtiVO m a t i o n  I LINEAFt 
Convmctive L.grUrgi8.n Volocity I HONE 
L.rrwycT I CONSTANT 1. 
Lame- I CONSTANT 1. 
Stroaa ?reo Solant Vol Prac I CONSTAN2 0. 
Liquid COrUtitUtiVe EQuatiOn I = N I M  
Vi8COdty I USRR 1. 1. 1. 1. 
Lox Rat. Vi.co.ity I CONbANT 0. 
Power L a w  m o n o n t  . I CONSTANT 0. 
High R.to Viacodty I CCNSTANT 0. 
Timm Coxutmt I CQNSTANT 0. 
A.=P I CONSTANT 0. 

ons 

1. 

---Thermal Properties 
Conductivity I O W R  1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
H u t  capacity I CONSTANT 1. 
Volumo m n s i o n  I CONSTANT 1. 
Referonce T-raturo = CONSTANT 1. 
Liquidu. T-erature I CONSTANT 1. 
SOlidU8 T-tatUtr I CONSTANT 1. 

---Microstructure Properties 

Porosity = DEFORM 2 . 5  
Permeabiiity = CONSTANTi. 
Permeability = CONSTANT C.001 
Re1 Gas Permeability = SUX-IU-ONE 6.0001 
Re1 Liq Permeabilicy VAX-GEWCRTZX C.01 G . O 1  0.66: C.31 
Saturation = VAK-GEWCHTE!i 9.01 G . O i  5 . 0  1. 

Yodia Type I c ~ m o u s  

---Species Properties 

Diffudvity I CONSTANT 0 1. 
Latat Reat Vaporization I CONSTANT 0 0. 
Laturt Heat Bunion I CONSTANT 0 0. 
Vapor Proasure I CONSTANT 0 0. 
8POCiO8 VOl- -ion I CONSTANT 0 0. 
Spaciea Vol- pzpansion = CONSTANT 0 0. 
Referurce Concentration I CONSTANT 0 0. 

Diftu8ion COn8titUtiVe PQuatiOn- F1CP;IAN 

.****r."****Species Number"""**-'-*."-*, 

Lines are repealed 
for each species 1 

---- Source Terms 
Navier-Stoke. SOUrar I U W R  1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
Solid Body Source I CONSANT 0. 0. 0. 
-0. Source I CONSTANT 0. 
Heat Source I CONSTANT 1. 
Sglci.. source CONSTANT 0 2- + Line is repeated 

for each species *-*r******"*Spe,-ies Number***"***=**' 

Figure 5 Sample material-description file format. Bold-face lines are 
required. 
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5.2 Mechanical Properties and Constitutive Equations 

5.2.1 Solidl7ConstitutiveOEquation 

INPUT: = model-name 

Specifies the constitutive equation used to control mesh motion. In an arbitrary mesh, perrnis- 
sible values of model name are LINEAR, for which the deformations are assumed to be 
small and thus simpliGs the analysis of strain and stress, or NONLINEAR for which the de- 
formations can be large (all non-linear models currently default to NONLINEAR if the mesh 
is arbitrary). In a Lagrangian mesh, where the nodes are material points that move with the 
solid, permissible values are HOOKEAN-PSTRAIN (non-linear neo-Hookean model with 
plane strain), HOOKEAN PSTRESS (non-linear neo-Hookean model with plane stress), 
INCOMP PSTRAIN (incompressible non-linear neo-Hookean model with plane strain and 
a Lagrangian pressure constraint on the volume), and INCOMP-PSTRESS (incompressible 
non-linear neo-Hookean model with plane stress and a Lagrangian pressure constraint on the 
volume) The incompressible options use the theory of Segalman et al. (1992) to control mesh 
motion and couple the volume dilation to changes in solvent content. Plane strain implies that 
there is no deformation in the z-direction, but plane stress implies there is no stress in the z-di- 
rection. 

5.2.2 ConvectiveOLagrangianCn7elocity 

INPUT: = model-name,Jloatingqoint-const-list 

In solid mechanics, when the deformation of the mesh is Lagrangian, i.e., motion of the solid 
can be described by a mapping between motion of the stress-free-state (undeformed state) and 
the deformed state, it is often advantageous to prescribe a convective velocity. If the 
model name on this card is set to NONE, then the stress-free-state is assumed to be unmov- 
ing, aid if this model name is CONSTANT, then the stress-free-state is moving uniformly 
with a velocity specified by threefloatinggoint-constnnts (vx, vy, vz). 

5.2.3 LameOMU 

INPUT: = model-name, floatinggoin t-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the Lame coefficient p for the solid constitutive equation (see 
Sackinger et al. 1995); this coefficient is equivalent to the shear modulus. The permissible val- 
ues for model name are CONSTANT, POWER-LAW, CONTACT-LINE, or USER. The 
first entry in thefloatinggoint comt list is the standard value of the p. Note that p and h (see 
5.2.4 below) are related to Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio by the following standard 
expressions: 
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where E is the Young’s modulus and v is Poisson’s ratio. A significant limiting case is ap- 
proached as v approaches 0.5, in which case the solid becomes incompressible. 

The POWER LAW model can be used in deformable porous media where the shear modulus 
varies as a poGer law function of the porosity, 4 (Scherer 1992): 

The three enmes in thefloatinggoint - const-list are Go, $ o ,  and m, respectively. 

The CONTACT LINE model is a convenient way to control mesh deformation near a fixed 
point. This modelenables making the shear modulus much larger near the contact line (fixed 
point) than far away from the contact line, so that elements near the contact line are forced to 
retain their shape. The shear modulus in this model varies inversely with distance from the 
contact line: 

r is the distance from the fixed point, ro is a decay length Go is the modulus far from the con- 
tact line, and Go+G, is the modulus at the contact line. The four entries in the 
jloatinggoint-corzst list are the node set number of the fixed point (converted to an integer 
by GOMA), Go, G, ,-and ro .  

6.2.4 LameDLANIBDA 
INPUT: = model-name,floafoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the Lame coefficient h for the solid constitutive equation (see 
Sackinger et al. 1995). When using a nonlinear constitutive equation for ALE mesh motion, 
this coefficient is equal to the bulk modulus: 

2 K = h + y  

The permissible values for model name are CONSTANT, POWER LAW, or USER. The 
first entry in the_fIoatinggoint - const-list is the standard value of the X: 
The POWER LAW model can be used in deformable porous media where the lame coeffi- 
cient varies aca power law function of the porosity, $ (Scherer 1992): 
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The three entries in thefloatingjoint-cons-list are lo , t$o, and rn, respectively. 

6.2.6 StressOFreeOSolventUVolOFrac 
INPUT: = model-name, Jloatingqoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the stress-free solvent volume fraction, which is volume frac- 
tion of solvents in the solid material in its stress-free-state. The permissible value for 
model name isCONSTANT. At this time no variable models are allowed. The first entry in 
thefiroatingjoint const - list is the value of the stress fiee solvent volume fraction. A U  other 
entries are ignored. 

5.2.6 LiquidOConstitutiveOEquation 
INPUT = model-name 

Used to specify the stress, strain-ratehain constitutive equation associated with the momen- 
tum equations (Navier-Stokes equations) described in section below. The permissible values 
of model-name are NEWTONIAN, for a simply constant viscosity, Newtonian fluid, 
POWER LAW, for a power law model, and CARREAU, for a Carreau strain-rate thinning 
or thickezng relation. All three models are described in detail in Bird et al. (1987). 

The NEWTONIAN option requires one floating point constant, p. p is the viscosity in the 
chosen units and is entered with the “Viscosity” card (Section 5.2.7). 

With the POWER LAW option, two floating point constants are required. The first, po, is the 
zero-strain rate l e t  of the viscosity and is entered with the “Low Rate Viscosity” card (Sec- 
tion 5.2.8). The second, nexp, is the exponent on the strain rate which can take on any value 
between 1 (Newtonian) and 0 (infinitely shear thinning). nexp is entered with the “Power Law 
Exponent” card (Section 5.2.9). 

The CARREAU option requires five floating point constants. The first, h, is the zero-strain 
rate limit of the viscosity and is entered with the “Low Rate Viscosity” card (Section 5.2.8). 
The second, nexp, is the exponent on the strain rate which can take on any value between 1 
(Newtonian) and 0 (infinitely shear thinning). nexp is entered with the “Power Law Exponent” 
card (Section 5.2.9). The third, hnf, is the high-strain-rate limit to the viscosity and is entered 
with the “High Rate Viscosity” card (Section 5.2.10). The fourth, h, is the time constant re- 
flecting the strain-rate at which the transition between p~ and kdtakes place. h is entered 
with the “Time Constant” card (Section 5.2.11). The fifth, aexp, is a dimensionless parameter 
that describes the transition between the low-rate and the power-law region. 
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6.2.7 Viscosity 
INPUT: = model-name, floating-poin t-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the viscosity for the liquid constitutive equation (see Sackinger 
et al. 1995). The permissible value for model name is CONSTANT, for a constant viscosity 
model, or USER, for a user-defined model. For the USER option the appropriate modifica- 
tions to the routine “usr~viscosity” in the user-mp.c file must be undertaken. The first entry in 
thefiatinggoint - const - list is the value viscosity for the CONSTANT option. All other en- 
tries are ignored. 

6.2.8 LowORateUViscosity 

INPUT = model-name, floatingjoin t-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the low-rate viscosity parameter l,x the power-law fluid or Car- 
reau fluid options of the liquid constitutive equation (Section 5.2.6). The permissible value for 
model-name is CONSTANT. At this time no variable models are allowed. The first entry in 
the floatinggoint - const - list is the value of the low-rate viscosity. All other enmes are ig- 
nored. 

6.2.9 PowerOLawOExponent 

INPUT: = model-name,Jloating~oint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the power-law exponent parameter of the power-law fluid or 
Carreau fluid options of the liquid constitutive equation (Section 5.2.6). The permissible value 
for model-name is CONSTANT. At this time no variable models are allowed. The first entry 
in thejloatinggoint-const-list is the value of the low-rate viscosity. All other entries are ig- 
nored. 

5.2.10 HigMRatellviscosity 

INPUT: = model-name, floating-point-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the high-rate viscosity parameter of the Carreau fluid options of 
the liquid constitutive equation (Section 5.2.6). The permissible value for model name is 
CONSTANT. At this time no variable models are allowed. The first enG in the 
jloatinggoint - const - list is the value of the high-rate viscosity. All other entries are ignored. 

5.2.11 TimetlConstant 

IN PUT = model-name, floatingjoint-cons f t  

Used to specify the model for the time constant parameter of the Carreau fluid options of the 
liquid constitutive equation (Section 5.2.6). The permissible value for model-name is CON- 
STANT. At this time no variable models are allowed. The first entry in the 
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floatingjoint - const-list is the value of the time constant. All other entries are ignored. 

6.2.12 Aexp 
INPUT: = model-name, floatingqoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the Aexp parameter of the Carreau fluid options of the liquid 
constitutive equation (Section 5.2.6). The permissible value for modeZ-name is CONSTANT. 
At this time no vvariable models are allowed. The first entry in thefloatinggoint-const-Zist is 
the value.of Aexp. All other entries are ignored. aexp, is a dimensionless parameter that de- 
scribes the transition between the low-rate and the power-law region (see Bird et al. 1987). 

5.2.13 Polymer Constitutive Equation 
INPUT: = model-name 

Used to specify the polymer constitutive equation. model-name can be NOPOLYMER, for 
generalized Newtonian models, OLDROYDB, for the Oldroyd-B constitutive model, and 
GIESEKUS, for the Giesekus model. If options other than NOPOLYMER are chosen, addi- 
tional cards for the polymer properties must be supplied. 

5.2.14 Polymer Viscosity 
INPUT = model-name,jloatingqoint_const 

Used to specify the stress, strain-rate/strain constitutive equation associated with the polymer 
constitutive equation described in 5.2.13. The permissible values of model-name are CON- 
STANT, for a simply constant viscosity, Newtonian fluid, POWER-LAW, for a power law 
model, and CARREAU, for a Carreau strain-rate thinning or thickening relation. All three 
models are described in detail in Bird et al. (1987). Thefloatingqoint-const is used to speci- 
fy the zero-rate viscosity. 

5.2.16 Polymer Time Constant 

INPUT: = model-name, floating-point-const 

Used to specify the stress, strain-rate/strain of the polymer time constant associated with the 
polymer constitutive equation described in 5.2.13. The permissible values of model-name are 
CONSTANT, for a simply constant viscosity, Newtonian fluid, POWER-LAW, for a power 
law model, and CARREAU, for a Carreau strain-rate thinning or thickening relation. All 
three models are described in detail in Bird et al. (1987). Thejloatingqoint-const is used to 
specify the zero-rate time constant. 
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5.3 Thermal Properties 

5.3.1 Conductivity 
INPUT = model-name, cfloatingqoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the thermal conductivity. The permissible value for 
model-name is CONSTANT, for a constant viscosity model, or USER, for a user-defined 
model. For the USER option the appropriate modifications to the routine 
“usr-thermal-conductivity” in the user-mp.c file must be undertaken. The first entry in the 
floatinggoint const fist is the value conductivity for the CONSTANT option. All other en- 
tries are ignored. For the USER option, floatinggoint const fist can be of arbitrary length 
and used to parameterize the model. These parameters ;e made available in the subroutine. 

5.3.2 HeatOCapacity 

INPUT = model-name, cfloatingqoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the heat capacity. The permissible value for model-name is 
CONSTANT, for a constant heat capacity model, or USER, for a user-defined model. For the 
USER option the appropriate modifications to the routine “usr-heat-capacity” in the 
user-mp.c file must be undertaken. The first entry in thefloatingjoint-const-fist is the value 
conductivity for the CONSTANT option. All other entries are ignored. For the USER option, 
floatingjoint_const_list can be of arbitrary length and used to Parameterize the model. These 
parameters are made available in the subroutine. 

5.3.3 VolumeOExpansion 

INPUT = model-name, cfloatingqoin t-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the coefficient of volume expansion in the energy equation. This 
property is required for the BOUSS option on the “Navier-Stokes Source” card (Section 
5.6.1). The permissible value for model name is CONSTANT, for a constant volume expan- 
sion coefficient model. The first entry in-thefloatinggoint const - list is the value of the coef- 
ficient for the CONSTANT option. All other entries are ignored. 

5.3.4 ReferenceOTemperature 
INPUT = model-name,cfloatingqoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the reference temperature, which is required by the BOUSS op- 
tion on the “Navier-Stokes Source” card (Section 5.6.1). The permissible value for 
model-name is CONSTANT, for a constant reference temperature model. The first entry in 
thefloatinggoint const fist is the value of the reference temperature for the CONSTANT 
option. All other entries &e ignored. 
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6.3.6 LiquidusOXbmperature 

INPUT = model-name,Jloatingqoint-const-list 

NOT USED YET. Used to specify the model for the liquidus temperature. The permissible 
value for mode-name is CONSTANT. The first entry in the floatinggoint const-list is the 
value of the liquidus for the CONSTANT option. All other entries are ignored. 

6.3.6 SolidusOTemperature 

INPUT = model-nameJtoaiingqoint-const-list 

NOT USED YET. Used to specify the model for the solidus temperature. The permissible val- 
ue for model name is CONSTANT. The first entry in thefloatinggoint const-list is the val- 
ue of the solidus for the CONSTANT option. All other enmes are ignored. 

5.4 Microstructure Properties 

6.4.1 MediaO1S.pe 

INPUT = model-name 

This card is used to designate the characteristic type of medium of this material. The current 
choices are CONTINUOUS, POROUS SATURATED, and POROUS-PARTSAT. None 
of these choices require constants. If the-type chosen is CONTINUOUS, then the material is 
assumed to amorphous and no further cards are necessary in this section (next required card is 
‘Diffusion Constitutive Equation’, 5.5.1). In a porous medium with one phase in the pores (i.e. 
a saturated medium), use POROUSSATURATED and only the Permeability (5.4.3) and Po- 
rosity (5.4.2) cards are required. In a porous medium with two phases in the pores (i.e. an un- 

UNSATURATED and all the cards in this section are required. 
saturated medium, e.g. air-water), use POROUS-PART-SAT or POROUS - 

6.4.2 Porosity 

INPUT = model-name, Jloatingqoin t-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the porosity, which is required for the Brinkman or Darcy for- 
mulations for flow through porous media. The permissible values for model name are CON- 
STANT, for a constant porosity model and DEFORM for a porosity w%ch varies with 
deformation of the porous medium (and in which porosity is a variable associated with the 
continuity equation, P). The first entry in thefloatinggoint-const-list is the value of the po- 
rosity; in the DEFORM model, this porosity is the porosity of the stress-free-state. 

6.4.3 Permeability 

INPUT = model-name,floatingqoint-const-list 
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Used to specify the model for the permeability, which is required for the Brinkman or Darcy 
formulations for flow through porous media. The,permissible values for model name are 
CONSTAhT, for a constant permeability model, and PSD VOL, for a deformable medium 
with a distribution of pore-sizes. The first entry in thej?oati&goint const list is the value of 
the permeability for the CONSTANT option. 

- - 

The PSD-VOL model treats the medium as a bundle of capillary tubes with a distribution of 
pores such that over a range of pore-sizes the volume of pores is evenly distributed. For such a 
model, the maximum pore-size varies with the porosity: 

Then, the permeability is a function of the maximum pore-size and the pore-size distribution: 

The entries in thefloatinggoint - const - list are @o, rmax (@J , a, and m2. 

5.4.4 CapillaryONetworMStress 

INPUT: = model-name 

This card specifies the mechanism by which capillary stress in the liquid phase of a partially- 
saturated porous medium is transferred to the solid network. WETTING specifies that the po- 
rous skeleton has the same hydrostatic pressure as the liquid and PARTIALLY-WETTING 
specifies that the porous skeleton has a hydrostatic pressure that is the average of the liquid 
and gas phase pressures, weighted by their saturations (See related report on drying of de- 
formable porous media). 

5.4.5 RelOGasOPenneability 

INPUT = model-name, Jloafingqoint-const-list 

This card specifies the model for the relative gas phase permeability for flow in a partially sat- 
urated porous media, such that the gas flow is the pressure gradient in the gas times the perme- 
ability times the relative gas phase permeability divided by the gas viscosity. Currently the 
permissible values of model name are CONSTANT and SUM-TO-ONE. The 
SUM-TO ONE model assumessat the relative liquid permeability and relative gas perme- 
ability addto one, and the only parameter is the gas phase viscosity. 

5.4.6 RelDLiqmermeability 

INPUT = model-name, Jloatingqoint-const-list 
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5.5.6 ReferenceOConcentration 

INPUT = model-name, species-number,Jloatingqoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the reference concentration, which is required by the BOUSS 
option on the “Navier-Stokes Source” card (Section 5.6.1). species number is an integer des- 
ignating the species equation. The permissible value for mo&l-m%e is CONSTANT, for a 
constant reference concentration model. The first entry in the floatinggoint-const-list is the 
value of the reference concentration for the CONSTANT option. All other entries are ig- 
nored. . 

5.6 Source Terms 

6.6.1 Navier-StokesOSource 

INPUT = model-name, ~oafingqoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the source term on the Navier-Stokes equations. The permissi- 
ble values for model-name are CONSTANT, for a constant source model, USER, for a user- 
defined model, BOUSS, for a generalized Boussinesq source term, or BOUSS JXB, for a 
generalized Boussinesq source term with Lorentz forces. For the USER option one must 
make the appropriate modifications to the routine “usr-momentum-source” in the user-mp.c 
file. The three entries in thefloatingjoint-cont-list are the vector (x,y,z) components of the 
source, for the CONSTANT option. All other entries are ignored. For the USER option, 
floatinggoint const list can be of arbitrary length and used to parameterize the model. These 
parameters are-made-available in the subroutine. For the BOUSS option, the first three entries 
of the floatingjoint const list are the components of the gravity vector. For the 
BOUSS JXB option, one mist supply the current density field vector components and the 
magnetiFfield components with the “External Field” cards (see Section 4.2.6). The cards must 
point to specific names in the EXODUS 11 files from which the fields are read. The J-field 
components must be called JXREAL, JY-REAL, and JZ-REAL. Likewise the B-field com- 
ponents must be called BX-REAL, BY-REAL, and BZ-REAL. These names are the default 
names coming from TORO II (Gartling 1995). Because of the different coordinate convention 
when using cylindrical components, the fields have been made compatible with those arising 
from TORO II. For the BOUSS JXB option, the first three entries of the 
floatingjoint-const-list are the components of the gravity vector, and the fourth component 
is a scaling parameter for the JXB term. WARNING: Make sure the equation term multipliers 
for the source terms are set to unity (see Section 4.6.8). 

6.6.2 SolidDBodyOForce 

INPUT = model-name, Jloatingqoin~-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the source term on the equations for solid mechanics. The per- 
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missible values for model-name are CONSTANT, for a constant force model. The three en- 
tries in the floatingpoint-const-list are the vector (x,y,z) components of the force, for the 
CONSTANT option. All other entries are ignored. WARNING: Make sure the equation term 
multipliers for the source terms are set to unity (see Section 4.6.8). 

5.6.3 HeatOSource 
INPUT = model-name, Boafinggoin t-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the source term on the energy equation. The permissible values 
for model name are CONSTANT, for a constant source model, JOULE, for a Joule heating 
source term, USER, for a user-defined model, or USER-GEN, for a user-defined model with 
low-level, general capabilities. The JOULE model uses the species field which is being em- 
plo ed as a potential field for an electrostatics problem. It computes the heat source 
as: :J - J = V@ aV@ where J is the current flux density which is represented as -aV@ and $ is 
represented as a concentration species. The only input required for this option is an integer 
species number. For the USER option one must make the appropriate modifications to the 
routine “usr-heat-source” in the user-mp.c file. For the USER-GEN option one must make 
the appropriate modifications ’to the routine “usr-heat-sourcejen” routine in the 
user-mp-gen . c file. The difference between the USER and USER-GEN capabilities is 
described at the beginning of this chapter. The first entry in thefloatinggoint-cont-Zist value 
of the heat source, for the CONSTANT option. For the USER option, 
floatinggoirzf-conf-Zist can be of arbitrary length and used to parameterize the model. These 
parameters are made available in the subroutine. All other entries are ignored. WARNING: 
Make sure the equation term multipliers for the source terms are set to unity (see Section 
4.6.8). 

Y 

6.6.4 SpeciesOSource 

INPUT = model-name, specks-no, ~oatinggoint-const-list 

Used to specify the model for the source term on the species convection diffusion equations. 
The permissible values for model-name are CONSTANT, for a constant force model. The first 
entry of the floatingpoint-const-list is the value of the source, for the CONSTANT option. 
All other entries are ignored. species-number is an integer designating the species equation. 
WARNING: Make sure the equation term multipliers for the source terms are set to unity (see 
Section 4.6.8). 
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6 Theory - a Description of the Equations 

Energy 

Total Mass 

Component Mass 

GOMA has been constructed to solve a variety of types of single-phase or multi-phase problems 
and has found many applications. However, all the applications of GOMA are based on a subset 
of the same set of physical principles chosen from the overall capability of GOMA. The bulk 
equations solved by GOMA are all conservation equations (also called equations of change, etc.) 
which govern conservation of total mass, component mass, momentum, energy, and mesh pseu- 
do-momentum. For some applications, the forms of these equations and how they are implement- 
ed can vary. This Chapter lists the standard forms of the equations as they are implemented in 
GOMA and describes how to apply these equations using GOMA. More detailed descriptions of 
the equations and their origins can be found in other documents (e.g. Chen et al. 1995, Sackinger 
et al. 1995, Gartling et al. 1995). 

a p c p 0  = - (v -vU, )  *V(pCpT) -V.q + H  
dt 

0 = V.v 

dCi = -(v-vm) .vci - V d i  +Ri - 
dt 

6.1 General Form of Equations 

Momentum in Solid 
or Pseudo-Solid 

The different equations of change all have similar features in how they are derived and how they 
are applied. Because they are derived from balance equations, the resulting terms in the differen- 
tial equation all fit into the general form of 

~~ 

V.T, + gs 
- 0 - 

accumulation = flux in -9ux out) + generation. 

Also, the flux in -flux out) term is normally split into an advective (or convective) part and a dif- 
fusive part. The general forms of the five conservation equations are shown in Table 6.1. The ac- 
cumulation term is used only in transient problems and represents the rate of increase of the 
conserved quantity; this is called a MASS term. The generation term represents the rate at which 
the conserved quantity is produced per unit volume; this is called a SOURCE term. The equations 

DIFFUSION SOURCE 
term term 

ADVECTION term I MASS Quantity Conserved term 
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listed in Table 6.1 are the standard forms of the equations; for certain applications listed below in 
the sections on each equation, the exact form may vary (Malvern 1969, Bird et al. 1960). 

The time derivatives in the MASS terms of the equations are total time derivatives (Bird et al. 
1960), which follow the motion of reference points (motion of the mesh in the numerical formula- 
tion). The mesh velocity is u, and is zero in steady-state problems. In transient problems, the 
mesh velocity is equal to the time derivative of the nodal positions: 

- d d  v m  - - 
dt  

d is the displacement vector of the mesh. The definitions of the variables in the equations in Table 
6.1 are listed below in each section on the specific equations. 

6.1h Application of F'EM 

GOMA uses the Galerkin method of weighted residuals with finite element basis functions to 
solye the system of equations presented above. First, the equations are converted to residual equa- 
tions by moving the MASS term to the right-hand-side. The vector equations (the momentum 
equations for fluid and solid) are converted to scalar equations by a dot product with the basis vec- 
tors, e,. Then the residual equations are multiplied by a weighting function, qi, and integrated 
over the whole domain to get the weighted residual equations. For example, for the a component 
of the fluid momentum equation (a vector equation), we get: 

1 Rf. . a = jqiea* [-p--p(v-u,) dv *Vv+V*T+g dV = 0 
1 dt D 

In this equation dV accounts for the integral over the volume of the entire domain, and includes 
the necessary weightings for different coordinate systems. For the energy equation (a scalar equa- 
tion) we get: 

The weighted residuals for the other equations can be derived by analogy. Then the DIFFUSION 
term of these weighted residuals are integrated by parts to reduce the order; e.g. for the fluid mo- 
mentum equations we have: 

dv Rf." 1 = -jqiea pzdV 
D 

MASS 

-jqiea [p (v - urn> VVI d~ ADVECTION 
D 
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-j v (piea) :TU 
D 

BOUNDARY 

DIFFUSION 

SOURCE 

This form of the weighted residual equations is often called the weak form. The second to last 
term is the new form of the DIFFUSION term and : denotes a double-dot product between two 

, tensors. The third term is a surface integral of the normal traction (flux of momentum normal to 
the surface) or normal energy flux, and is a new term in the equation that is called a BOUNDARY 
term. Usually, the normal traction in the surface integral is replaced by a relationship specifying 
the normal traction in terms of known quantities (e.g. the capillary condition states that the normal 
traction is equal to the extemal pressure plus the capillary pressure jump due to curvature and sur- 
face tension). The weak form of the weighted residuals for the energy equation is: 

+ jqiHdV 
D 

MASS 

ADVECTION 

BOUNDARY 

DIFFUSION 

SOURCE 

The BOUNDARY term is calculated only around the boundary of the domain (actually it can be 
calculated as an integral around each finite element, but all the internal integrals fiom adjacent el- 
ements would cancel), and not calculating this integral is equivalent to applying a stress-free or 
no-flux boundary condition. Such conditions on the normal flux only affect the BOUNDARY term 
on the weighted residual equations. 

6.1.2 Equation Term Multipliers 

The input deck for GOMA enables the user to turn on or turn off individual terms in the equations 
by means of the equation term multipliers: MASS, ADVECTION, BOUNDARY, DIFFUSION, 
SOURCE, and POROUS. The MASS term is used to control the transient accumulation part of the 
residual. The ADVECTION term is used to control the convective part of the divergence of the 
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flux that is not integrated by parts. The BOUNDARY term is the boundary integral resulting from 
integrating the diffusion term by parts. The DIFFUSION term is used to control the diffusive part 
of the divergence of the flux that is integrated by parts. The SOURCE term is used to control the 
generation term. The POROUS term is used to control special terms in the momentum equation 
that arise in Brinkman flow in a porous media. 

If an equation term multiplier is set to zero, then that term in the equation is not calculated. If an 
equation term multiplier is set to one, then that term in the equation is calculated based on the 
physical properties in the material data file. If an equation term multiplier is non-zero and non- 
unity, then that term is calculated based on the properties in the material data file and scaled by the 
term multiplier. Thus, it is possible to change the weighting on individual terms in the equations 
by ‘tuning’ the equation term multipliers, but this method is not recommended because ‘tuning’ 
the multipliers changes the meanings of the physical parameters. For example, if a user changes 
the DIFFUSION equation term multiplier on the momentum equation, this weights both the vis- 
cous and pressure parts of the momentum flux (because it weights the whole term) and would not 
be a good way to adjust the viscosity. 

6.1.3 Constitutive Equations and Physical Properties 

Several of the terms in Table 6.1 are calculated from physical properties and constitutive equa- 
tions before being plugged into the equations. These physical properties and constitutive equa- 
tions are specified in the material data files (see Chapter 5).  Thus accurate solution of problems 
requires consistency between the material data file, the input file, and the geometrical description 
of the problem (the EXODUS II file). Note that the length scales used in setting up the EXO- 
DUSII file should be the same as the length scales in the problem being solved-- they are not re- 
scaled during solution of the problem. 

6.2 Conservation of Momentum in Fluids 

Conservation of momentum balances the viscous, inertial, gravitational, and pressure forces act- 
ing on a fluid (Bird et al. 1960): 

u is the mass-averaged velocity of the fluid, p is the density of the fluid, T is the stress tensor, 
and g is the body force acting on the fluid. 

The stress tensor in Newtonian or generalized-Newtonian fluids is proportional to the rate-of- 
strain tensor, D , and represents the rate at which fluid elements are deformed: 

D = i ( V v + V v T )  2 
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Currently, GOMA can solve problems in Newtonian (T = pD - P I ) ,  Power Law, and Carreau flu- 
ids (see Section 5.1). 

The body force vector, g , represents forces acting at a distance on the fluid due to gravity or other 
sources. A Boussinesq model is available to approximate the effect of buoyancy on a flow field 
(see Section 5.6). 

The momentum equations have been augmented for flow in a rigid porous medium using the 
Brinkman equation. This is turned on using the POROUS term multiplier and setting the Brink- 
man-equation parameters in the materials file. This changes several terms in the momentum equa- 
tions (Gartling et al. 1995): 

$I is the porosity of the porous medium, TB is the stress tensor using a Brinkman viscosity, e is an 
inertial coefficient, and k is the permeability. 

6.3 Conservation of Momentum in Solids or Pseudo-Solids 

In GOMA, conservation of momentum in solids or pseudo-solids (i.e. elasticity) is used to solve 
for the motion of the computational mesh as material points in th.e solid or pseudo-solid. The 
mesh is treated as a computational Lagrangian solid (Le. mesh is composed of material points) for 
problems in elasticity. The mesh is treated in an Arbitrary-Eulerian-La~angian (ALE) framework 
for problems in fluid mechanics, heat transfer and mass transfer. In the ALE formulation, the 
boundary shape is dictated by distinguishing conditions, and the interior of the mesh acts like an 
elastic solid subject to the boundary conditions. In ALE, the exact motion of the interior of the 
mesh is not important in solving the physical problem, but maintaining nicely shaped elements is 
important. The mesh is Lagrangian for problems in solid mechanics - i.e. the mesh moves with the 
solid material. It is possible to solve problems with an ALE mesh in a fluid phase and a 
Lagrangian mesh in an adjacent solid phase. 

The formulation of the momentum equation for mesh motion in GOMA assumes that the elastic 
forces are much larger than inertial forces, so the mesh motion is quasi-static (Malvern 1969): 

V*Ts+gs = 0 

T, is the stress tensor of the solid or pseudo-solid, and gs is a body force acting on the solid (nor- 
mally this is zero in the ALE formulation). ALE mesh motion is only solved in Cartesian coordi- 
nates regardless of the coordinate system used for the physical problem. Currently only Cartesian 
coordinates are available for Lagrangian mesh motion. 

There are several linear and non-linear constitutive models in GOMA that can be used to calculate 
the elastic stress tensor, T, . For linear elasticity, Hooke’s Law describes the relationship between 
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stress and strain (Malvern 1969): 

Ts = 2pE+heI (6.10) 

p and A are the Lame elastic coefficients, E is the small deformation strain tensor, and e = t~ lEl  
is the small deformation volume strain. For small strains, the strain tensor is equal to the symmet- 
ric part of the displacement gradient, 

E = l(Vd+VdT) 2 (6.11) 

The primary disadvantage of linear elasticity for ALE mesh motion is that artificial stresses are 
created when one part of the mesh rotates with respect to another part of the mesh; this can cause 
undesirable mesh distortion. 

To create a mesh which can undergo large deformations and rotations, GOMA has a nonlinear 
ALE constitutive equation: 

Ts = 2GE* + Ke*I (6.12) 

G = p is the shear modulus and K is the bulk modulus of the solid, E* is a dilation-free measure 
of the large-deformation strain (Segalman et al. 1992), and e* is the large deformation volume 
stran. In this formulation, stress due to shear is proportional to G, and stress due to expansion or 
contraction is proportional to K, thus G and K can be used to control the deformation of the mesh. 
If G>>K, then the elements are more likely to retain their shape (strong resistance to shearing), 
and if Gcdi: then the elements will expand or contract uniformly. 

For elasticity in Lagrangian solids, equation (6.10) is used to describe linear elasticity and several 
constitutive equations are used to describe non-linear elasticity. The non-linear constitutive equa- 
tions include plane-stress and plane-strain formulations and can be applied incompressible, com- 
pressible or swelling materials. These models are described in more detail elsewhere. 

6.4 Conservation of Energy 

Conservation of energy results in a convection-conduction equation for the flow of energy 
through the domain: 

(6.13) 

T is the temperature, Cp is the heat capacity, q is the heat flux by conduction, and H is the heat 
generation from a variety of sources. Currently there are several models for internal heat genera- 
tion in GOMA, including Joule heating from a voltage potential being solved for with a species 
conservation equation (see Section 5.6). Also, through the user-defined subroutine feature, en- 
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thalpy methods can be installed to account for the latent heat generated by a phase change in so- 
lidifying materials. 

6.5 Conservation of Total Mass (Continuity Equation) 

The continuity equation describes conservation of total mass. In incompressible fluid mechanics, 
this equation states that the velocity field is divergence-fiee (i.e. there are no sources or sinks of 
mass within the flow-field): 

V w  = 0 (6.1 4) 

GOMA also has the capability to add a source term to this equation for a penalized pressure for- 
mulation of the Navier-Stokes equation. 

In solid mechanics, the continuity equation relates the dilation of the solid material to the change 
in density of the overall system (including absorbed or interstitial fluid). The volume change of a 
solid material is equal to the determinant of the deformation gradient, F 

F = I +  (Vd)-' (6.1 5) 

Here Z is the identity tensor and d is the vector field of the displacement of the solid material from 
its stress-free-state. In porous or continuous materials in which the solid network only changes in 
volume due to changes in porosity or solvent content, the volume change (determinant of the de- 
formation gradient) is directly related to the porosity or solvent volume fraction: 

(6.1 6) 

Here $ is the porosity in porous materials or the solvent volume fraction in continuous materials, 
and $o is the porosity or solvent volume fraction in the stress-free state. Equation (6.16) is the 
continuity equation used by GOMA for solid mechanics. This equation is used to calculate the po- 
rosity in deformable porous media. This equation is used as a constraint equation to calculate the 
pressure (as a Lagrange multiplier) in deformable continuous solid materials. 

6.6 Conservation of Component Mass 

These equations are used to solve for the concentrations of an a rb i t rq  number of components in 
a multicomponent fluid, solid, or porous medium. So far, GOMA has not been tested with more 
than two species, but it is general enough to handle three or more species. Some users have also 
used these equations to solve for other fields, such as an electric field, by adjusting the parameters 
(see for example the Heat Source card in Section 5.6). 

Generalizing GOMA to solve for species transport in fluid, solid or porous systems has necessitat- 
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ed developing several forms of the conservation equations, which all fit into the general form in 
Table 6.1. 

6.6.1 Convection-Diffusion Equation with ALE mesh 

For standard convection-diffusion problems in fluids, the mesh moves independent of the fluid 
(except at free surfaces), and the conservation of component mass equation is: 

Here yi  is the volume fraction of species i in solution, u is the volume averaged velocity of the 
fluid (normally a flow field from the Navier-Stokes equations), Ji is the diffusion flux of species 
i and Ri is the rate of production of species i by reactions. Currently, the formulation in GOMA 
assumes that the total density of the solution is constant, so that mass-fractions and volume-frac- 
tions are interchangeable, and the volume-averaged velocity is equal to the mass-averaged veloci- 
ty; relaxing this assumption requires reformulating the continuity equation to account for variable 
mass. The diffusion flux currently is calculated from Fick’s law for binary or pseudo-binary diffu- 
sion: 

(6.18) 

Here D is the binary diffusion coefficient for species i. Currently the source term in the species 
equation is inactive, but could be customized through the USER option on the Species Source 
card (see Section 5.6). 

6.6.2 Convection-Diffusion Equation with Lagrangian mesh 

For convection-diffusion in solids in which the solid is Lagrangian (i.e. the nodes in the mesh are 
material points) the time derivative becomes a substantial time derivative with respect to the sol- 
id. Then the diffusion equation becomes: 

(6.19) 

The only difference between this equation and (6.17) is the advective term. The first part of the 
advective term, usfs F ,  represents steady-state motion of a solid body in “convected coordi- 
nates”, in which the solid material convects, in a moving frame of reference, through the domain. 
usfs is the steady velocity of the undeformed solid, which is zero in most problems. F is the de- 
formation gradient (see (6.15)), which is calculated from the solid deformation field. The second 
part of the advective term, J,  , represents the flux of solid relative to the mass-averaged velocity: 
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nc- 1 

(6.20) 

j =  1 

Thus, the solid flux is equal to the sum of the fluid diffusion fluxes divided by the volume fraction 
of solid. 

6.6.3 Solvent Transport in Partially-Saturated Porous Media 

For problems involving partially-saturated flow in porous media, the conservation equations for 
water and air are derived for flow and diffusion in both the liquid and gas phases (Martinez 1995): 

(6.21) 

Here, Ci is the total concentration of species i from both phases (per unit volume of media). Cur- 
rently GOMA is set up for two-phase transport in porous media in which the liquid phase is pure 
solvent, and the gas phase contains both air and solvent vapor; species equation one (i=l) corre- 
sponds to the mass balance for the solvent, and species equation two corresponds to the mass 
balance for air. ug and ul are the velocities of gas and liquid relative to the solid skeleton and are 
normally calculated from Darcy’s Law. pgi and pri are the concentrations of species i in the gas 
and liquid phases, and should be in local equilibrium. Jgi and Jli are the diffusion fluxes of spe- 
cies i in the gas and liquid phases. In GOMA the whole last term is considered the diffusion term, 
even though it includes convection in the gas and liquid phases. 

6.7 Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions in GOMA. are numerous and some are specific to a problem class; for 
brevity in this section only a list the boundary conditions currently active for each equation is giv- 
en. Discussion of how the boundary condition is implemented in a finite element framework is not 
covered here in any detail. 

Boundary conditions are split into five classes: Dirichlet, pointwise collocation, weak integrated 
conditions, strong integrated conditions, and special conditions. Dirichlet conditions (DC) specify 
the value of a field variable along a node-set boundary; these conditions completely replace the 
bulk weighted residual equations associated with the nodes. Pointwise collocation conditions 
(PCC) are boundary conditions that are applied at nodal points and are penalized (multiplied by a 
large number) so they overwhelm the contributions from the bulk weighted residual equations. 
Weak integrated conditions (WIC) replace the BOUNDARY terms in the weighted residuals by a 
prescribed function (see for example Eqn. (6.5)), which is integrated along the boundary. Strong 
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integrated condirions (SZC) are penalized conditions which are integrated over the boundary. Spe- 
cial conditions (SC) are conditions that do not fit into the above three categories; currently all the 
special conditions are boundary conditions that apply at single points, such as a dynamic contact 
line. Here the mathematical form of each condition as they pertain to a specific differential equa- 
tion is presented. 

WARY -- Specified 
function for x-compo- 
nent of velocity 
W A R Y  &component) 
W A R Y  (z-component) 

Spec@ normal velocity 
VELO-NORM AL 

component along 
boundary 

6.7.1 Boundary Conditions on the Fluid Momentum Equations 

e_?.!!  = f ( Y A  

cy !! = f ( z A  

ez - v = f(w) 

n .  (!!-E,> = 

Table 6.2 tabulates all conditions that can be applied to the fluid momentum equations. It is 
important to realize that each condition of type DC can be applied as a constraint on any other 
differential equation through the generalized Dirichlet condition capability described in Table 
4.5. The notation in Table 6.2 goes as follows: g is the vector velocity; gs is the velocity of the 
boundary itself (not independent from the mesh velocity); 9 is the normal vector to the sur- 
face; % is the tangent vector to the surface where it intersects a solid boundary; 9, is the nor- 
mal vector to the wall or boundary intersected by a capillary surface (at a contact line); T is 
the fluid stress tensor; 2H is the mean curvature; CJ is the surface tension, and gi is a base unit 
vector in the chosen coordinate system. h is the mass-transfer coefficient of species i whose 
concentrations denoted by y p  

Table 6.2 Boundarv Co nditions for Fluid Momentum Eauations 

Name and 
Description 

U -- Specified x-compo- 
nent of velocity (or z- 
zomponent for axisym- 
netric analysis) 
V Specified y-compo- 
lent of velocity (or r- 
zomponent for axisym- 
nemc analysis) 
W Specified z-compo- 
nent of velocity 

Mathematical Form 

e_?.Q = v o  

e _ / v  = uo 

e_?.V_ = vo 

hple- 
nen- 
ation 

DC 
- 

- 
PCC 

- 
SIC 
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Name and 
Description 

VNORMLEAK I 

Mathematical Form . 

~ 

Specify normal velocity 
component as a function 
of mass transfer of spe- 
cies i 

VELO-S LIP 
Navier-Slip Condition 

CAPILLARY 
Balance of viscous 
stresses with capillary 
pressure and surface 
tension gradients a an 
interface 

CA 
Specify contact angle 

SURFTANG 
SURFTANG-SCALAR 
Add endpoint force to 
capillary free surface 

FLUID-SOLID 
Equate solid stresses to 
fluid stresses at solid/ 
fluid boundary. 

Imple- 
men- 
tation 

SIC 

G -  (v-v,) = ~ h ( ~ ~ - y p )  
1 

t:-n -TI = i ( u - u s )  .G. 
- 1  

n . 9 ,  = cos0 

Qcs = ??loao 

n . TI, = n - TIf 

WIC 

WIC 

sc 

sc 

WIC 

6.7.2 Boundary Conditions on the Solid and Pseudo-Solid Mo- 
mentum Equations 

Table 6.2 presents the mathematical form for all boundary conditions which can be applied to 
the solid or pseudo-solid momentum equations. Again, it is important to point out that each 
condition of type DC can be applied as a constraint on any other differential equation through 
the generalized Dirichlet condition capability described in Table 4.5. Also, there are many in- 
teresting and challenging issues when boundary conditions for the solid momentum equations 
(which are normal treated in a Lagangian or convected Lagrangian framework) at fluid 
boundaries (which are always treated in an arbitrary Lagrangiaflulerian framework). For in- 
stance, the SOLID-FLUID boundary condition cannot currently be applied to a boundary 
which contains a contact line. These and other related issues are not taken up here. The reader 
is referred to an example problem in Chapter 7 (Section 7.6) for further discussion. The nota- 
tion in Table 6.2 goes as follows: is the displacement vector; g is the vector velocity; gs is 
the velocity of the boundary itself (not independent from the mesh velocity); 5 is the normal 
vector to the surface; n,, is the normal vector to the wall or boundary intersected by a capil- 
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lary surface (at a contact line); T is the fluid or solid stress tensor; 2H is the mean curvature; 0 
is the surface tension, and e_i is a base unit vector in the chosen coordinate system; x, y, and z 
are Cartesian coordinates; and h is the mass-transfer coefficient of species i whose concentra- 
tions denoted by yi. 

Table 6.3 Boundarv Co nditions for Solid and Pseudo -Solid Momentum Eauationa 

Name and 
Description 

Mathematical Form 

DX 
Specified x-component of 
displacement (or z-com- 
ponent for axisymmetric 
analysis) 
DY 
Specified y-component of 
displacement (or r-compo- 
nent for axisymmerric 
analysis) 
DZ 
Specified z-component of 
displacement 

c,-d = do 

PLANE 
Specify planar surface of 
mesh 

a x + b y + c z + d  = 0 

SPLINE 
Specify general surface 
&Fmew 

DISTNG T-To = 0 
Constant isotherm distin- 
guishing condition 

KINEMATIC 
Kinematic distinguishing 
condition 

n .  (v-v,) = uo 

KIN-LEAK 
Kinematic distinguishing 
condition. Mass balance 
with mass transfer of bulk 
species. 

SLOPE 
Apply slope at boundary 
(Same as PLANE above 
without a datum) 

n -  nuector - 0  - 

Imple- 
men- 
tation 

DC 

PCC 

PCC 

PCC 

SIC 

SIC 
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Name and 
Description 

FORCE 
Apply force on mesh at 
boundary equal to vec- 
tor 

SOLD-FLUID 
Equate solid stresses to 
fluid stresses at solid/fluid 
boundary 

NO-SLIP 
Equate velocity of the liq- 
uid at the interface to the 
velocity in the solid at the 
interface 

6.7.3 Boundary Conditions on the Energy Equation 

Mathematical Form Imple- 
men- 
tation 

WIC co*F = F 0 

WIC 

n - q  = n q  

- PCC e llqujd - (v, + . E'I 

Table 6.2 presents the mathematical form for all boundary conditions which can be applied to 
the energy equation. At this time no enclosure radiation type conditions can be applied; how- 
ever, one could implement a black body (~fl) type condition through the user-defined capabil- 
ity, Le., QUSER. The notation in Table 6.2 goes as follows: q is the heat flux vector: T is the 
temperature; is the normal vector to the surface; and h is tie heat-transfer coefficient. 

Convective Heat Transfer 
Flux 

Table 6.4 Boundarv Conditions for the enerm eauation. 

Name and 
Description 

Mathematical Form 

I T 
Set constant temperature 

T = To 

c - q  = 470 
QSDE 
Set constant heat flux on 
side 

Imple- 
men- 
tation 

DC 

WIC 

WIC 
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6.7.4 Boundary Conditions on the Species Component Equations 

Table 6.2 presents the mathematical form for all boundary conditions which can be applied to 
each component of the species transport equations. Care must be taken here if the species con- 
centration is high enough to be outside the “dilute species” assumption, in which case trans- 
port of species through boundaries will effect the volume of the bounding fluids. Several 
conditions above account for this effect, including the VNORM-LEAK (Table 6.2) and the 
KIN-LEAK (Table 6.2) boundary conditions. The notation in Table 6.2 goes as follows: q is 
the heat flux vector; T is the temperature; Q is the normal vector to the surface; and h isthe 
heat-transfer coefficient. 

Mathematical Form Name and 
Description 

Imple- 
men- 
tation 

Y 
Set constant species con- 
centration 

YFLUx/SS 

YFLUX-CONST/SS 

POROUS-FLUX/SS 

I DC 
0 +Ji = qi I wIc 

I wIc 
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7 Tutorial and Example Problems 

This chapter is intended to serve as a tutorial on the use of GOMA and to illustrate its capabilities. 
With regard to the tutorial, the details of running several problems with the complication of cou- 
pled physics but in simple geometries with coarse meshes are presented. In this way they run rap- 
idly but illustrate how a coupled problem is set up. Also included are several advanced examples 
which serve to illustrate three advanced features: the free boundary capability, multiple physics 
and multiple materials (conjugate problem capability), and nonlinear problem analysis. Each ex- 
ample can be located in a companion directory that is supplied with the distribution. 

Of course these are not the only test problems available. Others which exercise the various fea- 
tures of GOMA are available on request. 

7.1 Graetz-Nusselt Problem 

This problem is one of tube flow where the wall temperature suddenly changes at some plane 
through the tube from one fixed value to another. This is the only fixed-grid example illustrated in 
this chapter. To illustrate the addition of other field variables, a species field has been added to the 
problem. Figure 6 depicts the problem geometry and boundary conditions, together with the prob- 
lem-description file. The “mat” file is not shown because all thermophysical properties are taken 
as unity. 

Noteworthy in the problem description file is the use of the CAPILLARY card to apply pressure 
boundary conditions. The CAPILLARY BC card (Section 4.5.2) can be used on any side-set 
boundary (see Schoof and Yarberry 1994) as a means of applying the pressure by simply setting 
the surface tension and boundary attraction forces to zero. 

Upon running GOMA, the following output is received on the standard output device (i.e., the 
screen if not routed elsewhere on the command line): 

Copyright (c) 1993-1995 Sandia National Laboratories 

ToD itn L-00 L-1 L-2 L-00 L-1 L-2 asm/slv(sec) 

17:05:42 IO] 2.&014.3e+OO 8.6e-01 l.Oe+OO 7.4e+O1 7.7e+OO 2.93e+00/1.23e+00 
17:05:53 [ 11 4.4e-03 2.9e-02 8.h-03 2.9e-02 5.7e-01 9.7e-02 2.93e+00/4.00e-01 
17:0602 [2] 4 5 - 0 7  4.3e-06 9.7e-07 2.2e-06 5.5e-05 8.2e-06 2.86e+00/3.20e-01 
17:06:11 [3] 1.Oe-15 8Se-15 1.9e-15 7.5e-15 6.5e-14 1Se-14 2.85e+O0/3.30e-01 

PRS, PAS, RRR, KSC, & RAC 

I----------_----I-- --_-_________----I ---------------- 

Clearly the Newton iteration procedure converged quadratically to the solution. Figure 7 shows 
the computational mesh, the velocity vectors, and the temperature field. 
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T = l , Y l = f , U = O , V = O  
............................ 

ss = 102 NS = 13 
SS = 103 NS = I1 

v = o  NS = 10 
ss = 100 

v = o  
FBH Problem Specifications 

PBH f i l e  - pipe.exoI1 
Output XXODUS I1 f i l e  E pipe-o.exoI1 
GUESS f i l e  P pipe.d 
SOLN f i l e  = pipe-o.d 
Write intermediate resul ts  P yes 

Time Integration Specifications 

Time integration P steady 

Solver Specifications 

Solution Algorithm = l u  
Nwimr of Newton I terat ions n 7  
Newton correction fac tor  = 1  
Nornralitsd Rsaidual Toleranco I le-10 
Residual Ratio Tolerance P le-2 

Boundary Condition Specifications 

Number of BC = l o  
# 
BC n U NS 1 2  0 
BC = T NS 12  1 
BC I Y NS 1 2  0 1 
BC I V NS 11 0 
BC P V NS 13 0 
BC = T NS 13 0 
BC = Y NS 13 0 0 
BC E V NS 12  0 
BC E CAPILLARY SS 103 0 1 0 
BC D CAPILLARY SS 1 0 1  0 0 0 

Problem Description 

Nwimr of Haterials - 1  
W T  =sample 1 
Coordinate System P CYLINDRICAL 

--- ------- -------------- 

---- ----------- -------------- 

------ -------------- 

-------- --------- -------------- 

---- 
--- 

Element Happing = isopa-tric 
H e s h  Hotion = ARBITRARY 
Number of bulk species = 1 

Number of EQ 5 5  
EQ I momentuml Q2 01 Q2 0 1 1 1 1 0 
EQ I momentum2 Q2 0 2  92 0 1 1 1 I 0 

0 .  1 1 1 0 .  EQ I energy 
EQ E spacies-bulk Q2 Y Q2 0 .  1. 1. 1 0.  

Q2 T Q2 

EQ E continuity P I  P P 1  1 0 

Post Processing Specifications 

Stream Function = yes 
Prrssure contours E yes 
Navier Stokes Residuals I yon 

---- --_------- -------------- 

Figure 6 Geometry and problem description file for Graetz-Nusselt 
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Figure 7 Solution to Graetz-Nusselt example problem. Computation- 
al mesh (top), velocity vectors (middle), isotherms (bottom). 

7.2 Melting Problem 

The idea in this problem is to parameterize the isotherms which characterize the melting front of a 
multicomponent material (typically a metal alloy). The bounding isotherms of the front are usual- 
ly called the “liquidus” and the “solidus”. By requiring the mesh to conform to these isotherms, 
the correct physical description can be applied to each phase. For example, in the liquid melt 
phase, heat transfer and fluid mechanics requires the energy equation and the Navier-Stokes equa- 
tions. In the mushy zone the transport calls for the equations describing flow through porous me- 
dia, Le., either Brinkman or Darcy equations, together with the energy equation. In the solid, the 
appropriate description involves energy transport and solidification shrinkage. In this example, 
the porous flow regime and the solidification shrinkage are neglected and the mushy zone and sol- 
id are treated as a medium for energy transport. However, the fluid mechanics are added to the 
melt, in which flow is driven by thermal expansion. 
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NS =3 
SS = 6 T = 10.; V = 0.; y = 1. 

I 
-1 

LIQUID 
Navier-Stokes 

and Energy Equations 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 

MUSHY ZONE 
Energy Equation 8 

T = 3.25 

SOLID 
Energy Equation 

1 

/ 
NS =I 
ss=4 
T =  1. 
y = 0. 

L- N S = 6  
u = u = o  

NS =4 
ss=5 

q = O.l(T - To) 
x =  0. 

N S = 5  1 u = u = o  

NS =2 
s s = 3  

= O.l(T- TO) 
1 x = l .  

Figure 8 Melting conjugate problem geometry and boundary con- 
ditions. 

Figure 8 shows the problem geometry (here a two-dimensional slab is considered, not a cylinder), 
the boundary conditions, and the side and node set information which connect the problem de- 
scription file with the EXODUS II database. Here several things must be noted. First, there are 
three materials (three element blocks) which must be designated in the EXODUS I1 database. 
This is done in the mesh generation step, which in this case is FASTQ. Second, because this is a 
free boundary problem, distinguishing conditions must be supplied for all surfaces, including the 
external "fixed" boundaries. The PLANE command is used to fix the external boundaries and the 
DISTNG boundary condition is used to distinguish the internal free boundaries. These boundary 
condition cards are explained in Section 4.5.2. Third, because there are different numbers of phys- 
ical equations in each zone, care must be taken in the node-set and side-set designation. The fluid 
mechanics in the "liquid" material requires extra boundary conditions, over and above those for 
the moving mesh and the energy transport, on the side walls. This makes necessary the node sets 
5 and 6, as shown in Figure 8. 
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The problem-description file is as follows: 
PKM file I mJOatl..xo11 
Output EXODUS I1 file = out.ero11 
O W S S  file P contin.dat 
SOLN file P soln.dat 
Write intermediate results E no 

General Specifications 

Numbor of processors = I  
Output Level 1 0  
Debug I O  
Initial Guess I rrad-exoII 

Time Integration Specifications 

Time integration .L steady 

Solver Specifications 

Solution Algorithm = lu 
Number of Newton Iterations = 6  
Newton correction factor = l  
Normalized Residual Tolerance P 1.0e-11 
Residual Ratio Tolerance = 1.0e-3 

Boundary Condition Specifications 

--- 
--- 

--- 
--- 

--- 
--- 

--- 
--- 

Number of BC 
BC P T NS 1 1. 
BC = T NS 3 10. 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 

BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 

= 16 

D QRAD SS 5 0.1 0. 
P QRAD SS 3 0.1 0. 
= P M  ss 4 -0.0 1.0 0.0 -0.00 

P PLANE SS 6 0.0 1.0 0.0 -1.0 

= DISTNG SS 2 6.25 
= DISTNG SS 13.25 

P PLANE ss 3 1.0 0 . 0  0.0  -1.0 

P o m  ss 5 1.0 0 . 0  0 . 0  0.0  

P V NS 3 0.  

= U NS 5 0. 
= V NS 5 0. 
I W NS 6 0. 
= V NS 6 0. 

= vELo3JoRMLL ss 2 0 

---- 
Problem Description --- 
Number of Haterials 3 

XAT - sample 10 

Coordinato Symtun = CARTESIAN 
Element Happing = isoparametric 
Hesh Motion = ARBITRARY 
Number of bulk species = 0 

Numbar of BQ 
BQ = mesh1 
EQ E mesh2 
EQ = energy Q2 

= 3  
Q2DlQ2 
QZD2Q2 

T Q2 

XAT E samplol 20 

Coordinate System = CARTESIAN 
Element mpping = isoparametric 
nesh Motion = ARBITRARY 
Number of bulk species 0 

0 .  0.  0 .  1. 
0. 0. 0. 1. 

0. 1.00 1. 
div ms adv bnd dif 

0 .  0 .  
0 .  0 .  

1. 0. 
arc porous 
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Nuzber of EQ 
EQ I -ah1 
EQ I -ah2 
EQ = rnergy Q2 T 

= 3  
Q2DlQ2 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 
Q2D2Q2 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 
Q2 0. 1.00 1. 1. 0. 

div me adv bnd dif arc porous 

MAT .I sample2 30 

Coordinate System I CARTESIAN 
Elrmont Mapping = isoparametrlc 
Mesh Xotion I ARBITRARY 
Numbor of bulk species = 0 

Number of EQ =6 
EQ E -ah1 Q2DlQ2 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 
EQ = Uash2 Q2D2Q2 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 
EQ = anergy 92 T 92 0. 1. 1. 1. 0. 
EQ E zromontuml Q2UlQ2 0. 1. 1. 1.0 1.0 0. 
EQ = !xomentum2 Q2U2Q2 0. 1. 1. 1.0 1.0 0. 
EQ P ContinuityPlP P1 1. 0. 

div ma adv bnd dif arc porous 

Post Processing Specifications 

Stream Function = yea 
Streamwise normal stress = no 
Pressure contours = no 
Socond Invarient of Strain P no 
Mosh Dilatation I no 
Navier Stokes Residuals I no 
Moving &ah Residuals P no 
Mass Diffusion Vectors P no 
Mass Fluxlines E no 
Energy Conduction Vectors P no 
Energy Fluxlines = no 
Time Derivatives P no 
Hesh Strrss Tensor P no 

Noteworthy in this file are the three “sub-problem” clzscriptions representing element blocks 3. 
20, and 30. Block 30 is a material called ;‘sample2” and is described with six differential equa- 
tions, while the others are described with three. In all cases the mesh motion equations are needed 
to account for the a priori unknown positions of the liquidus and solidus. The material file for the 
molten phase (element block 30 material named “sampTe2”) is 

aterial Data Bile for SALIPLE 
---Physical Properties 
W s i t y  I CONSTANT 1000. 

---Mechanical Properties and Constitutive Equations 
Solid Constitutive Equation I NONLINEI\R_PLANE-STN 
Convective Lagrangian Velocity= NONK 
Lamaxu P CONSTANT 1. 
Lame LAMBDA E CONSTANT 1. 
Stress Free Solvent Vol Prac= CONSTANT 0. 
Liquid Constitutive Equation P NKWTONIAN 

L o w  Rate Viscosity P CONSTANT 0. 
Power Law Exponent E CONSTANT 0. 

T h e  Constant P CONSTANT 0. 
AuEO = CONSTANT 0. 

viscosity P CONSTANT 1. 

High Rate Viscosity r CONSTANT 0. 

---Thermal Properties 
Conductivity 
Heat Capacity 
Volume Erpansion= CONSTANT 
Reference Temperature= CONSTANT 
Liqufdus TanperatUte= CONSTANT 
Solidus Temperature= CONSTANT 

= CONSTANT. 1 
I CONSTANTl. 
3 .e-7 
0. 
1. 
0. 
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---KCcrostructure Properties 
Media Type = coNT1Nu0us 
Porosity = CONSTANT 1.0 
Pewability = CONSTANT 9. 

---Brinkman-equation parameters 
Brinkman Porosity E CONSTANT 1.0 
Brinkman Permeability P CONSTANT 0.9 
PlowingLiquid Viscosity = CONSTANT 1.5 
Inertia Ccmfficient - CONSTANP 0. 

---Species Properties 
Diffusion Constitutive Equation = PICXIAN 
Dif fusivity = CONSTANT 0 1. 
Latent Heat Vaporization= CONSTANT 0 0. 
Latent Heat Pusion = CONSTANT 00. 
Vapor Pressure = CONSTANT 00. 
Species Volumo Expansion I CONSTANT 0 0. 
Reference Concentration P CONSTANT 0 0. 

A 

t+t++t++Spocies ~ r t t + t t t t t t t t t t t t t t + * * * ~ )  

---- Source Tenns 
Navier-Stokes Source 
Solid Body Source 
Hass Source 
Heat Source 
Species Source 

P BOUSS 0. -1. 0. 
= CONSTANT 0. 0. 0. 
P CONSTANT 0. 
= CONSTANT 0. 
I CONSTANT 0 0. 

The material files for the other two phases in this case turn out to be identical, which in general is 
not the case because of varying properties, but is done for brevity here. Noteworthy in this file is 
the BOUSS option on the Navier-Stokes source card which sets the magnitude of gravity and uses 
the thermal and solutal expansion coefficients set above. 

Complete solution to this problem is accomplished through three or four continuation steps. Al- 
though there are several ways to reach the final solution, here is one that works: 

1. Begin with “Number of BC = 8” and aproblem description which includes 
only the mesh motion and energy equations for a l l  phases, i.e., set “Number 
of EQ = 3” for all phases. This basically is a heat conduction problem with 
free boundaries, but the boundaries will not move. Start with either a ‘‘zero’’ 
initial guess or a “read-exoII”. Running GOMA returns: 

Cannot find T B M P E R A m  in ex011 database, setting to null 
Cannot find DMI in ex011 database, setting to null 
Cannot find Dm in ex011 database, setting to null 
ToD itn L-00 L-1 L-2 L-00 L-1 L-2 asmlslv (sec) 

14:4lx44 [Ol 2.9e-02 5.3e-01 8.9e-02 9.5e+00 1.2e+03 9.0e+01 1.13e+01/1.25e+Ol 
14x42138 [ll 1.7.-16 6.9.-15 6.81-16 1.4~-14 8.3e-13 7.3e-14 1.07e+01/1.91e+00 

-------- --- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------__________ 

2. Change “Number of BC = lo”. This basically is a moving boundary prob- 
lem with two free surfaces distinguished by the T=6.25 and T=3.25 boundary 
conditions. Copy file “out. exoII” to “m-mat 1 . ~XOII” Running GOMA 
returns: 

ToD itn L-00 L-1 L-2 

14x43144 IO] l.Oe+OO 6.8e+00 2.0e+00 
14x44~24 [I] 8.9e-04 3.10-02 3.3e-03 
14144x49 121 5.50-04 4.40-03 1.00-03 
14145x14 131 1.le-04 6.60-04 1.90-04 
14145x38 141 3.10-06 1.6e-05 5.le-06 
14146:05 I51 2.6.-09 1.3e-08 4.2e-09 

-------- --- ------- ------- ------- L-00 

l.Oe+OO 
7.0.-02 
3.20-02 
7.0e-03 
2.2e-06 
1.9e-07 

------- L-1 
4.2e+01 
2.3e+00 
6.30-01 
1.10-01 
3.6e-03 
3.le-06 

------- L-2 
4 .Oe+OO 
2.7e-01 
9.90-02 
1.9e-02 
6.2e-04 
5.2e-07 

------- asmlslv (sec) 

l.OOe+O1/9.96e+OO 
1.02e+01/1.74e+OO 
1.1Oe+01/1.27e+OO 
1.07e+01/1.3 O e + O  0 
1.10e+01/1.35e+00 
1.05e+01/1.25e+OO 

----------------- 
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3. Choose“Number of BC = 16”and“Number of EQ = 6”. thelatter on 
the third phase only (element block 30). Set ‘Volume Expansion” in 
sample2 . m a t  file to 1.e-8 or smaller. Again copy fi1e“out. exoII” to 
“m-mat 1. ex01 I” and run GOMA. GOMA returns: 

Cannot find VX i n  0x011 database, setting to null 
Cannot find VY in 0x011 database, setting to null 
ToD ita L-00 L-1 4 2  L-00 L-1 L-2 asmlslv (sec) 

14:46158 IO] 2.60-08 2.3e-06 1.80-07 4.5a-05 3.60-03 2:60-04 2.280+01/5.810+01 
14:49:42 111 4.40-12 2.5e-10 1.7e-11 5.40-06 1.70-04 2.9e-05 2.290+01/8.730+00 
14:50:40 I21 2.2e-15 2.h-14 3.4a-15 5.40-10 1.70-08 2.90-09 2.29e+01/6.37r+00 

-------- --- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------- 

4. Increase ‘Volume Expansion” to 1.e-07 and again copy file “out .  ex- 
011” to “m-mat 1. exoII” and run GOMA. GOMA r e m s :  

ToD itn L-00 L-1 4 2  L-00 L-1 L-2 asmlslv (sec) 

15:27:40 IO] 2.8e-07 2.5e-05 1.8e-06 4.3e-04 3.30-02 2.40-03 2.49e+01/6.39e+01 
15t30:28 111 3.6e-10 2.20-08 1.4e-09 4.90-04 1.5.-02 2.60-03 2.46e+01/9.54e+00 
15:31:32 I21 1.8e-11 1.5e-10 2.6a-11 4.3e-06 1.3a-04 2.3a-05 2.470+01/7.240+00 
15:32:34 I31 1.30-15 2.h-14 2.50-15 7.26-10 2.20-08 3.8e-09 2.54o+01/7.OZe+00 

-------- --- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------- 

The warning messages regarding the missing field variables, e.g., “Cannot find VX in ex- 
011 database. . . ”, indicate that field variables are being added to the problem. The final re- 
sults of the last continuation step are shown in Figure 9 for a volume expansion coefficient of 1.e- 
07. 

Note: In conjugate problems, elements must be conforming, especially at phase boundaries. 

7.3 Slot Coating 
Slot coating flow is commonly used to deliver a uniform sheet of liquid onto a moving substrate 
over fairly large widths. Although the flow is three dimensional near the edges of a coating, the 
most desirable flow regime is two dimensional, as is illustrated in this example. The key 
geometrical features of the problem are shown in Figure loa. Here operating conditions and 
material parameters have been chosen similar to those chosen by Chen et al. (1995) and Sartor 
(1990). Besides the presence of multiple fiee surfaces (so-called upstream and downstream 
menisci), this flow is made interesting and challenging by a very narrow range of operating 
parameters for which a stable, steady solution exists. In this regard, the three most important 
operating parameters are substrate speed, flow rate (or liquid delivery rate through the slot), and 
back pressure (i.e., the vacuum applied to the upstream meniscus to stabilize the coating bead at 
higher coating speeds). 

Several interesting features of GOMA are exercised in this analysis. First, the material properties 
are controlled through the equation term multipliers in the input deck (cf. Section 4.6 and Table 
4.7). The appropriate section of the input deck is: 
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Figure 9 Results from melting problem. Clockwise from upper left: finite ele- 
ment mesh, isotherms, pattern of streamlines in melt phase, and velocity vectors 
in melt phase. 
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DOWNSTREAM 

ACKPRESSURE 

DYNAMIC CONTACTLINE ( h d e  set 200) 

Figure 10 Slot coating -- typical results. a) undeformed mesh (initial guess); b) de- 
formed mesh; c) pressure contours; d) pattern of streamlines. (Web speed = 0.133m/s, 
slot gap = 0.5 mm, back pressure = -3675 Pa, inflow maximum speed = 0.21 4 s ) .  
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---- 
Problem Description --- 
Number of Materials = 1 

MAT = fluid 1 

coordinate System = CARTEsuLN 

Element Mapping = isoparametric 

Mesh Motion = ARBITRARY 

Number of bulk species = 0 

Number of BQ = 5  

EQ = momentuml Q2 U1 02 0. 1000. 1. 1.0 0.0 0. 
EQ = momentum2 Q2 U2 Q2 0. 1000. 1. 1.0 -1000.0 0. 
RQ = continuitypl P P1 1. 0. 
BQ = mesh1 Q2 D1 Q2 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 
EQ = mesh2 Q2 D2 Q2 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 

div ms adv bnd dif  arc porous 

Particularly noteworthy is the multiplier on the advection terms in the momentum equations are 
set to the density of the coating liquid (1000 kg/m3); the magnitude of the viscosity is set to 1.0 
Pa-s through the diffusion term, and the magnitude of the gravitational body force is set on the 
momentum2 source term. The material file, “ f lui d . m a t  ”, sets all relevant thermophysical 
properties and source terms to unity, and so is not shown here. In fact the only non-trivial feature 
employed in the material file regards the “Lame MU’’ coefficient model (Section 5.2), in which 
the CONTACT-LINE option is employed to help mitigate mesh distortion around a contact line. 
The card looks like: 
Lame MU = CONTACT-LINE 200 0.4 1000. 0.00025 

In this case the Lame coefficient p varies from 1000. to 0.4 over a distance of 250 pm. 

The boundary conditions on the mesh movement and momentum equations are quite extensive. It 
is recommended that APREPRO be used to simplify the list. In any case, this problem has many 
“solid walls” at which velocity and mesh boundary conditions must be applied. The boundary 
condition section of the input file looks like (the most noteworthy boundary conditions are shown 
in italic type): 
Boundary Condition specifications 

Number of BC = -1 
BC = PLANE SS 1 0 .  1. 0 -0.0005 
BC = PLANE ss 3 0. 1. 0. 0.0 
BC = PLANE ss 4 0. 1. 0. 0.0 
BC = PLANE SS 5 1. 0. 0 .  -0.003 
BC = PLANE SS 8 1. 0 .  0 .  -0.000125 
BC = PLANE SS 9 1. 0. 0. 0.000125 
BC = PLANE SS 10 0 .  1. 0 -0.00152 

--- 
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BC = DX 
BC = DX 
BC = DY 
BC = U 
BC = V 
BC = U 
BC = V 
BC = U 
BC = V 
BC = WARY 

BC = U 
BC = U 
BC = V 
BC = U 
BC = V 
BC = U 
BC = V 
BC = VBLO-NORKAL 
BC = KINEMATIC 
BC = CAPILLARY 

BC = SURFTANG 
BC = KINEHXTIC 

BC = CAPILLARY 
BC = CA 
BC = CA 

N S  11 
NS 300 
NS 300 
NS 1 
NS 1 
NS 12 
NS 12 
NS 4 
NS 4 
ss 10 
NS 10 
NS 100 
NS 100 
NS 200 
NS 200 
NS 300 
NS 300 
ss 3 0 .  
ss 6 

ss 6 
NS 400 
ss 2 

ss 2 
NS 1 0 0  
NS 200 

0 . 0  

0 . 0  

0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.133 
0 . 0  

0 . 0  

0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  

0.000125 0.21 

0 .  
0.065 0 . 0  0 .  

0 .  

0.065 -3675.0 0 .  
1 . 0 0 0  0 . 0  -1.0 
0.600 0 . 0  1.0 

-1.0 0 . 0  0 . 0  0.065 

0 . 0  
0 . 0  

END OF BC 

BC = VELO-NORMAL SS 6 0. 
BC = VELO-NORMAL SS 2 0. 

First, the DX and DY boundary conditions are used to “freeze” key points. At the downstream stat- 
ic separation line (node set 300) the mesh must be pinned using these cards. If it is not pinned then 
a contact angle position would have to be specified. In order to help maintain grid integrity, two 
mesh lines in the middle of the domain emanating from the tip of the feed slot were also pinned in 
the X-direction so as to isolate the mesh movement effects of the upstream and downstream me- 
nisci, i.e. node set 11. The WARY card is used to specify the velocity field function at the inflow 
plane. The user-defined subroutine that is appropriate here is in user-bc . c. In that file there is 
a subroutine called velo-vary-f nc, in which the functional form 
f = -a2*(1. - (xl/al)*(xl/al)) 

is input under the WARY-BC option. The first parameter on the WARY card corresponds to a1 
and the second to a2. Clearly, a2 represents the maximum speed of the parabolic inflow velocity 
profile and a1 is half the slot width. The GD-PARAB boundary condition (see Table 4.5 and asso- 
ciated examples) is an alternative way of applying this condition and avoids the use of user-de- 
fined subroutines. Finally, the boundary conditions associated with the upstream and downstream 
menisci are instructive to discuss. First, the VELO-NORMAL boundary conditions on side sets 2 
and 6 (corresponding to the upstream and downstream menisci) are not being used; however, they 
were used during the start-up process, as is discussed below. The boundary conditions being ap- 
plied to these side sets are the CAPILLARY (Table 4.1, Table 6.2) condition, which balances the 
viscous stress in the liquid with the capillary pressure (surface tension forces) and the backpres- 
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sure, if applied. Together with those cards, the KINEMATIC cards (Table 4.1, Table 6.2) are used 
to distinguish the movement of the free surface and are basically used to put boundary conditions 
on mesh motion. ’Perhaps the most critical cards, however, pertain to the contact angle conditions, 
Le., CA cards (Table 4.1, Table 6.2), which are used to set the static and dynamic contact angles on 
the upstream meniscus to 145 degrees. Perfect slip is applied in the region near the dynamic con- 
tact line over side set 3 using the VELO-NORMAL card, which allows no shear stress along that 
side set, but enforces the no-penetration condition. Finally, the SURFTANG card (Table 4.1) is ap- 
plied to the end point of the downstream free surface where it exits the flow domain. The need for 
this card arises from applying the surface divergence theorem to the surface term of the weak 
form of the momentum equation (see Chapter 6). 

Four continuation steps were necessary to achieve the steady operating state pictured in Figure 
10: 

1) First, the boundary condition list was edited to include the VELO-NORMAL cards 
for all three side sets (2,3, and 6) and to exclude the KINEMATIC, CAPILLARY, 
CA, and SURF-TANG cards. This situation mimics a closely associated closed 
flow with slippery free surfaces. With a zero initial guess (see Section 4.1) it re- 
quired three Newton iterations to achieve a closed flow solution. 

2) The file soln.dat was copied into contin-dat, the names of which were 
chosen in the input deck (Section 4.1), and the “Initial Guess” card was set 
to “read”. The VELO-NORMAL card for the downstream meniscus (side set 6) was 
moved out of the active list (i.e., above the END O F  BC card) and replaced with 
the associated CAPILLARY and KINEMATIC cards and the SURFTANG card. 
Twenty Newton iterations were taken with a relaxation of 0.05 (using the -r option 
on the command line, as discussed in Section 3.3). 

3) Again, the file s o h .  dat was copied into contin. dat , and three more itera- 
tions with full Newton (ie., a relaxation factor of 1.0) were needed to converge. 

4) Finally, the VELO-NORMAL card for the upstream meniscus was replaced with the 
associated CAPILLARY and KINEMATIC cards as well as the two CA cards. Ten 
Newton iterations were taken with a 0.1 relaxation factor, followed by four more at 
full Newton. 

Typical results (deformed mesh, streamlines and pressure contours) are presented in Figure 10 
for this specific case study. Process conditions are listed in the figure caption. As expected, 
pressure in the feed channel drops linearly. It is informative that subambient pressure zones exist 
in both the upstream and downstream regions, in addition to that near the static and dynamic 
contact lines. Negative pressure is detrimental in coating flows because it can potentially cause 
cavitation of the coating liquid and is believed to be responsible for the ribbing instability 
coating defect. The qualitative flow features as predicted here are consistent with that 
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documented by Sartor (1990) using the spine technique and structured meshes. 

7.4 Dip Coating and Drying of Porous Films 

This problem illustrates the capabilities within GOMA to solve problems in both solid mechanics 
and porous media. During production of sol-gel coatings, a substrate is withdrawn from a bath of 
solvent; the coating solution solidifies into a porous network (a gel) filled with solvent, and the 
porous gel dries. In this problem, we predict drying of a porous gel film in a steady-state dip-coat- 
ing process. The geometry of the film is shown in Figure 11; the coating is withdrawn vertically 
from the solvent bath, so it enters the domain as a wet film. There is a short entry length in which 
the surface of the coating is still wet. Then the coating dries by evaporation into a low-humidity 
gas (as described by a mass transfer coefficient). Eventually the nearly dry coating leaves through 
the upper boundary of the domain. 

This problem contains several unusual novel implementations of GOMA, which we will not ex- 
plain in detail here. However, we will list them with some brief explanation: 

Figure 11 Geometry of domain for predicting drying of dip-coated porous sol-gel films 
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Porous medium deforms as a Neo-Hookean Solid. 

Lagrangian solid mechanics cast in a convected frame of reference to account for 
steady-state motion of the porous solid. 

Solid network stress in porous medium is coupled to the capillary stress in the liq- 
uid in the pores by the effective stress principle. The pressure stress is equal to the 
capillary pressure times the saturation. 

Two-phase transport of air and water in a partially-saturated porous medium. This 
uses species transport equations to solve for the transport of air and water in both 
liquid and gas phases. The concentration variables in GOMA are actually the pres- 
sure in the liquid phase and pressure in the gas phase when solving for transport in 
partially saturated porous media. 

Properties of the porous medium change due to compression or dilation of the po- 
rous medium and due to changes in saturation. The changes in properties are pre- 
dicted from a simple pore model which treats the pores as a bundle of capillary 
tubes with a distribution of pore sizes (in which all pore sizes over a range occupy 
the same volume fraction of the pore-space) 

Equations rescaled using APREPRO so that the primitive variables are values of 
order one. 

In all of the files used by GOMA, a definitions file,_film.defs, is included to automate changes in 
properties, geometry, boundary conditions, etc. This file also sets up the scaling factors to change 
the units on the variables: 

$ f i l l . d e f s  - this f i l e  defines geometry, physical parameters, etc. f o r  
$ 
$ 1-D Drying Porous coating 
$ Richard Cairncross (1511) 9/18/95 
$ 
$ Definitions f o r  PAsTQ and GOW 
$ 
$ Define scaling of u n i t s  ( a l l  properties a re  input in XKS, but we need 
$ t o  adapt them so our values are nicer) .  Multiply a l l  values i n  lacs 
$ times L, IC, 8 ,  T, and Y corresponding t o  i t s  units, and you get  
$ values in the  scaled units (e.g. i f  a length is 10.5 meters and L i s  le4 then 
$ the  scaled length is 10.5 l e 4  = 1 0 5 0 0 0  in uni t s  of 100 microns). 
$ Note t o  convert back, j u s t  divide by these factors. 
$ 
$ length: L = {L = 186) /mater 
$ mass: K I (K I le31 / kg 
$ tima: S = ( S = l O )  I s  
$ temperature: T = {T E 1) /kelvin 
$ moles: Y = {Y K) Ik-mole 
$ so pressure uni t  becomes {K / L / S*2) current units / N/m*2 
s 
$ 
$ veloci ty  (S/L)for m/s 
$ concentration {LA3/K)for kg/mA3 
$ pressure' {L SA2IK)for Pascals (kg/m/s*2) 
$ distance {1/L)for m 
$ t ime'  {l/S) f o r  s 

$ 
$ Geometry 
$ i n i t i a l  coating thickness: hcoat P (hcoat = 0.000001 L) 
$ length of domain: length = {length = 0.001 L) 

f o r  inclusion i n  input f i l e s  f o r  GO= and FASTQ 

To convert output t o  MKS, multiply output by following values: 
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Number of Elements 
{ne% I 120) 
(nsy = 3) 
(stretchx = 1.0151 
(stretchy I 0 . 8 )  

Region 
coating P {coating = 1) 

Node set MUUS.. . 
origin - f i x 4  point: 
right outflow plane: 
left inflow planer 
fro- aurface: 
froe surface: 
aubstrato surface: 

Side set names... 

right symmetry plane: 
left symmetry plane: 
froe surfacer 
froe surface: 
substrate surface: 

{origin = 1000) 

[out-r-ns P 20) 
{ipl-ns = 40)  
(free-surf-ns = 30) 
{wet-ns = 6 0 )  
{substrate-ns = 10) 

{out-r-ss ii 2) 
{in-1-8s - 4) 
{free-surf-ss = 3) 

{substrate-ss = 1) 
{wet-ss = 6) 

flag for automatic counting: auto-count E (auto-count = -1) 

Define Species Numbers 
air or gas phase: AIR = (AIR= 1) 
Water or liquid phase: WATER = {WATER = 0) 

some physical properties 
liquid viscosity: viscosity = (viscosity 5: 0.001 K / L / S) 

gas viscosity: gas-visc = (gas-visc = 0.000001 * K / L / S) 
Gas Diffusion: diffusivity = Cdiffusivity = le-5 L L / S) 
fluid density: density = {density = 1000 K / L*3) 
Ambient Pressure (1ATLI): Vap-Pres {Amb-Pres = 1.0133e5 * K / L / SA2) 
Vapor Pressure (0.1 Am): Vap-Pres = {Vap-Pres = 1.0133e4 K / L / SA2) 
Relative humidity: Rel-Humid = (Rel-Humid = 0.03) 
Initial Relative humidity: Rel-Humid0 {Rel-Bumid0 E 0.999) 
oparating Temperature: Temp= {Temp I 300 T) 
Elastic Shear Modulus: Xodulus e {Xodulus = l e 6  K / L / S*2) 

Poisson Ratio: Poisson = {Poisson = 0.4) 
Initial Porosity: Porosity0 = (Porosity0 0.5) 
Gas Law constant: Rgas = {Rgas = 8.314e3 K L*2 1 SA2 / T / I) 
Mass transfer coefficient: HTc= {HTC = 0.03/2 L / s) 
Permiability of gel: PO= P (Perm = le-18 L*2) 

Need concentration of water in the gas at saturation 
Gan Concentmtionr gasgonc P {gas-conc E Vap-Pres 18 K / €4 / Rgas / Temp) 

For initial pressure in liquid phase, we need to calculate the 

(0.2 to 0.5 MPa) 

nooded capillary pressure to be in equilibrium with tho relative humidity 
in the gas (via Kelvin Equation) 

Liquid Pressure: P10 = (P10 P A m b _ P r e s + R g a s * T e m p * d e n s i t y / ( 1 8 * K / Y ) * l n ( R e l ~ ~ d O ) )  

This file is included in all the input files and run through APREPRO to make all the substitutions 
in those files. Thefilmfas file defines the geometry of the coating, with the definitions from 
film.defs: 

film.fas - a file defining the geometry and FBI4 setup for use 
$ with FASTQ and the code GOPIA - this file mast be 
$ preprocessed With APREPRO 
Cinclude(~film.defs")) 
s 
TITLE Dzy-Coating 

POINT 1 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00 
POINT 2 {length) 0.0000000E+00 
POINT 3 (length) ( hcoa t ) 
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POINT 
POINT 
POINT 

LINE 
LINE 
LINE 
LINE 

LINE 
LINE 
LINE 

REGION 
RBOION 
s c m  
S C m  
BODY 
POINBC 
POINBC 
POINBC 
POINBC 
NODEBC 
NODEBC 
NODEBC 
NODEBC 
NODEBC 
SIDEBC 
SIDXBC 
SIDEBC 
SIDEBC 
SIDEBC 
RENW 
EXIT 

4 0.0000000E+00 (hcoat) 
5 {-length / 10) 0.0000000~+00 
6 (-length / 10) (hcoat) 

1 STR 1 2 0 (nex) (stretchx) 
2 STR 2 3 0 (ney) (stretchy) 
3 STR 4 3 0 {nox) (stretch) 
4 STR 1 4 0 (nay1 1.0000 

5 STR 4 6 0 (10) 1.3 
6 STR 5 6 0 (ney) 1.0000 
7 STR 1 5 0 (10) 1.3 

(coating) (coating) -1 -2 -3 -4  
(coating 10) {coating) -4 -5 -6 -7 
(coating) M 
(coating 10) M 
(coating) (coating 10) 
(origin) 1 
200 2 
300 3 
400 4 

(substrate-ns) 1 7 
{free-surfgs) 3 
(wet-ne) 5 
{out-r-ns) 2 

{substrate-6s) 1 7 
{tree-surf-ss) 3 
{wst-ss) 5 
(out-r-ss) 2 
(in_l-ss) 6 

(in-lss) 6 

Before using this file in FASTQ, it must be preprocessed by APREPRO, i.e. “aprepro 
film. fas film. fast ’‘ then “f astq film. f astq”. From fastq a GENESIS file should 
be created and converted to an EXODUS II file. 

The properties of the porous medium, and the water and air within the medium, are listed in the 
porommat file (some of the unused parts of the file are left out for brevity): 

$ porous.mat - file which defines the models and physical properties of 
$ materials for use in COWi 

s 
s 
{include (“film. def 8 ” )  ) 

Material Data Pile for a Drying Porous G e l  Coating 

---Physical Properties 
Density= CONSTANT (density) 

---Mechanical Properties and Constitutive Equations 
Solid Constitutive Equation = BOOKXAF-PSTRAIN 
Convective Lagrangian Velocity E CONSTANT (3e-5 * L / S) 0. 0. 
Lame MU P POWEFt-IAW (Hodulus) (PorOsityO) (3.) 
Lame LAMBDA0 POWER-LAW (2 ~ d u l u s  Poisson / (1 - 2 * Poisson)) (PorosityO) (3.) (0.0001) 
(3.) 
Stress Free Solvent Vol Prac= CONSTANT(Porosity0) 

---Kicrostructure Properties 

Porodty = DXPORM(Porosity0) 
Permeability= PSD-VOL{PorOsityO) (le-8 L) (0.01) 1. 
Capillary Network Stress = PARTIALLY-WETTING 
Re1 Gas Permeability= SUM-TO-ONB (gas-visc) 
Re1 Liq Permeability= PSD-VOL (viscosity) 

Media Type P POROUSQART-SAT 

Saturation = PSD-VOL (0.03 K / S*2) ( 0 )  

---Spp.cios Properties 
Diffudon Constitutive Equation 5 DARCY-PICKIAN 
Diffusivity = CONSTAWJ! (WATER) (diffusivity) 
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Latent Heat Vaporizatioru CONSTANT (WATER) 0. 
Latont Hoat Fusion- CONSTANT (WATER) 0. 
Vapor Prossure = ICELVIN (WATER) (Vap-Pres) (density) (18. K / I) (Rgas) {Temp) 
Spcios Volume Expansion =CONSTANT (WATER) 1. 
Reference Concentration = CONSTANT (WATER) 0. 

Diffusivity P CONSTANP {AIR) (diffusivity) 
Latont Heat Vaporization- CONSTANT {AIR) 0. 
Latont Heat Fusion- CONSTAN" (AIR)O. 
Vapor Prussure = IDEAL-CAS (AIR) ( 2 8 .  K I hf) (Rgas) (Temp) 
Species Volume Expansion = CONSTANT {AIR) 1. 
Reforonco Concentration = CONSTANT (AIR? 0. 

---- Source Terms 
Navier-Stokes Source= CONSTANT{-9.8 density K I LA? I S*2) 0. 0. 
Solid Body Source= CONSTANTO. 0. 0. 
Mass &urco= CONSTANTO. 
Beat Source= CONSTANTO. 
Species Source- CONSTANT (WATER) 0. 
Species Source= CONSTANT (AIR) 0. 

Solution of this problem requires continuation from an initial solution. It was found easiest to get 
an initial solution for a wet coating that does not dry (i.e. the relative humidity in the overlying 
gas is equal to the initial relative humidity, Rel-Humid = RelHumidO in film . de f s). The in- 
put file for getting the initial solution is input. initial and contains slightly different bound- 
ary conditions and initialization setup than the main input file (only the parts of this file that are 
different from the standard input file are shown here): 

$ input.initia1 - an input file for GOMA which sets up an initial guess 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 

for the drying dip-coated porous gel coating problem in 
which the coating does not d r y  because the overlying gas 
is nearly saturated with water 

(include ("film. def 6 " )  ) 

FXM Pile Specifications --- 
PKPI file = film.exoI1 
Output EXODUS I1 file P out.exoI1 
c w s s  file I contin-in.dat 
SOW file = contin.dat 
Write intermediate results P no 

Boundary Condition Specifications 

Number of BC = (auto-count) 
## BC's specifying the liquid and gas pressures in tho porous medium 

--- 
--- 

BC P Y NS {free-surf-ne) (AIR) (Amb_PraS) 
BC P Y NS (in-1-ns) (AIR) ( --Pres ) 
BC = Y NS (in-lps) (WATER) (P10) 
BC P Y NS (W8tJl8) (WATER) (P10) 

## BC specifying the equilibrium between the liquid phase and the external gas (which is satu- 
rated with water) 

## BC which allows convection of wator out of tho domain 
BC = POROUS-FLUX SS (fre6-surf-ss) (WATER) (BTC) (Rel-Humid0 gas-conc) 

BC = POROUS-FLUX SS {out-r-ss) {WATER) (0) ( 0 )  

##BC's on the porous solid - specifying adherence to the maving substrate 
BC L DX NS (substrateas) 0. 
BC = DY NS (substrate-ns) 0. 
BC = DX NS (out-r-ns) 0. 
BC P DX NS (in-1-ns) 0. 

######### 
XND OP BC 
######### 

This input file should be run using the APREPRO option in goma - goma -a -i i n p u t .  i n i t i a l ,  

and should converge in a few iterations: 
apnode03(11)4 goma -a -i input.initia1 
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W I N G  FROY ALTERNATE INPUT FILE: input.initia1 
Total of 2 commands found 
systomx apropro input.initia1 -.input 
reading input from tenporary file -.input 
Copyright (c) 1993-1995 Sandia National Laboratories 

PRS, PAS, RRR, KSC, & IULC 

"FIPSUHDA, a pig by any other name..." 
M u w r y  Usago: 

a[]: 97751 ontrios 8 bytes/entry = 782008 bytes 
r f l x  2620 ontrios 8 bytes/ontry = 20960 bytos 

Sotting variablo 9 to 0.5 
Sotting variable 4 to -0.37306 
Sotting variablo 4 to 1.0133 

L-00 L-1 L-2 asm/slv (sec) ToD itn L-00 L-1 L-2 -------- --- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
09x30~35 [OI 1.0s-03 l.2e-01 1.le-02 6.2e-03 3 . 3 ~ 0 0  1.2e-01 5.11e+00/3.89e+00 
09x30~44 111 2.3s-05 5.9e-03 2.80-06 1.h-04 6.5s-02 2.3e-03 5.08e+00/8.40e-01 
09x30~50 [2] 9.40-09 1.50-06 9.80-08 5.6e-08 2.90-05 1.00-06 5.08e+00/7.00e-O1 
09x30~56 [31 1.8e-15 4.3e-13 2.00-14 2.h-14 9.90-12 3.4e-13 5.09e+00/7.10e-01 

-done 

The solution from this run should be written to a contin. dat file for continuation with GO- 
MA. To get solutions with lower relative humidity in the overlying gas, several continuation steps 
are needed where the Rel-Humid in film.defs is reduced (starting from 0.9,0.8,0.5 . . .). However 
for the first reduction in the relative humidity (and any big steps later), relaxation of Newton's 
method is needed. The standard input file, input, for these calculations is: 

$ input - standard input file for drying of a dip-coated porous sol-gel 
$ coating with a low humidity external atmosphere 
(include ("film. def 6") ) 

FKH File Specifications 
$ 

--- 
FKH file I film.exo11 
Output BXODUS I1 file D out.exo11 
O W S S  file 5 contin.dat 
SOW file = soln.dat 
Write intermediate results 5 no 

General Specifications 

Number of processors = l  
Output Level = o  
Debug 5 0  
Initial Guess P read 

Time Integration Specifications 

Time integration = steady 

Solver Specifications 

Solution Algorithm = lu 
Proconditioner = poly 
Polynomial - Ls.1 
Orthogonalization = classical 
Hnximum Linear Solve Itorations = 1000 
Number of Newton Itorations P 16 
Newton correction factor 5 1.0 
Normalized Residual Tolerance = le-12 
Rosidual Ratio Tolerance E le-2 

Boundary Condition Specifications 

Numbor of BC = (auto-count) 
## BC's sprcifying the liquid and gas pressures in the porous medium 
BC = Y NS (free-surfgs) (AIR) ( A d - P r e s )  
BC e Y NS (in-1-ns) (AIR) (&&-Pres) 

--- 
--- 

--- 
--- 
--- 
--- 

Size of Krylov subspace = 64 

--- 
--- 
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sc L Y NS (in-l-ns) (WATER) (P10) 
BC I Y NS (wet-ns) (WATER) (P10) 
## BC sprcifying the flux of water into the overlying gas phase 
BC E POROUS-PLmt SS (free-surf-ss) (WATER) (HTC) (RelJumid gas-conc) 
#t BC which allows convection of water out of the domain 
BC = POROUS-FLUX SS (out-r-6s) (WATER) ( 0 )  ( 0 )  

##BC's on the porous solid - specifying adherence to the moving substrate 
BC = DX NS (substrate-ns) 0. 
BC = DY NS (substrate-ria) 0. 
BC = DX NS (out-r-ns) 0. 
BC P DX NS (in-1-ns) 0. 
######### 
KND OP Bc 
######### 

-___ 
Problun Description --- 
Number of Materials = (auto-count) 

W T  I porous (coating) 

Coordinate system I CARTESIAN 
Element Mapping I isoparamotric 
Mesh Motion = UGRANGIAN 

Numbor of bulk species P 2 

Number of EQ E (auto-count) 
EQ = species-bulk Ql Y Ql 
EQ = mesh1 Ql D1 Ql 
EQ = mesb2 Ql D2 Ql 
EQ = continuity Ql P Ql 1. 

######### 

######### 
XND OP KQ 

1. 1. 
0. 0. 
0. 0 .  

1. 1. 0. 
0. 1. 0. 0. 
0. 1. 0 .  0 .  

1. 

div ma adv bnd dif SIC porous 
########## 
XNLI OF W T  
########## 
Post Processing Specifications 
Third Invarient of Strain P yes 
Time Derivatives I yes 
Mesh Stress Tensor P y e s  
Porous Saturation = yes 
Bulk density of species in porous media = yea 
Cas concentration of species in porous media = yes 
Gas phase convection vectors in porous media = yes 
Liquid phase convection vectors in porous media = yes 
Lagrangian Convection = yes 

Then, setting the appropriate value of RelHumid in film . de f s. This input file is run using re- 
laxation of Newton's method and APREPRQ, g o m a  -r 0.1 -a: 

spnode03(14)% goma -a -r 0.1 
Total of 2 coumands found 
system: aprepro input -.input 
reading input from teworary file -.input 
Copyright (c) 1993-1995 Sandia National Laboratories 

PRS, PAS, RRR, XSC, & RAC 

"PIPSUHM, a pig by any other name.. ." 
Momory Usage: 

a[]: 97751 entries 8 bytes/entry = 782008 bytes 
% [ I :  2620 entries 8 bytes/entry = 20960 bytes 

ToD itn 400 L-1 4 2  L-00 L-1 L-2 asmlslv (sec) 

09:48:50 101 1.h-04 1.10-02 1.0e-03 3.90+01 1.20+04 5.8e+02 5.Ue+00/4.25e+OO 
09:49:00 111 1.50-03 2.4e-01 1.30-02 4.7e+01 1.40+04 6.80+02 5.13e+00/8.60e-01 
09:49:06 I21 2.00-03 3.7e-01 1.9e-02 5.20+01 1.5e+04 7.5e+02 5.11e+00/7.20e-01 
09:49:12 131 2.2e-03 4.5e-01 2.3e-02 5.5e+01 1.5e+04 7.9e+02 5.16e+00/7.30e-01 
09:49:18 t 4 1  2.h-03 4.8e-01 2.48-02 5.7e+01 1.6e+04 8.le+02 5.12e+00/7.20e-01 

-------- --- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------- 
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09x49~24 I51 2.0e-03 4.9.-01 2.4e-02 
09~49x30 161 1.9.-03 4.9e-01 2.h-02 
09x49~36 I71 1.9.-03 4.80-01 2.34-02 
09149x42 181 1.80-03 4.6s-01 2.2e-02 
09r49i48 I91 1.7e-03 4.3e-01 2.10-02 
09r49r54 1 0 1  1.70-03 4.10-01 2.0e-02 
09x50i00 111 1.60-03 3.80-01 1.8s-02 
09t50r05 121 1.50-03 3.5.-01 1.7e-02 
09r50ill 131 1.40-03 3.30-01 1.60-02 
09i50x17 141 1.30-03 3.00-01 1.50-02 
09x50~23 151 1.20-03 2.80-01 1.30-02 

5.11e+00/7.20e-01 
5.13e+00/7.20e-01 
5.11e+00/7.30e-01 
5.13e+00/7.3 Oe- 01 
5.12e+00/7.20e-01 
5.11e+00/7.100-01 
5.10e+00/7.20e-01 
5.09e+00/7.20e-01 
5.09e+00/7.00e-01 
5.10e+00/7.30e-01 
5.100+00/7.20e-01 

-dono 

Now, the solution from this run can be continued with full Newton's method until it converges 
(but first the solution file should be copied to the continuation file, cp soln. dat contin. dat), 
goma -a: 

spnode03(15)% cp 80h.dat contin.dat 
spnode03 (16)% goma -a 
Total of 1 c o m ~ n d s  found 
systemi aprepro input -.input 
reading input from temporary file -.input 
Copyright (c) 1993-1995 Sandia National Laboratories 

PRS, PAS, RRR, KSC, & RAC 

"PIPSUHDA, a pig by any other name..." 
M e m o r y  Usage: 

a[]: 97751 entries 8 bytesfentry = 782008 bytes 
x[]x 2620 entries 8 bytes/entry = 20960 bytes 

ToD itn -------- --- 
09X51X59 IO] 
09152x19 111 
09152x26 121 
09X52X33 131 
09152x39 141 
09x52~46 151 
09152x53 161 
09X52X59 171 

L-00 4 1  L-2 

1.10-03 2.60-01 1.2e-02 
5.3r-03 4.4e-01 2.9e-02 
1.30-03 3.8e-02 4.0e-03 
6.70-05 8.50-04 Lie-04 

3.9e-08 3.5e-06 2.2e-07 
2.7e-11 1.0e-09 1.00-10 
1.00-14 1.5e-12 7.28-14 

------- ------- ------- 

3.20-05 8.70-05 3.50-05 

L-00 L-1 L-2 ------- ------- --_____ 
4.00+01 9.40+03 5.20+02 
1.9e+01 2.50+03 1.80+02 
2.6e-00 2.8e+02 2.0e+01 
3.h-01 4.6e+01 3.08+00 
2.h-01 3.le+01 2.00+00 
3.7e-04 3.2e-02 2.3e-03 
7.60-09 2.2e-06 1.b-07 
7.0e-12 1.6e-09 8.5e-11 

-done 

Further continuation to lower relative humidities is done in the same manner, and relaxation nor- 
mally is not needed unless big steps in relative humidity are taken or if other parameters are 
changed. 

Standard results from this problem are shown in Figure 12. 

7.5 A Simple Mold Filling Problem 

Mold filling as a form of polymer processing is a complex phenomenon in which a viscous fluid at 
high pressure is injected into a mold. The mold geometry is often complex, and the rheology of 
the fluid is generally nonlinear. In this example problem, the simplest mold filling problem is 
solved: the transient filling of a straight channel. 

When ALE techniques are used on moving boundary problems such as mold filling, care must be 
taken at the dynamic contact line. The dynamic contact line (DCL) is the position where the front 
advances or recedes with respect to a stationary wall or a wall moving at a different speed. This 
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Figure 12 Standard Results for Drying of a dip-coated porous sol-gel coating for a relative 
humidity of 3%. The horizontal axis here is expanded 300x. 

difference in velocity causes a singularity in the governing equations, which must be alleviated in 
some way so as to obtain a plausible solution. In this example, the singularity at the DCL is allevi- 
ated by introducing a position-dependent slip velocity that allows the DCL to advance with the 
mesh, but decays rapidly to a no-slip boundary condition further along the wall. 

Figure 13 is a schematic of the boundary conditions for mold filling. In addition to the boundary 
conditions shown, a slip law to the solid boundary is also applied. The slip law decays exponen- 
tially from the dynamic contact line and has the form: 

(u-pe-rnd'+t = 0 

v.n = 0 
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No-slip wall (U = v = 0) 
dynamic contact line 

ss = 30 
Advancing free surface 

n-(v-v,) = 0 
n.T = 2Ho 

4--- (ss = 20) 

Plane of symmetry 

Figure 13 Boundary conditions for a mold filling problem 

In this equation v is the fluid velocity, 2 is the mesh velocity, p is a user-specified constant that 
varies from 0 to l(it is used to turn the slip on and off), a is another user-specified constant that 
describes how quickly the tangential velocity will decay from slip to no slip, xdcl indicates the dis- 
tance from the current position to the dynamic contact line, t is the unit tangent to the free surface 
and n is the unit normal to the free surface. 

The boundary condition section of the input file is most relevant in this example, as it provides the 
correct combination of conditions that need to be applied in and around a moving contact line: 
Number of BC = -1 

BC = PLANE SS 30 0. 1. 0. -1.e-4 
BC = PLANE SS 40 1. 0. 0. 0. 
BC = V NS 1 0. 
BC = V NS 4 0. 
BC = WARY ss 40 0.02 .0001 
BC = VELO-NORMAL SS 30 0. 
BC = VELO-TANGENT SS 30 300 0. 1. 200000.  
BC = KINEMATIC SS 20 0. 
BC = CAPILLARY SS 20 0.02 0. .O 

END OF BC 

BC = PLANE SS 10 0. 1. 0 .  0 .  

BC = CA NS 300 2.34 0. -1. 0. 

Notice that the KINEMATIC condition is applied to the free surface, together with the CAPIL- 
LARY condition (side set 20). Where the free surface meets the solid wall (side set 30 at node set 
300), the contact angle (CA) card is applied which is used to keep the contact angle at 2.34 radi- 
ans, or 134 degrees. As it turns out, this condition is used to replace the kinematic condition at the 
contact line (done automatically). The VELO-NORMAL condition keeps the wall impenetrable and 
the VELO-TANGENT condition is used to apply the position-dependent slip, as described above 
(see the card description in Table 4.1). 

The start-up of this problem is trivial. With an initial guess of zero, the problem is run transient 
with a variable time step scheme, viz. 
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Figure 14 Several time steps of the simple mold filling example. (a) - (c) illustrate the vec- 
tor velocity field at three early time planes, and (d) at a later time plane. The vector scale is 
not constant, and was increased for frames (c) and (d) for illustration. 

............................................................ 
Time Integration Specifications ............................................................ 

Time integration = transient 
deltpt = 5 . 0 0 - 6  
M a x i m u m  number of t h e  steps 
M a x i m u m  time = 10.0e+O 

T h e  step parameter = 0. 

T h e  step error = . 008  1 1 0 0 0 
Printing Frequency = 1  

= 250 

Minimum time step = 1.0e-12 

#The step error = err=.005 rnesh=l v=l T=O C=O p=O 

Some sample results are shown in Figure 14. The slip region is evident near the dynamic contact 
line. where a significant slip velocity is visible. The computational mesh is structured the topolo- 
gy remains constant throughout the simulation. The sequence shown are samples from a series of 
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30 time steps taken at variable intervals. 

7.6 Deformable Blade Coating onto a Deformable Substrate 

Flexible blade coating flow is the workhorse operation in the paper industry for applying a uniform 
layer of pigmented or functional coating on the surface of a paper substrate in order to improve its 
printability or appearance. In such a process coating liquid interacts with two solid materials, 
namely the flexible blade and the deformable substrate. More specifically, the blade bends and the 
substrate deforms in response to the hydrodynamic pressure developed during coating in the gap 
formed between the substrate and the blade tip. The elastohydrodynamics of blade coating, which 
focuses on the interaction between hydrodynamic traction and the resultant elastic forces along the 
blade, was analyzed by Pranckh and Scriven (1988) using the theory of thin inextensional shells to 
describe the blade bending behavior. In their analysis R a n c h  and Scriven also took into account 
of substrate deformation with a one-dimensional spring model. In these analyses liquid-solid 
interactions were approximated using simplified theories under various assumptions. The two 
resultant governing equations for locating the blade position, which account for the normal and 
tangential force balances along the blade and describe the local curvature and tangential stress, are 
closely coupled second- and first-order ordinary differential equations, respectively, with respect 
to blade position. Solving such complex governing equations for blade position, which are in turn 
coupled with the flow problem involving free surfaces, is by itself a very challenging task. 

In this example we employ a coherent or unified finite-element analysis framework and analyze 
the blade coating process in a natural way. We divided into subdomains the blade and substrate 
solid regions in the same way we do the liquid flow region. We solve the Navier-Stokes equations 
within each subdomain of the liquid flow region (Eq. (6.6)) and the equilibrium (or divergent-free) 
stress equations in the solid region (Eq. (6.9)). We employ a neo-Hookean stress-strain constitutive 
model (Eq. (6.10)) to describe bending of the blade and deformation of the substrate so that 
approximations regarding the blade and the substrate are not required. Balancing tractions along 
the liquid-solid boundaries couples the fluid-mechanics and solid-mechanics problems in a natural 
way. The free boundaries at air-liquid and liquid-solid interfaces are tracked using novel mesh- 
deformation algorithm, which treats the finite-element mesh as a neo-Hookean solid. In the 
example here, which is intended for demonstrating GOMA’s capability in handling liquid-solid 
interaction, we take the substrate as impermeable and ignore the liquid penetration phenomena. 
Results shown here were built upon our previous study on rigid blade coating flows (Chen et al. 
1995). 

The input deck to GOMA for generating results of a test problem presented below is as follows: 
P&M File Specificationa 
P&M file = blade.exoI1 
Output EXODUS I1 file = out.exoI1 
OWSS file = contin.dat 
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= no 
S O W  file = soh-dat 
Write intermediate results 
mneral Specifications 
Number of processors = 1  
Output Level = o  
Debug = o  
Initial Guess = read 
Pad Sparse Matrix = yes 
Time integration = steady 
Solver Specifications 
Solution Algorithm = lu 
Preconditioner = poly 
Polynomial = LS,1 
Size of -1ov subspace 
Orthogonalization = classical 
M a r h  Linear Solve Iterations = 1000 

Number of Newton Iterations = 10 
Newton correction factor = 1.0 
Normalized Residual Tolerance = 1.0e-12 

Residual Ratio Tolerance = 1 .0e -6  

= 64 

Boundary Condition Specifications 
Number of BC = -1 
BC = PLANB ss 2 1. 0 .  0 .  -0.009 
BC = PLANB SS 13 1. 0 .  0 .  - 0 . 0 0 9  
BC = PLANB SS 8 1. 0 .  0 .  0 .025 
BC = PLANB SS 6 0.1763 1 . 0  0 .  0.0202 
BC = PLANB SS 17 0.1763 1 . 0  0 .  0 .0202 

BC 
BC 
BC 

SSSBC 
BC 
BC 
BC 

BC 
BC 

= v  NS 20 0.0 
u NS 40 0.0 
V NS 40 0.0 
u NS 50 0.0 
V NS 50 0.0 
u NS 80 1.0 
V NS 80 0.0 
U NS 300 0.0 
V NS 300 0.0 
u NS 400 1 . 0  
V NS 400 0.0 
DX NS 400 0.0 
DY NS 400 0.0 
DX NS 600 0.0 
DY NS 600 0.0 
DX NS 110 0.0 
DY NS 110 0.0 
DY NS 120 0.0 

VELO-NORMAL SS 3 0 . 0  (Unused BC) 
= CAPILLARY ss 3 0 .05  0 . 0  0 . 0  
= KINEMATIC SS 3 0. 
= SURPTANG NS 200 1.0 0.0 0 . 0  0 . 0 5  

- VELO-NORMAL SS 7 0.0 (Unused BC) 

= KINEMATIC SS 7 0. 
=CAPILLARY ss 7 0 . 0 5  0 . 0  0 . 0  
= SURPTANG NS 100 -0.1736 -0.9848 0 . 0  

= SOLID-FLUID SS 1 2  1 
= NO-SLIP S S l 2 l  

0.05 
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BC = GD-CONST SS 4 R-mSH1 0 VELOCITY1 0 0.0 
BC = OD-CONST SS 4 R-MBSH2 0 VELOCITY2 0 0.0 
BC = QD-CONST SS 5 R-MESH1 0 VELOCITY1 0 0.0 
BC = OD-CONST SS 5 R-MESH2 0 VELOCITY2 0 0.0 
BC = FLUID-SOLID SS 4 3 1 
BC = FLUID-SOLID SS 5 3 1 

###### 

###### 
END OF BC 

Problem Description 
Number of Materials = 3 
MAT = liquid 1 
Coordinate System = CARTESIAN 
Blement Mapping = isoparametric 
Mesh Motion = ARBITRARY 
Number of bulk species = 0 
Number Of BQ = 5  

BQ = momentuml Q2 u1 Q2 
BQ = momentum2 Q2 u2 Q2 
EQ = continuity P1 P P1 
EQ = meshl Q2 D1 Q2 
EQ = mesh2 Q2 D2 Q2 

MAT = substrate 2 
Coordinate System = CARTESIAN 
Element Mapping = isoparametric 
Mesh Motion = LAGRANGIAN 
Number of bulk species = 0 
Number of BQ = 2  
EQ = meshl Q2 D1 Q2 
EQ = mesh2 Q2 D2 Q2 

MAT = blade 3 
Coordinate System = CARTESIAN 
Element Mapping = isoparametric 
Mesh Motion = LAGRANGIAN 
Number of bulk species = 0 
Number of EQ = 2  
BQ = meshl Q2 D1 Q2 
EQ = mesh2 Q2 D2 Q2 

0. 1000. 1. 1.0 0.0 0. 
0 .  1000. 1. 1.0 1.0 0. 

1. 0 
0 .  0 .  0 .  1. 0 .  0 .  

0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 
div m8 adv bnd dif 

0. 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 
0 .  0 .  1. 1. 0 .  0 .  

div ma adv bnd i 

arc porous 

arc porous 

div m s  adv bnd dif src porous 

0. 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 

There are three materials files required, namely l i q u i d  .mat, substrate .mat and 
blade. mat. Since the coating liquid was taken to be a constant density Newtonian liquid with a 
constant viscosity and surface tension, the material file for the coating liquid is straightforward. In 
the substrate material file, the two key lines for specifying the shear and bulk moduli of the 
substrate are as follows: 
Lame Mo = CONSTANT 600. 
Lame LAMBDA = CONSTANT 600. 
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Similarly in the blade material file, blade shear and bulk moduli are specified as follows: 
Lame MU = CONSTANT 2240. 
Lame LAMBDA = CONSTANT 2450. 

Figure 15 through Figure 17 show, respectively, finite element meshes, velocity field, pressure 
contour, streamlines, and pressure profile along the liquid/solid interfaces. The start-up procedure 
for this test problem is as follows: 

A flow field solution was computed with all boundaries being fixed, i.e., both the 
substrate and the blade were set to be rigid, and the upstream and downstream free 
surfaces were made shear free with their position fixed. To make the boundaries 
shear stress free with respect to the liquid, the VELO-NORMAL card is applied and 
no tangential velocity is specified. 

A flow field solution together with a downstream free surface position were com- 
puted with the downstream free surface (side set 7) being released. The solution 
from step 1 was used as an initial guess. Side set 7 is released by replacing a 
VELO-NORMAL card with the KINEMATIC/CAPILLARY/ SURF-TANG cards, 
as shown above. The endpoint SURF-TANG card is required at capillary free 
boundary endpoints without overriding conditions. 

A flow field solution and position of the upstream and downstream free surfaces 
were computed with the upstream free surface (side set 3) also being released. The 
solution from step 2 was used as an initial guess. 

A flow field solution, positions of free surfaces, and position of liquid/substrate in- 
terface were computed with the substrate being set to be deformable (the substrate 
moduli was initially set to be very high and final solution was obtained via param- 
eter continuation to the values shown above). m e  solution from step 3 was used as 
an initial guess. The distinguishing condition for the substrate is the 
“SOLID-FLUID” card. The NO-SLIP condition replaces any other cards that 
might be present to specify the fluid velocity on the substrate. 

Finally, a solution was obtained with the blade also being made flexible and using 
continuation from a “high modulus” case as described above. As expected, sub- 
strate deformation and blade deflection correspond to hydrodynamic pressure forc- 
ing along the liquid/solid interfaces. The distinguishing condition for the blade is 
the “FLUID-SOLID” card (one for the blade tip, side set 4, and one for the blade/ 
liquid surface, side set 5). The GD-CONST cards are used in this case to specify 
the fluid velocity at the bladehiquid surface. Notice that the velocity conditions are 
actually applied to the liquid momentum equations. 

The details of running this advanced example are not supplied here. An important fact to remem- 
ber is that this is a nonlinear operating state, and not all initial guesses will converge for step 1 
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Figure 15 Finite element meshes employed in flexible blade 
deformable substrate. 
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Figure 16 Typical results of flexible blade coating unto a deformable substrate (p = 
50 mPa s, y =  50 mN/m, Us = 1 m/s, Gs = 600 Pa, K, = 600 Pa, Gb = 2240 Pa, 
Kb = 2250 Pa). 
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through 3 above. However, once those steps are accomplished, releasing the blade and substrate 
follow in the way described. 
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Appendix 

I 

A Continuation Strategies for Free Surface Flows 

In free surface problems there exists one or more boundaries-or internal surfaces whose posi- 
tion@) are unknown a priori. As such, the geometry of the problem becomes part of the problem 
and must be determined together with the internal physics. Most problems of this sort cannot be 
solved with a trivial initial guess to the solution vector, mainly because the conditions which 
determine the surface position are closely coupled to the active physics in the bulk. Thus, these 
problems required continuation (zero or higher order) to achieve a converged solution to a desired 
state. The continuation strategy typically involves turning on and off the conditions which distin- 
guish the position of the free surface(s). This appendix describes one such strategy. 

Distinguishing conditions in GOMA serve two purposes: (1) they can be used to locate a surface 
whose position depends on internal and interfacial transport phenomena, and (2) they can be used 
to prescribe solid boundary position or motion. The first type of condition contains field variables 
needed to locate the interface or free surface position, and hence ties the mesh motion to the prob- 
lem physics, i.e., mass, momentum, and energy transport phenomena. Currently, the side-set 
boundary conditions of type DISTNG, KINEMATIC, and KIN-LEAK (see Section 4.5) fall into 
this class. The second type of condition requires only geometrical information from the mesh, 
and, although geometrically couples the mesh motion to the problem physics, it tends not to be so 
tightly coupled. Currently, boundary conditions PLANE, PLANEX, PLANEY, PLANEZ, 
SPLINE, SPLINEX, SPLINEY, and SPLINEZ fall into this class. 

In two dimensions, there is no need to use PLANEX, PLANEY, PLANEZ, SPLINEX, SPLINEY, 
and SPLINEZ. Because the code automatically rotates the mesh residual equations and the corre- 
sponding Jacobian entries into normal-tangential form on the boundary, SPLINE, PLANE, and 
DISTNG are the only cards required to specify the position of the boundary. Currently, in three 
dimensions, the logic for the same rotation concept is not totally functional, and one must use the 
PLANEX, etc. cards to designate which component of the mesh stress residual equation receives 
the distinguishing conditions. 

If cards DISTNG, KINEMATIC and KIN-LEAK, i.e., distinguishing conditions of type 1, are 
absent in any simulation, then any initial guess for the transport field equations, i.e., energy and 
momentum, has a chance of converging, as long as the initial mesh displacement guess is within 
the radius of convergence of the mesh equations and associated boundary conditions. For exam- 
ple, if the side sets of the EXODUS II database mesh correspond somewhat closely to what is pre- 
scribed with PLANE- and SPLINE-type conditions, then an initial guess of the NULL vector has 
a good chance of converging, so long as the velocities and temperatures are within “converging 
distance.” 

When conditions from the first class are present, i.e., either DISTNG, KIN-LEAK or KINE- 
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MATIC, then the following proceedure should be followed: 

a. Set the keyword in the InitialOGuess character-string (4.2.4) to zero, one, or random. 

b. Obtain a solution (run GOMA) with the initial guess for the free surfaces distinguished 
as KINEMATIC (or other) coming from the EXODUS 11 database, but without the KINE- 
MATIC (or other) card(s). That is, “fix” those surfaces with either a PLANE or SPLINE 
command, or simply place no distinguishing condition on them (this works only if the grid 
has not been previously “stressed”, Le., all the displacements are zero). The rest of the 
“desired” physics should be maintained. If any surface is distinguished as KINEMATIC, 
then it is highly advantagous to place a VELO-NORMAL condition on that surface for 
startup, and set the corresponding floating point datum to zero. This effectively allows the 
fluid to “slip” along that boundary as if it were a shear free condition. 

c. Set the keyword in the InitialOGuess caracter-string (4.2.4) to read. 

d. Copy the file named in SOLNOfile (4.1.4) into the file named in GUESSOfile (4.1.3). 

e. Release the free boundaries by taking off any current distinguishing condition cards and 
adding the appropriate KINEMATIC (or other) card. Adjust all other boundary conditions 
appropriately. 

f. Run GOMA. There may be need to set the Newton relaxation factor in complex cases to 
something less than unity but greater than zero, of course (e.g. 0.1) for complex flows. 

When dealing with material surface boundaries distinguished by the kinematic boundary condi- 
tion, the nature of that condition requires a non-zero and substantial component of velocity tan- 
gent to the surface upon start-up. In this case, it can be advantagous to use the VELO-TANGENT 
card to set the velocity along the free surface to some appropriate value in step c above. Of course 
this card will be removed in subsequent steps. Also, although not necessary, a smooth, “kinkless”, 
initial guess to the free surface shape is helpful because it reduces the amount of relaxation 
required on the Newton iteration. 

Obtaining start-up solutions of most coating flow configurations is still an art. In this Appendix 
and in Chapter 7 we have tried to compile and record much of our experience towards attaining an 
initial guess to the desired solution state. In Chapter 7 we give examples of these start-up strate- 
gies. Of course the best way to start up a coating flow analysis may be to acquire a “template” 
developed from a previous analysis of some closely related flows. 
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